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Jerry's Last Journal
At the JtLLy24j 1977 Banquet, I closed
my President's acceptance speechvlth
the words "Let me say above all, I
want all of us to rededicate ourselves

to the fun of stereo photography."
Mien a fellow makes such a wish/pre
diction, he doesn't know either if it
will happen, or, if so, in what foim.
All I can say is that it did hempen,
to me and I hope to you. X really
have had a lot of fvm with stereo,
especially during the past few months.
Those of you idio were participating
in the same activities as I, know all
about it, and from the si^ts and the
sounds, you were having fun too. And
those who had to miss some of the re
cent activities, we all hope you can
join us on the Club stereo happenings
in the future. There is a little too
much seriousness in the world to let

it rule our hobbies, too. Perhaps at
times I've treated the 5-D NEWS too
seriously, and ran the meetings too
seriously, but I was learning, and
that also was part of my first message:
"This Club should be a learning ex
perience, and please bear with us
Miile we all learn together." Thank
you all for your indulgence, cooper
ation, and understanding the past two
years, and may you extend the same
courtesies to our incoming new leader
Tim.

SOBS

Tim's First Two Cents

Tim who? Timothy John Cardinale.,..
5'10", 150 pounds, approximately 50
years of age, U. S. Citizen, with no
known arrests or convictions.

Now that you've had a nickel's worth
of personal resume', I would like to
throw in my first "two cents" worth
concerning our Club.

Because of my hobby, I want to see
Clubs like ours grow. The strength
in numbers can keep stereography alive
and well. It is a selfish reason for
wanting this Club to flourish: I want
to preserve my hobby. Imagine trying
to maintain this hobby without a Club
like SCSC. I have these nightmares
of having technical questions with no
Technical Pages to refer to, or running
out of mounts with no Max Bruensteiner,
or wanting to see some good stereo
and having no Hodnik or Stergis or
Finney, etc., or the worst nightanare
of all would be having no one inter
ested in seeing my pictures because
viewing stereo gives them a headache.
Without the Club my hobby would be
fnistrating to say the least. So for
all you folks out there -who have had
one of those ni^tmares, and for my
own selfish reasons, I'm going to try
to make sure that this essential part
of my hobby continues to thrive as it
has 80 well in the past.

I
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Stereo Activity Calendar
July 1979 August 1979
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IHU JUL 19 - Presentation of the Ci'fy of Angels
Stereo £:diibition at the Photo Center

at 8 FM for Uiose can not make it
to the Banquet; these same slides vill
be shown at the Awards affair on ••••

SUN JUL 22 - CLUB Awards Banquet - Michaels Rest*
MOW JUL 50 - Copy Deadling - August 3-D NEVB
MON JUL 30 - Closing - Detroit Stereo Exhibition
WED AUG 8 - Closing - PSA Convention Exhibition
!IilU AUG 16 - CLUB Meeting - 8 IH - Photo Center -

Members' Show^ idiere a number of se
lected members will each present a
group of slides and tell us about thm*

SAT SEP 1 - Closing - Stockton-on-Tees Exhibition

« * * * «

Please welcome this new Club member:

Steve Rofflr
128 Brace Road
West Hartford, Connecticut 06l07

les, idiat's ri^t, Connecticut, Steve is a family
man, ^6 years old, a machine conqiater-assist pro
grammer, who recently picked vqi a Realist with all
accessories for $15*00. Thinking he was probably
one of the few stereographers remaining in the whole
world (as we all have at times) he placed an ad in
the Shutterbug Ads, requesting communication with
any other stereo buff who wanted to share slides
and info* We exchanged slides, comments, and info
about the stereo world* A sinple subscription to
Uie 3-D NEWS wasn't enou^; Steve would settle for
nothing less than full membership* Until he gets
well-settled in stereo and/or gets a stereo club
going in central Connecticut, to gain some of the
benefits from membership we've offered to let hing
enter our Club oonpetitions, with written comments,
on his slides. He also writes "If any of your mem
bers have surplus books and/or reprints on stereo
technique and technical background and are willing
to sell/sw^Aend out same, I am interested*" Let's
show Steve we' re as interested in other stereo people
as we are in stereo photogr^hs*

— Jerry Walter

Stereo Quickies

For sale: The Editor has a number of neatly bound
Volume XaiII of the 3-D NEWS* All 12 issues from
the 1978-79 Club year are only $4.00 per set ($4*50
by mail). Contact JerzyWalter if you're interested*

*****

Harold Cosel has stereo cameras for sale to dub
members* Just give him a call at his office at
475-6814.

*****

dub membership anniversaries for July: Dorothy
Abramson-1 year; Ward Clark-15 years; Ken Fordyce
- 5 years; Margaret Button-2 years; Richard Ogle-
3 years; Charles Osbom, APSA- 15 years; D*J* Sandier
- 3 years; Maudie Stergls - 8 years; Roberta Stilley
- 1 year; Russ Terrill, APSA, 21 years; and Teresa
Wackowiak - 1 year.

*****

There has been a little confusion in the of a
few members •— receipt of the monthly 3-D NEVB ^
included in the annual dub membership dues idiich
are $12 8in£p.e; $18 coi^le* Dues were due July 1;
send your checks payable to tiie Stereo dub of
Southern California to the Treasurer*

*****

The latest word at press time is that the Hitchcock
thriller "Mai M For Murder" will be shown in 3-D
at the Tiffany Theater, 8532 Sunset HLvd,, L* A.
soon, but not as soon as expected* Even the Theater
management didn't know as of July 3 the showing dates,
because a print has yet to be made* So watch your
newspapers for this inportant event* And when the
news is out, make a few calls to some fellow dub
members, and we'll get a theater party formed*

*****

WHERE ARE YOU GOING?

It seems to the Editor that
the dub now has enough mem
bers, and members who travel,
that we could be sharing
some of this gained travel/
photo knowledge with ea<^
other* How about letting
the Editor know ^en you
get back, and informing him

of photo delights, not-to-do-agains, be-sure-to-do-
agains, mishaps, etc. Makes no difference how far
or how long — if you e:q)ose some film in that
stereo camera on a weekend in Oceanside or a month

in Leningrad — let's hear about it I

SUBJECT TO CHANGE ON JULY
1978-79 Officers and Directors

22

rresiclent, Editor
Jerry Walter

1098 Monteoito Drive
Loo Angeles, OA 90031
ft 225-8042 B 481-5501

lloapltallty
Ursula S3

Director
Sylvan

43!?9 N. Fireside Lane
Hoorpark 93021
ft (805) 529-3277

Kquipment Director
Dcivid Starknan

1104 Calle Adra
Dunrte 91O10

ft 357-8345

Vice Preo., Outinga
Tim Cardlnale

6855 Costello Ave,
Van Nuya, CA 91405
H 781-5222 or 873-1339

Houae Director

Jin Pettlt

1826| W. Silverlake Dr.
Los Angeles 90026
ft 662-0410

Special Pres. Advisor
Sylvia Sikes, FPSA
2081 Rodeo Court
Tliousond Oaks 91560
R (805) 497-0326

Secretary
Marilyn Felling
P.O. Box 90
Topanga 90290
ft 455-1886

Treasurer.Competitions
Hick Flnney
1098 Honteclto Drive
Loa Angeles 90031
R 225-8042

Program Director Hemberahip Director
Oliver Dean Stergls H. Stergls
10001 W.Frontage Hd.#14 601 S. Saltair
South Gate 90280 W. Los Angeles 90049
ft 928-4688 ft 472-5465

Banquet Dlreetor

Harshall Stewart

261 Via Linda Viata
Redondo Beach 90277

ft 375-1788 B 326-1422

Workshop Director
Don Cast

3001 N. Buena Vista
Burbank 91504
R 767-0638 B 481-4792

The Club meets Wie 5rd Thursday oT each month (except
July and December) at the Los Angeles Photo Center,
412 South Parkview St., Los Angeles. Visitors always
welcome. The 3-D NEWS is published monthlyj rate for
subscriptions for non-memfcera is $6.00 per year.
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GALA CLUB BANQUET ON SUNDAY JULY 22

It's not too late to get your reservations
in to Marshall Stewart for the Annual Club

Awards Banquet* As Banquets go, these are
always one-of-a-kind affairs*

Enjoy...Cocktails at 6 FM
Fillet Mignon at 7 PM

Pay...only $8.50per person (pay at the door)
See,**Jerry leave offlee*.. Tim take office
Henr ...a few (short) speechesy with some

being undoubtedly spontaneous

Applaud ...as Hick gives out the Club
Competition medals

•. .presents the Slide-of-the lear
Trophies

...presents the Most-Promising-
New-Member Award

Stereo View...the Slide-of-the-Iearand
all the Honor Slides

Ex perience ."sing"
(tentative title of the)

1979 City of Angels Stereo Exhibition

A 45''nilnute show of all the accepted
slides (about 200) set to a little
music, a little poetry, maybe a little
wisdom, and who knows what else, since
the producer has no idea of what he
has to woric with until the judging is
con?5leted on July 7«

The Banquet is at Michaels Los Feliz Rest
aurant, 4500 Los Feliz Blvd., L.A. Guests,
members, friends — all are welcome. Contact
Marshall at 26l Via Linda Vista, Hedondo
Beachj 375-1788 home; 326-1422 office. Also,
please notify Marshall if you have to cancel
at the last minute, so we are sure to meet
our minumum requirements with Michaels.

YOSQgTE GROUP PORTRAIT - MAY 19. 1979

The group was so happy because for four days they were away and forgot all about
the gasoline mess. And typical of groups, they are never all together, and this
was no exception...a ^ole bunch was off someplace else. Photo by George Walker.
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PEOPLE IN JUNE

The program at the June 21 meeting
was up oi some expectedj but
mostly uneaq^ected people slides, that
revealed special interests, acquain-'
tances, habits and pleasures. About
200 slides were voluntarily brought,
and special thanks to ihe 17 members
who participated. In order of ap
pearance, with their stand-out sub
ject: Don Cast - rocks, with kids
here and there; David Starkman - the
cherry and other experiments; Denise
Pearl - tbrn, Oliver, skiing and lo-
semite; Susan Pinsky - the sequence
gavkers and David's moustache; Tim
Cardinale - skateboarding; Jan Rouser
—Morocco and Madrid; Conrad Hodnik—
the ^ass man,kids, and a nude; Hu^ Stilley —beach
scenes and grandchildren; Ruby Steins —Club members
from the 50's and Camera Day; Russ Terrill - Ansel
Adams and new children classics; Rick Flnney - the
Club at losemite; Jeriy Walter - Laursen's lasagne
party, Stergis' Boardmeeting, Denise dancing; Earl
Colgan - hang Riding, Hawaii and Death Valley;
Charles Piper - Club members from Ihe 60's; Joe
Abramson - slides from around the world; Ward Clark
- family and models; Harold Cosel - old Xosemite
views.

The sign of a good program is the remark "We should
do this more often..." With that kind of encourage
ment, we will. Row that everyone has an idea of
what was expected {8in?>ly, oddsand endswith people)
even more will be participating next time. Let's
all keep taking people pictures that are so effec
tive in stereo.

« * * * *

SEQUENCE SATURATION

Although not touted as a "Club" function, all mei»-
bers and stereographers were informed that they were

welcome to attend the judging of the
1979 PSA Stereo Division Sequence
Exhibition at Lake Arrowhead on June 2.

So a few words about the event should
not let anyone feel "left-out".

It was a day to totally saturate even
the most avid steieogr^her with stereo images.
Including the3*ai®-i2p sequences, 88 sequences were
viewed containing a total of 925 stereo slides. The
best creative efforts of 64 stereographers gave ua
slides on every imaginable subject. Five of the
17 accepted sequences were madeby our Club members:

"Diane" by Timothy J. Cardinale
"Like The Ea^es Ply" by John Chord, APSA
"The Sophisticated Hang Qlider" by Elarl Colgan
"Lost" by Rick Finney
"A Day At The Seashore" by Stergis M. Stergis

Whichever of the acc^ted sequences received honors
is kept secret until the PSA Hartford Convention.

We are quickly learning that all work and no play
makes stereo a dull thing, and dull this sequence
affair was not! Nineteen Club members attended:
Joe and Dorothy Abramson, Tim and Katy Cardinale,
John Chord, APSA, Earl Colgan, Oliver Dean (Judge),
Carl and Marilyn Felling, Rick Finney, Bert and
Ca-Uierlne Laursen, Denise Pearl, Susan Pinsky and

David Staxknan, Jim Fettit, Janet Boueer, Sylvia
Slkes, FPSA, George Walker, and Jerry Walter. They
-were joined by A1 (Judge) and Iheo Sinden of Aurora,
niiuoia; MelLawson (Judge) of Arlington, Virginia;
12 stereographers from the Bayand Sacramento areas;
3 stereogr^hew and friends from Arizona; plus 12
stei^eogrc^hers and friends from Sou-ttiem California
and Uie local judging area, making foralw^py groi:q)
of 50.

The affair began with a Friday ni^t cocktail party
hosted by John (2iord, APSA, and Jack Shafer, at
Arrowhead's Tree Top Lodge, ^ere 31 attendees en
joyed 2 ni^ts in a secluded setting. John, a mem
ber of SCSC, is the Immediate past Sequence Director,
serving from 1968 through 1978. Dinner followed at
-Uie TH,in Forest Elks Lodge.

The judging began bright and early at 8:30 AM on
Saturday morning at Our Ladyof ttie Lake ChurchHall.
Marilyn Felling proved an expert "critique sheet
runner", responding with reflex lAen the timer's
bell rang. (It wasnecessary to limit the time spent
on each critique sheet to 60 seconds in order to
assure conpletionof-Uie judging in one day.) Lunch
break offered Italian sandwiches and avisit to the
spectacular wood and^ass church. Sequence #85 was
con5>leted just at 5 PM, and while the crew cleaned
up the hall, the judges conferred secretly on se
lection of the Awards and IM's.

The Judges' Dinner Parly began at 7 PM at Rick and
Jerry's cabin. The 50 attending were cozily wined,
dined, and entertained. Highli^t
of the evening, second (7) only to
announcement of the accepted sequen
ces, was a sviperb dance performed^
by Princess Eva (Denise Pearl). A
close inspection of "ttie photographs
taken during the dance reveals that everyone greatly
enjoyed the performance.

Onemore thing: 20 were able to get before 6:30 AM
on Sunday to meet at the Lake's edge for a photo
walk (much walk, little photo) • Later, a bnmch of
eggs "Finn-e-dict" and chano^agne was served. The
weather was ideal; the dogwoods in full bloom. Be
sure to watch for the presentation of the Sequence
Show later this year at our Club and other Clubs
around the area.

„Siehst du, so geht's einem, wenn man den Fotoapparat
vergessen hati"

"See, that's what happens when
you leave your camera at home!"

Translation courtesy of
Ursula Sylvan
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The Exhibitions - Part One

To any newcomer to stereo, the
concept and activity in the
PSA Stereo Exhibitions mi^t
appear to be a maze. So, let's
try to mravel some of the
nystery with a couple pages on

long-standing events.

Probably the one ongoing ac-
tivity that has created most

to the unity, cohesiveness and longevity of the PSA
Stereo Division are the Stereo International Exhi
bitions. These exhibitions have also contributed
greatly to the continued excellence of stereo pho
tography year after year after year. The eriiibi-
tions are a means of exchanging stereo ideas, and
many fine friendships have been made via this ex
change over the years between stereographers in all
parts of the country and world. At least one, the
Chicago Lighthouse Exhibition, has been going on
continuously for over 30 years. Many other e:dii-
bitions have come into existence, and some have
faded away over the years, as stereogr^hers in
various parts of the country, and world, move, loose
interest, or don't care to do the work every year.
Because maiy of our Club members realize the inpor-
tance of these exhibitions to the stereo world, and
support them faithfully, the 5-D. NEWS has ^ways
devoted space to acknowledging the participants'
successes. Hence,

HOW OUR MEMBERS FABED

Chicago Lighthouse; Joe Abramson (2) acceptances)
Harjo^e Adams (5)5 Jo^ Chord, APSA (1)J Rick Finney
(3)) Floyd Garton (3)j Conrad Hodnik, FPSA (2)j
Gene Kirksey (4) with 1 HM and a Lighthouse Medal;
Charles Osbom, APSA (5)> Sylvia Sikes, FPSA (2);
George Skelly (2); Stergis Stergis (2); Russ Terrill,
APSA (3) with 2 HM's; and Jerry Walter (1). 134
stereographers entered this Exhibition.

Wichita: Joe Abramson (2); Marjorie Adams (2) with
1 ffil; John Chord, APSA (1); Ward Clark (4); Harold
Cosel (4) with 1 HM (Harold's first acceptances!);
Sick Finney (5); Conrad Hodnik, FPSA (2); Gene
Kirksey (2) with 1 HM; Bert Laursen, APSA (2);
Catherine Laursen (2); Charles Osbom, APSA (2);
Stergis Stergis (3) with 1 HH; Sylvia Sikes, FPSA
(4); Hugh Stilley (2); Russ Terrill, APSA (2); and
Jerry Walter (4) with 1 HM and a Wichita silvermedal.

Rochester; (JW's, if any, not tabulated in catalogue)
Marjorie Adams (1); John Chord, APSA(1); Ward Clark
(2); Rick Finney (2); Ken Fordyce (3); Gene Kirksey
(2); Charles Osbom, APSA (4); Stergis Stergis (2);
Hugh Stilley (2); and Jerry Walter (2).

During the next year we will try to give you, in
the Stereo Activity Calendar, the name and address
of the person from vhom entry forms may be obtained.
Such as:

SEPT 24 - Closing - Genesee Valley - Forms:Anthony
Parrinello, 266 Chili Ave., Rochester,
N.Y. 14611

Entry fees are $2 - $3. Any member listed in "How
Our Members Fared" will be h^py to help you get
started, if you're not already involved, and maybe
even help you pick the first slides if you'd like,
PSA membership is not required to enter.

About 100 to 130 stereographers from around the
world each enter four slides in the exhibitions.
About 35 to 40 percent of the slides are accepted
for e^^bition. Once a specific slide is accepted
in a particular exhibition, it cannot be entered in
that exhibition again; it can be entered in all the
others, however. About 60 avid stereographers enter
12 or more exhibitions each year.

At the •present time there are 18 ongoing annual
stereo exhibitions:

Comnwn Name (Approx, Time of Tear) Sponsor
(Stereo Exhibitions since founding)
Oakland (January) (24) Oakland Camera Club
Hollywood (February) (22)...

,.,}follywood E:diibition Committee
Cordova (March) (9) .Cordova Camera dub
Rochester (March)...

...Rochester International Salon of Photography
Lighthouse (March)(31)«**

...Chicago Stereo Camera dub
Wichita (March)...Wichita Photo Exhibitors Society
"Eivellng (Spring) (24) .PSA Stereo Division
Denver (May)......Colorado Council of Camera Clubs
City of Angels (July) (6)...

...Los Angeles Photo Centers
Sydney, Australia (July),..
...Syiiey International Exhibition of Photography

Detroit (July)...
' ...Greater Detroit Camera Club Council
PSA (Coincides with annual convention)..,

...PSA Local Convention Committee
L.A. County Fair (September) .Fair Association
Stockton-On-Tees, England (September)...

...Third Dimension Society
Genesee Valley (October) (18)...

...Rochester Stereographers
San Bernardino (November) (15)...

...San Bernardino Stereo Group
S4C (November) (15)...

...Southern California Council of Camera Clubs
Washington, B.C. (December)..,

...Greater Washington Council of Camera Clubs

As can be seen from the above listing of ongoing
exhibitions, no exhibition belongs to or is run by
a single person — the exhibitions are run by groups
of volunteers. The pitch is: volunteers are always
needed to help — to receive and process slides and
money; to assist on judging day; to present the
public showings of the slides; to prepare the ribbons
and medals; to package and return slides; to prepare
and mail next year's entry forms; to assist in se
lection of judges. If you enjoy receiving mail,
then you'll love being chairman! The rewards? Well,
each one finds his own....being on the inside....
second-guessing the judges....participating in the
social activities surrounding any judging..to keep
out of mischief....to do your part in assuring the
continuation of stereo photography..,.to be with
other people of like interests.

Next month: Stars, Who's Who, Exhi
bition presentation, and maybe some
philosophy. Hopefully, for the new
stereographers reading this and the
next Part, the maze will get smaller.
Corrections or additions to any of
the above should be brought to the
Editor's attention.
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THE TECHNICAL PAGE CHARLES PIPER, EDITOR INSTALLMENT #51
FIFTH QUIZ ON STEREO
A« Elementary Questions
1. Stereo differs mainly from planar photography in that (a) stereo uses special film

(b) some people cannot see stereo (c) subject depth must be limited in stereo

2. As a rule one should keep the subject matter of a standard stereo picture (a) be
yond 10 feet (b) between the f/5.6 marks of the DOF scale (c) well lighted

3. A stereo camera is equivalent to two eyes set in one box (T) (F)

4. Preservation of perspective in stereo (a) is essential (b) may be ignored (c) is
controlled during mounting

5. Separating the camera points makes objects appear (a) larger (b) smaller (c) dis
torted in depth

6. Using an excessively long lens in stereo (a) makes the subject look flat (b) in
creases depth (c) increases perceived size

7. The stereo window (a) is the front lens of the viewfinder (b) should normally be
in front of the subject (c) should be at infinity

8. Name the three principal mounting errors

9. Accurate mounting of standard stereograms is most easily achieved (a) by trial and
error (b) by camera adjustment (c) by use of accurate masks and cutters

10. If you have one chip of a stereo pair how do you tell if it is left or right?

B. Advanced Questions
11. A 4" Trrctr lens is operaftng at 1:1 magnification. What is the distance from

object to image ignoring lens thickness?

12. A 50mm lens is operating at 10mm extension. What is the magnification?

13. A 50mm lens is extended 20mm. What is the required exposure correction?

14. The object and image are 3" and 5" from a lens. What is the focal length?

15. In a KinDar stereo attachment for Exakta the 35mm lenses are set for a fixed
focus of 9". How much are they extended from the infinity position?

16. A stereo camera has the right chip focusing at infinity when the wheel says 15'.
How much and in what direction must the focal plane be adjusted?

17. A stereo picture made with 35mm lenses is projected on a 70" x 70" screen.
How far back in the audience is the "orthostereo" seat?

18. To make a 35mm stereogram which will give true shapes when viewed from 25' on a
70" x 70" screen what lens should be used?

19. It is planned to shoot Canyon da Chelly in hyperstereo frog a plane flying at
120 miles per hour. The camera will be looking down at 45 and can shoot 3
frames per second. How high must the plane fly?

20. Verify that Newton's formula and Gauss' formula are equivalent by deriving one
from the other.

21. For a special stereo effect it is desired to combine a human being at 1/10 normal
size and praying mantis at 10 times normal size. What camera baselines will be
required?

22. A Kindar has a lens spacing of 5/8 inch. How much giantism does it produce?

23. For what condition are focal depth of field and allowable picture depth for
parallax the same?
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Tim's Two Cents,... The Projectored and the Projectorless
As we knoVj a slide Is seen projected,
there are many Tistial differences from seeing
it in a viewer. Such as the ^pearance of
horizontal displacements, e^qjosure appearances
(over or under), focus ^pearances (sharp or
soft) and contrast differences (loss of detail^
The projectability problem is well covered in
Installment #33 of the Technical Pages. How
ever, being able to double check those potential
problems by really putting the slides to the
test and projecting them is iriiat I'm talking
about. I feel that not being able to see your
slide projected before bringing it to a coaqje-
tition, forexanqile, can be a big disadvantage.

There are many people in our Club who do not
own a stereo projector. Wouldn't it be nice
if any one of them could, with a phone call,
arrange to visit someone with a projector?
Not only would that member have a way to make
his test projection, but do you see what else
is happening here? It's more of that getting
together, conqjaring and sharing stuff that we
have been talking about. One siirqjle reference
for that projectorless member would be if he
could go to his Club Membership Directory,look
down the list to find son^ne in his area that
had a "P" in a circle (@) next to his name,
and he would know that nere is a guy who is
willing to take a few minutes, get his projector
out of his closet, look at a few new pictures,
and at the same time give an invaluable helping
hand to a fellow SCSC member.

It should be clearly understood that I am not
advocating an equipment loan program. It's
sinq>ly the idea of the projectorldss member

taking a few slides to the projector owner's
home, spending 30 minutes or an hour, and both
parties involved would only have something to
gain and nothing to loose. It would also be
understood that a "P" next to your name would
not in any way make you obligated. The avail
ability of you and your projector would be
totally xq) to you.

I already have a few members that said we could
put a "P" next to their name, but we really
need some more, because SCSCis sproad out wide
over the map. If you have a projector and would
like to be apart of "Uiis, please let me know.

(HOSTING

by T.J.C.

A slide that I thought I'd perfected.
For conpetition I quickly selected,

I thought it was great,
'Till it was too late.

And I saw how it looked when projected.

The ^osts were numerous indeed;
The horizontal controller agreed.

To the shock of the crowd.
He yelled right out loud:

"An Exorcist is idiat we needl"

1979-80 Officera and Direetora

President
Tim Cardinale

6855 Coslello Ave.
Van Nuys, CA 91405
R 781-5222 or 875-1539

Equipment Uirector
Oliver Uean

10001 W, Rd, #14
South r,ato, CA 90280
R 928-4688

Editor

JeriT Walter
1098 Monteclto Drive
Los Angeles, CA 90051
R 225-8042 B 481-5501

V. Pres. Competitions
Rick Jlnney
1098 Montecito Drive
Los Angeles, CA 90051
R 225-6O42

Hospitality Director
Ursula Sylvan
4529 N. Fireside Lane
Mdorparic, CA 95021
R (805) 529-5277

Secretary
Marilyn Felling
P. 0. Box 90
Topanga, CA 90290
R 455-1886

House Director

Treasurer

Harold Cosel

2140 Westwood Blvd.
Los Angeles, CA 90025
B 475-6814

Membership Director
Ku^ Stllley George Walker
2155 Adalr St. 1225 Tropical Ave.
San Marino, CA 91108 Pasadena, CA 91107
R 282-6289 R 551-9478 B 579-7620

Banquet Director
Oenise Pearl

511 S, Gramercy Place
Los Angeles, CA 90020
R 587-0898

Outing Director
Earl Colgon
657 N. Myers St.
Burbank, CA 91506
R 846-5149

Program Director Workshop Director
Marshall Stewart Carl Felling
261 Via Linda Vista P.O. Box 90
Redondo Beach, CA 90277 Topanga, CA 90290
R 575-1788 B 526-1422 R 455-1886

'Die Club meets on the third Thursday of each month (except July and December) at the
Los Angeles Photo Center, 412 So, Parkview St., Los Angeles (S/w of 5rd A: Alvarado).
Visitors always welcome. The 5-D HEWS is published monthly; rate for subscriptions
for non-members is $6.00 per year. Send subscription requests and fees to the Editor.
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Stereo Activity Calendar
August

S M T

5 6 7
12 13 14
19 20 211
26 27 20

1979
T F 8

2 3 4
J 10 11
nffli718
»24 25
30 31

Septiifilwr
S M T W

2 3 4 5
9 10 11 12

16 17 18 191
23 24 25 26

^79
T F 8

1
6 7 8

13 14 IS
^21 22
rr28 29

THO AUG 16 - CLUB Meeting - Photo Center - 8 PM -
"5 Members in the Spotli^t"

UED AUG 22 « CLUB New Member Orientation Workshop
Tim Cardinale's home - 7?30 PM

WED AUG 29 - Closing - L.A. Fair Stereo Bidiibition
Forms: Oliver Dean« 10001 W« Frontage
Road #14j South Gate 90280

SAT SEP 1 - Judging - Fair Exhibition - Pomona Fair
Grounds - 9 AM - All welcome

SAT SEP 1 - Closing - Stockton on Tees England
Stereo Eidxibition

MON SEP 3 • Copy Deadline - September J-D NEWS
WED SEP 3 - Formation meeting of the Stereo Assign

ment Group (SAG) - Jerry Walter'^ home
SUN SEP 16 - PSA Roundup - LvA. Hilton Hotel-9 AM

Stereo show by Joe Fallon, FPSA
TUE SEP 18 - Showing of Fair Stereo Eriiibition -

Pasadena Stereo Club - Rickey's Restau
rant, 323 Valley Blvd., Alhambra

THU SEP 20 - CLUB Meeting - Photo Center - 8 PM -
First Conqjetition

OCT 2-7 - PSA Convention-Hartford, Connecticut
SUN DEC 2 - CLUB Christmas Banquet - Michael's-

Mark your calendar now!

* « « * *

MEMBER AMD SUBSCRIBER UPDATE

A hearty welcome is extended to this new member:

Jon Turetsky
2526 Silver Lake Blvd,
Los Angeles 90039
R 664-6943

A welcome back to this member:

Dolar H. Levesque
112 W. 5th Street
Los Angeles 90013
R 624-3311 B 548-7580

A change of address for these members (at last they
are in their own new home):

Susan Pinsky & David Starkman
2485 Calle Villada Circle
Duarte 91OIO
R 557-8345

There are 3 new subscribers to the 3-D NEWS:

John Doyle, Atlanta, Georgia
Edwin K. Metzdorf, FPSA, Topeka, Kansas
Bill Papke, Carmichael, CA

Renewing their subscriptions in July are:

fhith Allison, Los Altos, CA
George Chott, Kent, Washington
Kemit Epperson, Pico Rivera, OA
Lester Lauck, APSA, 7ucca Valley, CA
Sall^ Maurer, APSA, San Francisco, CA
Rama Shama, Huntington Beach, CA

« * * « «

Stereo Quickies

Membership anniversaries for AugosttLewis Chidesteiv
3 years: Fred Coops-8 years; Rick Finney-5 years;
Ben Gerland-1 year; Hal Stanton-2 years; Stergis
M. Stergis - 20 years; Nathan Wong - 1 year.

* * * • «

Dues are past due. $12.00 single; $18.00 coi^le.
Send check payable to the Stereo Club of Southern
California to Treasurer Harold Cosel.

* * * » »

Still some for sale: Neatly bound copies of the
July 1978 - June 1979 3-D NEWS. $4.00 per set (4.5O
by mail) • Contact the Editor.

« « * * «

Finally, after months of pos'^onement, SAO (Stereo
Assignment Groi^) is going to get off Uie ground.
If you're interested in meeting every 3 months and
showing a few stereo slides, the subject of which
was assigned at the previous SAG meeting, plan to
come to this formation meeting. Assignments will
be created by the groi^ members on a rotating basis.
More details were in the January 3-D NEWS. Meet on
Wednesday, September 5» 7s30 PM, Jerry Walter's
home, 1098 Montecito Drive, Los Angeles. 225-8042,

«••»»««

Coming up in about 2 weeks: 5-D Movies at the Tiffany
Theater, 8552 Sunset Blvd., LA. First there will
be "Kiss Me Kate" (absolutely worth seeing); then
"Second Chance", and finally "Dial M For Murder".
Watch your newsp^ers,

««««'»

Some of you have probably read about the Trl-Commun
ity Photography Program in Convlna. ASpecial Seminar
Lecture Series begins on August 8 and continues
every Wednesday through September 12 with 2 lectures
per evening. Presentations cover everything,.len
ses, printing, glamour, films, filters, photo busi
ness, and this year even a lecture/show on stereo.
Our own Oliver Dean will present the show by Samuel
DeVergilio of Esoondido called "Introduction to
Creative Stereo" on August 8, Series only, no single
tickets. Questions regarding remaining space should
be referred to (215) 331-9882.

♦ * « « »

Stereo sounds: For "Uiose idio have been thinking of
purchasing bookshelf speakers, possibly for cariying
around as speakers for stereo shows, the August Issue
of the magazine "Stereo Review" hasacon^lete eval
uation of these veryportable, shoe-box sized, about
6-pound "minlspeakers". Best ratings went to the
firaun L-200 and the ADS-300; but read the article
before you buy.

* # * * *

"Scientific American" reports in a recent article
on "The HormonelControl of Behavior in a Lizard"
...."Since the brain of an adult male (lizard)....
is quite small, being only .003 percent the size of
the human brain, we had to develop special techniques
in order to investigate the function of the steroid-
concentrating areas. Our efforts were greatly aided
by the work of Neil B. Oreenberg of llie University
of Tennessee. He devised a stereotaxic apparatus
with which one can precisely direct the tip of an
ultrafine needle or tube three-di meniii nnai i y to a
particular place in a small brain..."

» * * * *
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AUGUST 16 CLUB HBETING...

"MaiBERS IN THE SPOTLIGHT"

A picture is worth 1000 words, a stereo
picture is worth 2000 words, andphotog-

'jU r^h7 is the uniTsrsal language, What
I\better way to get acquainted with fellow
I stereographers than tbrou^ viewing

collections of their slides.

Over the past 4 years we have seen groiQ>s of slides
from 24 different members through the Member's Show
Series and the Best of the Best Series, Ihe past
members in the spotli^t have been:

• George Hutton
• George Kirkman

e Lester Lauck, APSA
• Charles Osbom, APSA

a Joe Abramson

• Marjorie Adams
• Don Cast

• Hard Clark *
• Oliver Dean

e Chuck DeLongfield
• Rick Finney

• Ken Fordyce
• Rosalyn Freund

• Herb Guttman

• Zane Haag
« Conrad Hodnik,

• Charles Piper
e George Pond

e Charles Scarborough
e Sylvia Sikes, FPSA

a Stergis Stergis
a Hugh Stilley

a Russ Terrill APSA

FPSA a Jerry Walter

For August, the spotli^t will be on the following
5 members:

• Max J, Bruensteiner

• Timothy J, Cardinale
• Richard D, Finney

• Marilyn Felling
• Harold S, Cosel

Maxis one of the two Club Charter Members (from 1955)
idio is still a Club member. And Tim, Rick, Marilyn,
and Harold are the new 4 elected Club officers. Each
will show a cross section with 20 to 30 of their
slides, comment on them, and receive a few questions
from the audience. These sessions have always led
to the une:q)ected, so come get acquainted with these
members throu^ their stereo slides on August 16 at
the Photo Center.

» * * * »

AUGUST NEW MEMBER ORIENTATION WORKSHOP

Date: Wednesday, August 22 at TOO PM
Place: Tim Cardinale's home

6855 Costello Ave,, Van Nuys
Notify: Tim at 781-5222 or 875-1339

or Carl at 455-1886 if you want
more info and/or plan to c(Hne

IMs wozicshop will touch on everything az^ newer
stereographer would like to know about •••cameras,,
basic equipment,•.sources,,•mounting,,.conposition
••Club organization and activities,,.with time for
attention to personal problems and a chance to talk
with the officers. We'll project a few slides to
give a reference for "good" stereo work. There
won't be time to cover anything in detail, of course,
but fundamental orientation is what we' re after here,
The woricshop is intended to help the new member get
going in stereo and Club activities, and is open to
anyone idio has made up his mind that

—Carl Felling
Workshop Director

^terco Club ©f Southern California

Certificate ©f Slpfjrcciation
presented to

TIM CARDINALE, Vice President and Tagalong Director,
for pioviSIng an atmosphere of refreshing thinking
and often boundless enthusiasm, and pursuing the
Tagalong concept from hi^ in the sky (Ferris Bal
loons) to the roaring lion's cage (Zoo),
DON CAST, Workshop Director, for organizing a wide
varieiy of woricshops throu^out "the year until the
gas crunch tripped us up at the end of the year,
OLIVER DEAN, Program Director, for "Best of the
Best Part II", "The Stereo Fair", "The Flavor of
the Fifties in Stereo", and "Judges Comment on Mem
bers Slides", and his vigorous discussions on ai^-
thing stereographic,

MARILYN FELLING, Secretary# for leading 18 members
in the Intemaiional Stereo Club Conqzetition, and
her clear-thinking approach to all her stereo ac-
tivildes, especially the Board Minutes,

RICK FINNEY, Treasurer and Con^zetition Director,
for continuing to arrange stimulating congjetitions
and trying to please most of "the people most of the
time; for carefully accounting for and doling out
the Club dollars; and for being the President's
Number One Go-fer,

JIM PETTIT, House Director, for faithfully having
the Club meetings ready to go at 8 PM; struggling
with storing voluminous equipment in tiny spaces;
and designing the Club Logo,

SUSAN PINSKY, Stereo Friend, for her direct assault
on discovering and organizing stereogrtchers tiirough-
out the world, and trying to bring our stereo family
together through the medium of 1he Reel 3—U News,

SYLVIA SIKES. FPSA, Special Presidential Advisor,
for that most iaqjortaat contribution: giving the
President confidence in himself.

DAVID STARKMAN, Equipment Director, for enthusiasti
cally pursuing all stereo avenues and always having
something encouraging to say about new and used
stereo equipment.

STERGIS M. STERGIS, Membership Director, for en-
i-olling 19 new members into the Club this 1978-79
year, and for encouraging new thinking in Club
Management.

MARSHALL STEWART, Banquet Director, for confidently
planning the Chrisbuas Banquet and the Awards Banquet,
knowing the joy and fellowship it brings to all
members and friends of the Club.

URSULA SYLVAN. Hospitality Director, for greeting
our Club guests with her trademaz^c effervescence,
and boldly getting their names and addresses for
for the Club mailing list.

><4 , jug V
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BANQUET SraOPSIS

There Is no reason vfaythe 71 membersg and
visitors attending the Annual Club Avar^'Ba^uet on
July22 shouldn't have gone away singing* The social
hour was animated; the fillet dinner seemed to meet
with everyone's ^^proval; the speeches were short,
also meeting with everyone' 3 ^proval; and Oliver's
new-officer installation was memorable. Many ooh's
and aah'swere heard during the awarding of the Club
CoiiQ)etition Final Standing medals. And the City of
Angels Exhibition titled "Sing" made a hit with
everyone who likes their Esdiibitions served in
a little different style,

# « « « «

OITI OF ANGELS EIHIBITIOH

How ourmembers faredt Joe Abramson (3) acceptances;
Marjorie Adams (4); Tim Cardinals (1); Don Cast (3);
John T, Chord, APSA, (1); Earl Colgan (1);Eick
Finney (1); Ken Fordyce (4); Floyd Garton (3); Zane
Haag{2); Conrad Hodnik, PTSA (4) with 3 HM's; Gene
Kirksey (2) with 1 HM and a Silver Medal; Bert
Laursen, APSA (2); Catherine Laursen (5) with 1 HM;
Charles Osbom, APSA (3); Janet Rouzer(3>her first
acceptances!); Sylvia Sikes, FPSA (4) with 1 HM;
Stergis Stergis (3) witha Silver Medil; Hu^ Stilley
(2); Russ Terrill, APSA (3) with 1 HM; and George
Walker (1),

The judging was followed by a picnic to which all
were invited. It was held at Russ Terrlll's home,
and the fine atmosphere of the yard, the open bar.
Rick's salads, and the Colonel's chicken and ribs
provided a well-rounded affair. Out of town visi
tors, who hopefully enjoyed being put to work, were
Howard Sweezey, APSA, Carmichael; Bill Papke, Gar-
michael; and Judge Phyllis Rander and Randy Rander,
Fair Oaks, Ihanks to all the Club members who lent
their support to the judging and the social fun*

— Rick Finney, '79 Chairman

•»**«*

The Stereo Eye
WHY NOT FIRST IHE SLIDE BAR?

—By Margo Rheingruber

We all spend time discussing getting new folks in
volved In stereo, so they too can share the 3-D
thrills we do. Well, it seems to me we're missing
the boat by not approaching this situation through
our flattie 35nim friends tdio have all those beautiful
cameras, with automatic this's and thats's, and
lenses of every imaginable proportion. Let's intro
duce them first to the slide bar! This way they can
use all their existing fancy photo toys. Show them
the fantastic stuff they can do with anything that's
not moving — landsc^es on a still day, flower
gardens (endflower closeups), architecture,abstract
designs, night scenes.,.. Help with the mounting,
lend them your viewer, and watch their eyes pop when
they see their own flattie work turn into stereo!
Let's get crackin' on this idea!

« * » * «

BOABD MEETING SINOPSIS

The First-Quarter Club Board Meeting was held on
August 2, and was highly productive. The Treasury
balance is $632, The duties of each officer and
Director were reviewed, A79-80 Club program sched
ule was adopted. Workshop and outing plans were
discussed. The 79-^ coD?>etition rules were approved;
they are the same as last year and will be printed
in the September NEWS, Work will proceed on a Club
scoring machine. Thanks to Marj and Harold Cosel
for hosting the meeting and providing refreshments,

* * « « «

L, A. COUNTY FAIR STEREO EXHIBITION

The stereo calendar notes stereo activities dealing
with the L.A, County Fair, Stereo Chaiitnan Oliver
Dean is encouraging evezyone to enter to make the
showa success. The Club receives $100 forproviding
personnel and equipment for the judging on Saturday
September 1• Come on out and give a hand. During
the 3 weeks of the Fair the stereo award slides are
on display, and thousands of people see these which
yields good publicity for stereo and the Club, See
the October 3-D NEWS for more insights. Get your
entry forms from Oliver now,

*««*«•

A

WHERE HAVE YOU BEEN,.,7

••.Brussels, Paris, and London.
IMa was a whirlwind 2-week trip
with many adventures packed into
it that has really given me a dif
ferent perspective on the world.
Most shocking were the prices. A

siJi^le meal in Brussels cost $12.00. Here I was
intrigued by the lace making, historical sites, and
legends, and shopping in Brussels was fun. Paris
isQjressed me with its fi^t between cars and pedes
trians, and the fact that it Is nearly in^ssible
to purchase water because evezyone drinks wine and
eats soft ice cream. Cdfb-boying here was a minimum
because of the prices. Most memorable was the long
walk from Versailles to the Eiffel Tower. In London
I was fortunate to get the one available seat for
the full-day tour of Stratfozd on Avon®. The beauti
ful gardens, zlverside walks, charming cottages and
antiques created a perfect a'^sphere. I took quite
a number of slides here.

Generally, it seemed I was too busy taking tours and
moving about to take all the pictures I wanted. But
I did run a few rolls through the camera, and at one
time in Paris I ran out of film. Many days were
overcast, and the times it was sunny were days I was
trying to rest up from all the activity. One of my
final thoughts is of the strug^e with the luggage.
As I bought more and more things, the bags got heavier
and more numerous, especially on the Paris-train-
cruise-train-London ordeal. Ah! to have a personal
attendant to wisk away the luggage, wash away the
clouds, and cure,the exhaustion,

— Denise Pearl

* « * » *
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RESOLTS OF TOE CLUB SLIDE OF THE YEAR CCMPETinOM

SLIDE OF THE YEAR...

"Drlfttfood" by Catherine Laursen

best: stamdahd...

"Water's Edge" by Jerry Walter

BEST NOH-CONVENTIONAL,..

"Masquerade" by Tim Gardlnale

EEST LANDSCAPE.,,

"Navajo Sheeptenders" by Conrad Hodniky ITSA

BEST PEOPLE PICTURE.,.

"Prisbee Leap" by Jim Pettit

MOST PROMISING MEW MEMBER....

George Walker, based on a review of his slides
"You Wouldn't Dare" "Sitting Pret^"
"Timothy's Cubes" "TJC in 5-D"

HONOR SLIDES...

"Bromiliad" by Marjorie Adams
"I Broke Ano^Uier Rule" by Tim Cardinals
"Red Kite Ely The Sea" by Oliver Dean
"Yosemite Valley In Winter" by Rick Pinney
"The Scarlet Robe" by Stergis M, Stergis
"Never Two Alike" by Hugh Stilley
"Down Under Vegetarian" by Russ Terrill, APSA
"Timothy's Cubes" by George Walker
"Seven Gables" by Jerry Walter

JUDGES FOR THE COMPEnTION...

Martin Folb, Los Angeles, winner of several Kinsley
trophies, and many medals inmost photo mediums

Randy Bander, Fair Oaks, CA, winner of several Best
of Show medals and selective focus e^qjert

. Howard Sweezey, APSA, Carmichael, CA, Chairinan,PSA
Stereo Division, and photography instructor

Our thanks to the following trophy donors:
Max Bruensteiner - Slide of the Year Troply
Joe Abramson - Best Landscape Trophy
Stergis Stergis-Most Promising New Member Award

And thanks to a coiqile very favorite people from
Long Beach for hosting the Conpetition in their home.

— Rick Finney, Conq>etition Director

THE WORLD OF STER "N EO

"I'11 never understand why our Compe
tition Director can't be satisfied
with Just distributing xerox copies
of our stereo slide scores."

MAI COMPETITION RESULTS AND FINAL STANDINQS

A GROUP STANDARD CATEQOHY

CUM MAY

527.5 -
516 65
515.75 60
509 61
506.25 -
505 61
297.5 55
296.25 60
295 57
291.25 56
280 55
245
72.5 -
68.75 -

B GROUP STANDARD CATEGORY

Conrad Hodnik, FPSA*
Stergis Stergis
Ihiss Terrill, APSA*
Rick Finney
Jerry Walter*
Catherine Laursen*

Joe Abramson*

Sylvia Sikes, FPSA*
Ursula Sylvan
Ward Clark*

Hugh Stilley
Oliver Dean

Don Cast*

Floyd Garten*

504 61 Janet Rouzer ^
501 61 Earl Colgan
288 59 Zane Haag A
285 55 Marilyn Felling ^
284 60 Tim Cardinale* V
281 55 Jim Pettit ^
278 57 David Starkman

277.5 - Harold Cosel*

276 54 Carl Felling
276 54 George Walker
225 54 Ruby Steins

217 - Floyd Hunter
214 - Marshall Stewart

107 - Margo Rheingruber
105 - Hal Stanton

71 - Nathan Wong

57 - Bill Lenox

55 55 Susan Pinsky
55 - Fred Wolfe

54 - Richard Ogle

55 - George Kirkman
50 - Chuck Reincke

21 — Denise Pearl

A GROUP NON-CONVENTIONAL CATEGORY

322 57 Stergis Stergis
507.5 60 Joe Abramson*

507.5 - Jerry Walter*

505.75 58 Catherine Laursen*

300 59 Russell Terrill, APSA*
299 57 Marjorie Adams
299 56 Rick Finney
295 59 Ward Clark*

B GROUP NON-CONVENTIONAL CATEGORY

292.5 63 Tim Cardinale*

291 57 Hugh Stilley
226 - George Walker
122 60 Richard Ogle
104 - Margo Rheingruber
94 58 David Starkman

68,75 - Harold Cosel*

62 62 Susan Pinsky

59 - Don Cast*

18 - Jim Pettit

* Judge's Scores Averages
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SBTON ROCHMITE, FPSA, TO EECEIVE IHK
PSA PBOGHESS MEDAL AWABD

If it weren't for the quiet,
unassiuning, dedicated lifting

engineer named Seton Rochwite, voz4d.ng
in his home workshop in pursuit of his

stereo photogr^hy hobby back in the late
30's and 40's there would probably be no

Stereo Club of Southern California, and none
of the joys we know today brought through the

medium of color stereo as we know it. And

this man, Seton Rochwite, a Fellow in the
Photographic Society of America, will receive
that Society's highest honor at the Honors

Banquet at the PSA Convention in Hartford, Connec
ticut on October 6, 1979. All stereographers should
stand vq) with pride knowing that the creator of the
35min stereo fomat is being so hi^ily honored and
recognized for his single-handed achievement.

The Progress Medal Award, first made in 1940> is
awarded annually, provided a deserving person is
nominated and accepted, toaperson who has made an
outstanding contribution to photography or an allied
subject. Nominations may be made by any PSA member
to the Progress Medal Committee Chairman. Previous
recipients include Walt Disney (1952), Edward Weston
(1957), Edwin Land (i960), Edward Steichen (1967),
Ansel Adams (1969)» Victor Hasselblad (1971), and
Jacques-Yves Cousteau (1977).

Undoubtedly few of our newer Club members know very
much about Seton, and even fewer have had the fine
pleasure of meeting him and his wife Isabelle, who
now make their home inLoveland, Colorado. So let's
give you some background.

Seton first saw 5-D pictures in 1929. As soon as
he viewed the black and white glass slide stereos,
other types of photography lost their appeal to him.
He was living in Milwaukee, and it was there that
he built his first stereo camera in 1930. It was
made up of parts from a pair of Kodak Box cameras.
A second stereo camera was built in 1932. These
cameras gave Seton the e:qperience and confidence to
go ahead when the time was right for a third experi
ment in camera construction.

1"/hen Kodachrome was introduced in 1935, he visualized
its significance in connection with stereo. Here,
finally, was a chance to combine the inherent real
ism of the color transparency with stereo's built-in
depth. He assumed that the big camera manufacturers
would immediately see the potentials- But nothing
happened, and letters to the companies brought no
encouraging responses. So he decided to build his
dream stereo camera by himself.

The combination he came up with is the stand
ard of the stereo field today. He selected a
pair of Univex Mercury cameras with 55mm Wol-

^lensak Tricolor f/5.51enses, and that's where
the 35mm focal length of the stereo camera

llenses comes from. He chose the 5-perfor-
^ation wide picture on 35mm film as the most

economical size and convenient size for
which to design a stereo film transport

system. The camera was finished in
1940, along with a viewer. The

most convenient available

glass for him to use for
protecting the trans
parencies came in 3i x 4

inch lantezn slide platesi
Cutting one in half gave him two'
pieces 1 5/8 x 4 inches, which is the
size of stereo glass and mounts today.
Thus most of the basic elements of today's
stereo evolved not in a big research lab
oratory, but in an amateur's home workshop.^

The David White Conq)any became interested, but
the war intervened. This Milwaukee firm found
ed in 1900, specialized in the production and
sale of precision optical instruments. Seeking,
items to replace those produced during the war,
David White bought Seton's designs for the camera,
a viewer, and home mounting kit, Seton had joined
the conqjany in 1943. He worked for4year8 refining
the system which with its accessories, was first
marketed in 1947 under the name Stereo Realist, It
was to prove to be a major contributing factor to
the growth of the congjany, irfiich later changed its
name to Realist,

Seton left David Vhite soon after "Uie camera came

on the market, and spent much of 1951 designing a
stereo camera for the Kinder Corporation, The cam
era was designed to take good stereo pictures with
a minumum of effort and could be made to sell for

less than $100, About twj and a half years of work
went into the design, and production began in 1955.
Unfort\mately soon thereafter, •Uie50'8 stereo boom
was over.

In 1955, Seton developed the KinPar attachment for
the Ex^ta 55mm camera, \diich permitted close-up
photography in stereo of small moving objects. The
attachment splits a 35inm frsune, producing a stereo
pair 4^perforations wide. The focus is fixed at 9
inches, but auxiliary lenses pemit excellent poi^
traits at greater distances. Details of the use of
this attachment will be explained in a forthcoming
Technical Page,

Rest on his laurels? Not SetonI He has recently
developed a small, cassette-type stereo pocket cam
era, which follows the HO-format camera trend. He
holds the patents to this camera, and is looking for
a manufacturer. The film receives its image via a
mirror arrangement, which means that image transpo
sition takes place inside the camera# To mount,
you merely cut between the pairs, insert each pair
into a small cardboard mount (about 1 x 3j^ inches)
and it's ready for viewing. The film cartridge uses
a 5i-foot length of single perforation l6mm film to
produce 12 stereo pairs,

Seton has not limited his stereo efforts to the
technical aspects by a long shot. He has con
sistently pursued its artistic potentials as
well, and continues to support the Intema-j
tional Stereo Exhibitions as he has for many
years. He has four stars in exhibitions.

Until there is a new stereo camera, or new
stereo system, we will all continue to use
the workhorses of the 50's —the Real
ists and other Rochwite-fomat stereo
cameras — >rtiose inventor will

finally be duly recognized by
the photogr^hic world
and the Photographic
Society of America,

AUGUST 1979
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. THE TECHNICAL PAGE CHARLES PIPER, EDITOR INSTALLMENT #52

ANSWERS TO THE FIFTH QUIZ

I. (c) 2. (b) Both questions are directed at the need to limit parallax on the chip
to 1.2nm (absolute max. 1.75mm). See #1, #4.

3. (F) See #14. #37.

4. (a) In flattie photography, the imagination of the spectator supplies depth infor
mation. In stereo, the picture specifies the depth, and it should be correct.

5. (b) This is hyperstereo. See #11, #32, #40.

6. (a) The telephoto effect. It doesn't go av/ay just because you shoot stereol

7. (b) See #21. #39.

8. Vertical error, window error, rotation error. See #4, #7, #25, #33.

9. (c) If you stay with the ASA (now ANSI) system, stereograms are self-mounting.

10. If it has a witness mark, it is a right chip. See #5, #19, #24. (Exception:
Kodak stereo has two marks on the right chip, one on the left)

II. 16 inches. By Gauss' formula, both object and image distances are 2f.

12. 10iran/50mm or 1/5.

13. ((50 + 20)/(50)}^ 2 times. Or looking at effective f/ number (50 + 20)/50 is
1.4, or about one stop.

14. Use Gauss' formula. 1/6 + 1/3 = 1/f. So f = 2 inches

15. Use Newton's formula. (35)^/|(9)(25.4) - 35} = 6.33mm
16. Use Newton's formula. (35)^/(15)(12)(25.4) = .27mm, away from the lens.
17. Assume chip is 24mm high. Use similar triangles. 35/24 = x/70, therefore

X = 102" or , Anywhere from 7' to 10' would look like "orthostereo".

18. x/24 = (25){12)/70, so x = 103mm. From 85mm to 125mm would be OK.

19. The plane flies (120)(5280)/3600 = 175ft/sec. In 1/3 sec it goes 59ft. We
should like to be {50)(59) ft from the subject, or 2900ft, measured slantwise.
This would be 2900/1.414 or roughly 2100 ft altitude measured vertically.

20. Starting with Gauss' 1/D^ + 1/D^ = 1/f, we note that = f^ + f; 0^. = E+ f,
therefore l/(fQ + f) + 1/(E + f) = 1/f. Clearing of fractions, we have
f(E + f) + f(f + f) = (f + f)(E + f). After multiplying out most terms cancel,

0 o ^
and we are left with f = Ef^, which was the desired answer.

21. Shoot the human being with 10 times baseline, and the mantis with 1/10 baseline.

22. If we take normal as 2 3/4 inches, the giantism is (2 3/4)/(5/8) or 4.4 times.

23. When the baseline is 10 times the actual lens aperture, the allowable picture
depth and the depth of field are the same. This I call the TEN TIMES RULE.

I have not given specific references for the advanced questions, but most of the
material can be found in #44. I can heartily recommend that any of you who have
passed high school algebra attempt to master the contents of #44 and of this set of
exercises. Once you do this, you will have an advantage over any other stereo
shooters who will necessarily waste a lot more time and film to get the results you
will get on the first try. There is no substitute for knowing what you are doing.
Knowing what we are doing is what makes us the Club to beat in competition!
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Tim's Two Cents..,.The Seriousness of Competitions

One* Int iMle I aee certain attitudes
pop on conQ)etition nl^ts. (Ihey
popped up In me once too). It might
be called disgust, or depression, or
disappointment, or any one of a hundred
other negative feelings. Ihey are
overly serious reactions to that thing
called Judging.

Let's look at a Judge, ai^ Judge. He is a person,
a human being Just like you and me. He has his
attitudes and he has his flaws. He is Just one
person with his own individual tastes. If I were
having lunch with him, should I be angry or dis-
^pointed with hlmifhe likes bananas and I don't,
or if he doesn't like brussels sprouts and I do?
Hopefully I won't hold it against him. Visual tastes
(like other tastes) are naturally not consistent.
Ihere is no accounting for taste.

I almost always agree with those books that have
rules on aesthetics and technical coii^>osition. But
it should be realized that those books are telling
us what is pleasing to most people. Ihey are not
telling us what is right or wrong. Ihey are telling
us what is popular. They are not telling us what
is valid or invalid. So (whether we admit it or
not), personal taste is always there, and it very
well should be. More than three Judges per con^je-
tition would be nice, but for the time being not
very practical. So until something better comes
along, let's have fun with what we've got. When I
get a low score from the Judges, hopefully, iriiile
I chuckle at their lousy taste, I p£^ attention to
their reasons, and even though I'd like to call them
buffoons, they are my friends. Hopefully, I don't
grumble at them (Just because they don't like brus
sels sprouts).

Even thou^ there are definitely pleasing pictures
and un-pleasing pictures thatamajority will agree
on, the cooQiarlson should be there as a learning
tool, not as an assessaent of value. It mi^t be
nice if we called them "Selectors" rather than
"Judges", and to remember that mixed in with a little
personal taste, a good selection is merely an attempt
at an accurate prediction of which slides will be
come popularly successful. I think that idiether we
admit it or not, too often con^arisons become con
frontations, and competitions become too serious.
We should bring our slides to Club meetings thinking:
"Hey, look at mine 1" rather than Ihinking: "I'll bet
mine's better than yours." In the ups and downs
of competitions, let's enjoy the ups, and not dwell
on the downs.

j|fcimLjjL*ji • II • II • II • n• 1II i[ •! Mil III• 1B B1 irrmmnnm • h• 1111.

CLUB CALENDAR FOR THE YEAR

1222

September 20 - First Club Competition
October 18 - Stereo Fair

November 15 - Second (ksmpetition
December 2 - Christmas Banquet

1980

January 1? - Third Competition
Februaiy 21 - Program
March 20 - Fourth Competition
April 17 - Sequence Competition
May 15 - Fifth (Final) Competition
June 19 - Program
July ?? mm Awards Banquet

1979-60 Offleera and Directora

Prcaldent

Tint Cardlnale

6855 Costello Ave.
Van Nuys, CA 91405
n 781-5222 or 875-1359

Equipment Director
Oliver Liean

10001 W. FVont.nge Rd, #14
South Gate, CA 90280
R 928-4688

Editor

Jerry Walter
1098 Monteclto Drive
Loa Angelas, CA 90031
R 225-6042 B 481-5501

V. Prea. CoinaetitionB
Riok Finney
1096 Mctnteaito Drive
Loa Angelas, CA 90031
R 225-6042

Hoapltallty Director
Ursulft ^Ivan
4329 N. Fireside Lane
Koorpark, CA 93021
R (805) 529-5277

Secretary
Marilyn Felling
P. 0, Box 90
Topanga, CA 90290
R 455-1886

Houae Director

Hu^ Stllley
2135 Adalr St.
San Marino, CA 91108
R 262-6289

Treaaurer
Harold Coael

2140 Weatwood Blvd.
Loa Angelea, CA 90025
B 475-6814

Memberahlp Director
George Walker
1225 Tropical Ave.
Paaadena, CA 91107
R 551-9478 B 579-7620

Banquet Director
Denlae Pearl

311 S. Granercy Piece
Los Angelea, CA 90020
R 387-0896

Outing Director
Earl Col g(in
637 N. Myers St,
Borbank, CA 91't06
R 846-5149

Program Director Workshop Director
Marshall Stewart Carl felling
261 Via Linda VlsU P.O. Box 90
Redondo Beach, CA 90277 Topanga, CA 90290
R 375-1788 B 326-1422 R 455-1886

The Club meeta on the third Ttaureday of each month (except July and December) at the
Loa Angelea Photo Center, 412 So. Parkvle* St., Loe Angelea (SAJ of 3rd & Alvarado).
Vialtora alwaya welcome. The 3-D NEWS la pubUahed monthly} rate for aubacriptiona
for non-members la $6.00 per year. Send eubaerlption requeeta and feea to the Editor.
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Stereo Activity Calendar
S*pt*mb«r Oeiobtr 1079

S M T W T F 8

2 3 4 5 6
7 8 9 10 U 12 13

14 15 16 17 Tnie 20
21 22 23 24 W28 27
28 28 30 31

SUN SEP 16 -

MON SEP 17 -
TUE SEP 18 -

THU SEP 20

THU SEP 20

MON SEP 24-
OCT 2-7 -

THU OCT 18 -

TUE OCT 30 -

PSA Roundup - L.A, Hilton Hotel-9 AM
Stereo show by Joe Fallon, Jr., FPSA
CLUB L.A. Fair Tagalong - 5 PM
Showing of Fair Stereo Exhibition -
Pasadena Stereo Club - Rickey's Rest
aurant, 325 Valley Blvd., Alhambra,
Refer questions to Oliver Dean,
CLUB meeting - Photo Center - 8 PM-
First competition for 79-80
Copy Deadline - October 3-D NEWS -
(Early because of the Convention -
Board Members please note!)
Closing - Genesee Valley Stereo Ejdiib.
PSA Convention - Hartford, Connecticut
CLUB Stereo Fair-Photo Center - 7 PM
Closing - San Bernardino Stereo Exhi
bition. Forms; Floyd Garton, 417O Elm
Ave, #307, Long Beach, CA 90807

*****

MEMBER AND SUBSCRIBER UPDATE

A grand welcome to this new (prospective) member:

Michele Sylvan
bom August 27, 1979 (Mom's birthday!)
Weight 8# 13 oz.
Congratulations to Mom and Pop Sylvan!

A new address:

Kermit and Dorothy Westbrook
17701 Avalon Blvd. #127
Carson, CA 90746

A new subscriber to the 3-D NEWS:

Philip Lindsley III, Dallas, Texas

Renewing his subscription in August is:

Gary L. Siglar, Glendale, CA

Membership anniversaries for September: Bill Allen
- 1 year; John and Mary Jane Etcheverry - 4 years;
Fred Franck - 6 years; Rosalyn Freund - 6 years;
Zane Haag-5 years; Conrad Hodnik, FPSA - 8 years;
Floyd Hunter - 1 year; Margaret Jashni - I6 years;
Susan Pinsky and David Starkman-2 years; Marshall
Stewart - 4 years; Hugh Stilley - 9 years; and J.
David Wood - 8 years.

*****

"Knock, knock,"
"Just a minute while I take a stereo lookattdio you
are through my stereo peepholes."
Who else but the most avid stereographers would have
stereo peepholes Installed in their front door —
two of those devices spaced 2^ inches apart that
give a stereo wide-angle view of the person on the
other side of the door. Who else but Susan and
David in their new home in Duarte!

*****

Stereo Quickies

Over at Jerry's Restaurant after the August meeting,
David Lynch showed us his favorite redA>lue anaglyph,
a 20" X 30" aerial view of the Los Angeles Basin,
He has done some of the linework himself and it is
hi^ily accurate, being a conqsilation of a number of
m^s. The mountains pop out so you want to touch
them. David's anaglyph is only a sanqsle of what's
in store for o\ir 3rd Annual Club Stereo Fair at the
October meeting. Oliver Dean is again organizing
this affair, and if ^u have any leads on people
idio have unusual stereo displays or collections,
give Oliver a call. Stereo variety has made this
a hi^ily anticipated event.

*****

The Fall PSA Bo\ind\4> will be held on Sunday September
16 at the LA Hilton Hotel. Shows begin at 9 AH.
The stereo presentation is "The People's Republic
of China" by Joseph P. Fallen, Jr., FPSA of San
Francisco. Other (flattie) shows are on humming
birds, commercial photo assignments. Death Valley,
creating prize-winning movies, infrared photography,
artistry in photography, and the Hindu Kush Mountains
of the Himalayas. $8.30 gets you all this and lunch
too. Reservations must be made with Gladys Riggs,
APSA, 6150 Coldwater Canyon #14> North Hollywood
916O6 by September 13.

*****

Tiffany update: Quite a few members saw Ann Miller
kick up her heels in stereo at the screening of
"Kiss Me Kate". A short subject had the 3 Stooges
throwing things at you. Those going to the Tiffany
Theater to view the 3-D movies should take along
their own stereo glasses and save 50^. For most of
the 3-D films the theater uses the same polarizing
system that we use at Club, The latest word on
"Dial M For Murder" is that it won't be available
for showing until November.

*****

Seton Rochwite, FPSA, writes: "I am trying to make
my mind whether or not to make another run of

polarizers (for the Stereo Realist). What do you
think would be the possibility of selling more among
yo\xr group down there? If I make them it will be
this fall or winter." Let Seton know at 3347 Hainan
Ave., Loveland, Colorado 80337 if you are the least
bit interested.

*****

John Chord, APSA, writes that he is "projectored"
and wants to have a in front of his name on the

Club Directory, He can provide all the necessary
ingredients for a session with a stereo projector,
except for the gas to get to bis home in Prescott,
Arizona.

*****

Looks as though about 13 Club members will be going
to the PSA Hartford Convention, Pull details of the
h^penings will be in the November 3-D NEWS,

*****
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TAGALOHG TO IHE COUNTY FAIR

We did this last year and on
Monday, September 17 we'll do
it again. During the past year
at Club you've seen a few views
of whirling lights and spinning
rides made at the Fair a year
ago. Some exposure notes were
made so "Uiere won't be as much

guesswork.

Let's meet at the big Midway Carrousel between 5 -
5:30 PM. We'll take photos till dark, have dinner
in the picnic area, view the photo displays, and
then back to the Midway for the moving lights. Bring
a tripod, but don't get bogged down with lots of
equipment; dress for hot weather; bring a picnic
dinner in all-disposable wrappings; any kind of
film. No advanced reservations required — just
meet at the Carrousel. Refer questions to Jerry
Walter or Earl Colgan.

* « * « «

AUGUST MEETING REVIEW

The August Members' Program gave us an even greater
variety of slides than expected. Max Bruensteiner
opened with a splash, and took us to Mendocino and
along the Coast, with fences and dockslde views.
Then to the world of macro stereo (live bugs) and
to the desert. He was the first of three this night
to show us winter and summer views of the same scene.
He also showed the great log through the window.

Tim Cardinale gave us an intimate view of his work-
a-day world as a free-lance commercial photo re
toucher. He showed supplies and tools that are used
and several before/after examples of dye applied to
stereo transparencies. Though he cautioned that
retouching and dying was not for everyone, he did
make a good case for the slide iirq^rovements possible.
Working directly on one of your cherished originals
can be trepidations.

Marilyn Felling displayed very new slides because
her "serious" stereo work does not date back more
than two years. We saw the Rick sequence in and out
of the water; Tim goofing off at Yosemite; some
moody shots along the Mist Trail; views of St. Louis
(including the still puzzling "Brains - 25^"); and
macros of toothpicks and (yech!) licorice.

Harold Gosel gave us a world tour, first with his
favorite subject material missing, and then with
them predominant — people. Harold e3q)ounded on his
philosophy that people make pictures come alive, and
he likes to work in close and react with people to
capture their character. He feels we should take
advantage of the stereo window. Included also were
slides from the Gosel family stereo album.

Rick Finney displayed his photo versatility begin-
ning with his first two exhibition acceptances taken
years ago in Alaska. Then we went to Colorado; Utah
(caricatures in rock), ruins, Escalante, Arches,
Bryce; Norway, people in Bergen Harbor; tabletops,
persimmons, selective focus, apples, glassware, and
then the High Sierra.

And so we have added another 5 names to the growing
list of "Members In "nie Spotli^t", Who's next?

« « * * *

"BEYOND THE NINE DOTS" AT TRI-CCMflJNITIES

At the L. A. Coun'^ Fair Photography Exhibition, have
you noticed bow stuctonts of "Trl-Ck>rrDmnitle8 Adult
Education" thorou^ily dominate the color print groups
they enter? 'Hiisisno coincidence. In Ifest Covina,
Tri-Communities' Adult Photogri^jhy Courses are spear
headed by a widely experienced, unorthodox young
enthusiast, Alan Weiss, idio originated a "Nine Dots
Award" forhds classes. The award involves a concept
as inportant to stereo as it is to color printing;
this concept is, I am sure, at least partly respon
sible for stimulating Tri-Communities'
successes in competition. e e e

Nine Dots? OKI Look at this nine-dot e e e
pattern. Can you draw four straight lines
throu^ all nine dots without lifting your • • •
pencil from the p^er or retracing any
line? If you are not already familiar with the
puzzle, try it!

Tried it? Had any trouble? Most of us do, at least
at first; we nuo'- try by connecting dots
on the "outside", like this, only to find
that one more line is needed — or we may
try "X's" or "Z's", all within the confines
of the nine-dot pattern. The solution
becomes possible only irtien we go beyond
the confines of the nine-dot pattern, as we have

here on the left. The trap we fall into
is a critical one in understanding how
we supress creativity. The confines of
the nine-dot pattern are a limitation
no one gave us — they are not part of
the given rules. supply the limi
tations ourselves.

Imagination and creativity involve striding out
boldly beyond the self-in^iosed limitations in sub
ject matter, color, form, and technique, in order
to light the fires of new photographic energy. A
look at some of the Tri-Communities' "Nine Dots
Award" winners might help to see how this philosophy
can be accor?)lished without sacrificing necessary
esthetic principles of taste, color harmony and
contrast, coii?)osition, and subject interest, Ciur-
rently, three of the recent "Nine Dot Award" color
print winners have won awards at the L. A. County
Fair and may be seen there. They are: "Divine
Entity" by Wanda Rijborz; "The Bicycle" by Tom
Wrigbt; and "Fluid Fantasy" by Wanda Rijborz,

Note that when we say "beyond limitations" ve are
not speaking about the limitations imposed by the
art form Itself — these are the structured tools
with and within idiich we work, such as the limi
tations imposed by the edges of the stereo "window"
with respect to stereoscopically closer objects.
Rather than the structured tools, we are attacking
the self-imposed barriers to fresh ideas. In our
own Club, Stergis M, Stergis (new ideas on flower
lighting), Tim Cardinale (hand-tinting. Kaleido
scopic stereo, work with window edges), and George
Walker (elimination of the stereo window altogether),
among others, have broken barriers successfully.

As Alan Weiss puts it when talking about barriers,
"Limitations don't exist, because positive people
don't believe in them,"

— Oliver Dean

* * * * *
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STEREO CLUB OF SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA

COMPETITION RULES FOR 1979-80

1, There will be 2 conq}etition categories: (1)
standard stereo and (2) non-conventional stereo.
Standard stereo is defined as all those slides made
with a standard 33inn stereo camera (Realist^ Kodak
Stereo, etc.) at normal interocnlar. Cropping,
sandwiching, multiple e3q)osures, filtration, and
color manipulation are permitted as long as the
original chips were made with a standard stereo
camera. Non-conventional stereo is defined as all
those slides made with Exakta-KinDar-Hyponars, Re
alist macro-stereo, regular 35inn» cameras with the
aid of a slide bar, or slides with modified inter-
ocular (hyper or hypo stereo) regardless of camera
used. The Con^jetition Director shall decide the
appropriate category of a slide in event of dispute.

2. Members will be allowed to enter up to three
slides in each of the two competition categories at
each competition.

5. There will be two conpetition groups within
each category: An "A" groi:p and a "B" group. A
member may be grouped in the "A" group in one cate
gory and the "B" group in the other category. Mem
ber's group shall be assigned at the discretion of
the Competition Director.
4. Cumulative scores will be conputed for each
member in each category. If a member enters both
categories be will have two cumulative scores; these
scores are not combined.

5. End-of-Xear awards will be made to top scores in
each group of each category. It is possible for the
same member to obtain the awards for both categories.
6. The two gro\ps within each category shall be
Judged as one complete group. Each category shall
be Judged separately. Comments will be made hy "tiie
Judges on slides as time allows.

7. There will be 5 competitions during the year
for each cate©>ry. Both categories shall be Jud
ged on the same evening.

8. Scoring shall be from five to nine points.
9. The top scoring slides of each group of each
category shall be given Award and Honorable Mention
ribbons. Number and distribution of ribbons to be
awarded shall be determined by the Conpetition
Director.

10. Slides may not be entered in Club conpetition
more than twice during the same fiscal Club year.
Slides that have won an Award or Honorable Mention
in any previous Club conpetition in any year, or
similar slides, may not be entered again. Slides
similar to those previously entered, whether titled
the same or different may not be entered.

11. There shall be three stereo Judges for each
conpetition. A member of the Club who is Judging
shall not sutmit slides that nightj in that case the
judge will receive a prorated score based ipon the
other four conpetitions of the fiscal year.

12. All slides should be mounted in glass. How
ever, to encourage beginners and less-experienced
to enter, this requirement may be waived in the "B"
group. Slides should be spotted in the lower left-
hand comer as viewed in a hand viewer.

13. As a general rule, make-up slides will not be
allowed for competitions missed. Exceptions may be
made in dire circumstances by the ConpetitionDirector.

— Adopted by the Club Board on August 2, 1979

•»!•!))) •Jnjr

ABOUT COMPETITIONS

Conpetitions start this month. What to
bring? An article in an old (19^2) PSAI
Journal states: "If the membership oft
most camera clubs is anything that re
sembles mine, most of the members have

^jdone their summer picture taking, and
have separated what they believe to be
the snapshots from the pictorials. As
none of us are experts, we often have
trouble keeping snapshots out of the

/pictorial pile." Although this quote
, explains absolutely nothing, it does set
the stage for the best attitude to have when

approaching the field of photogr^hic conpe
titions. Keep the snapshots for yourself} share

the pictorials.

Of course, you can bring anything you want; the Club
has no rules whatsoever on subject material. And
you are encouraged to bring at least something, &it
here's a little guidance. Divorce yourself from
your slides. Bring slides that have wide general
^peal. Ask yourself if this would be a pleasing
and interesting slide for a stranger to view — some
one who wasn't there irtien you took the picture and
whowasn't e:iq30sed to your personal taking e:q3erience.
In a competition (as opposed to a sequence or to a
members' night) the only message to the viewers (and
Judges) is what is conveyed exclusively by the slide.)
You may know it's the greatest slide you made all
weekend because it's the only time it stopped raining,
but your viewers will never know that. He gets only
what he sees. So remember that the slide is the
entire message while picking conpetition slidej.

ti'Mml

a SI s

"It's perfect vertical symmetry will
make it one of the most photographed
landmarks in all of Italyl"

Over the past few months we have featured on the
next-to-the-last page a series of articles of gen
eral stereo interest, such as "The Rise of Landscape
Photography", "Greenhorn", and "PSA Progress Medal
Award". It seems to have developed into an Editor's
Feature Page, So we'll call it just that. Hope
fully, Just when we get things organized, we won't
run out of subjects. If you have a suggested topic,
please let the Editor know.
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The Exhibitions - Part Two

Let*8 try to reduce further the mase
surrounding the Stereo Exhibitions,
especially for never stereographers.
Part I in July generated a small

comments, which is better
comments at all. First, it

was misleading to say .about 100
to 130 stereographers..enter the

e^diibitions..." It would have been better to say
that about 200 stereogr^hers enter at least a few
exhibitions each year, with a resulting 100 to 150
entries per exhibiton.

SCSG Role. Secondly, someone asked "What exhibition
belongs to SCSC?" The Editor's answer will also
probably draw connent, because his answer is "none".
The Club has roots and/or ties with all four of the
LA-area exhibitions, but does not operate any exhi
bition under its own name. The Hollywood Exhibition
was fotmded in 1958 by a group of mostly SCSC mem
bers at a time when there were a considerable num
ber of other active stereo clubs in the area. As
the years went on, operation was transferred to the
Hollywood Exhibition Committee, The S4C Exhibition
(Southern California Council of Camera Clubs) was
also founded ^dien a number of stereo clubs conqjeted
in S4C stereo competitions. As stereo activity
diminished in other clubs, support for continuance
of this exhibition was drawn primarily from SCSC,

The Fair Exhibition is operated by the County Fair
Association, and pays SCSC to provide personnel and
equipment to conduct the Judging, Copies of the
award slides are displayed for all Faii^goers to
view who visit the photo rooms, and this activity
exposes many to the existence of stereo in Southern
California. And the City of Angels Exhibition is
sponsored by the LA Photo Centers, where SCSC has
met free of charge for so many years. It might be
suggested that the work force provided by the Club
for this exhibition is in gratitude for our meeting
facility. Additionally, the City of Angels stereo
slides have provided the program for the past three
SCSC Awards Banquets. This brief summary gives the
reader an insight into how the local exhibitions got
where they are. They deserve the Club members'
support to the extent of our abilities and interest.

Stars and Who's Who. Every acceptance in an Exhi
bition earns the slide maker a point toward PSA
"star rating". After receiving a total of 50 ac
ceptances with at least 6 different stereo slides,
a maker, once he is a member of PSA, is entitled to
apply for the first "star". The number of accept
ances required for subsequent stars doubles, with
5 stars requiring a total of 480 acceptances with
96 different slides. A Diamond Star is given for
680 acceptances with 146 different slides. As an
exan^jle, Joe Abramson recently earned his 4th star,
having gained 240 acceptances with over 48 different
slides. And several SCSC members are on the verge
of their Diamond Star! The Director of this activ
ity for the PSA Stereo Division is Lillian Garton
APSA, 4170 ElmAve. #507, Long Beach 90807, and she
would be happy to answer ar^y related questions.

There is also a COTipilation made of all acceptances
by individual shooters in the Exhibitions for a
given calendar year, and a listing of names is pre
pared. This is called "Who's Who In Stereo" and
the Director is Erma I. Lauck, APSA, Yucca Valley.

The upper gro\^> of Who's Who is called "Tops In
Stereo" and for 1978 includes 7 members: Stergls M.
Stergis (57 acceptances in 17 exhibitions entered);
Rick Finney (45/l6)j Sylvia Sikes, FPSA (43/16);
Jerry Walter (59/16); Charles Osbom, APSA (58/12);
Marjorle Adams (36/16); and Conrad Hodnik, FPSA
(36/14).
Shows, The PSA Standards for Stereo Exhibitions
state that every accepted slide must be publicly
displayed at least once. In practice, the slides
are shown tvoormore times, and there are two basic
methods to acconqjlish this. The time-honored tech
nique is to project the slides alphabetically by-
maker, with a reading of the maker's name and slide
titles; background music is often provided.

The Standards also s-tate that the showings may use
"••a creative presentation, such as grouping slides
In a manner to tell a s-bory, to be instructive or
to hei^ten audience interest through a novel or
artistic presentation.." In this second technique,
there may be much emphasis on music with little or
no narration. The makers of some or all of the
slides may be given recognition with names over*
projected on the slides for a few seconds, or be
neath the slides, orwoven into the narration. This
type of show varies with the ambition, inspiration
and time available of the producer(s).
Where to Start. How do you enter an exhibition?
First, get the entry fom. Once you start entering,
these come in the mail pretty much automatically.
Read the instructions. Fill out the labels and write
the check (varies from $1,75 to $3.00). Make sure
your name, slide title and slide number are on each
slide, and clean them thoroughly (very iii?)ortant 1),
You can pack the slides in a tiimmed-down Kodak re
turn-unmounted film box; put a piece of cardboard
between each slide and along the outside edges. Put
eveiything in a small tough manila envelope. Always
send first class; this will probably be 5 ounces
costing 67^. (Send foreign entries airmail and in
clude extra postage for air return.) You will re
ceive a report card usually within the week after
the Judging. The slides are returned within six
weeks; and a catalog listing all your glorious ac
ceptances in about 2 months. Keep a good record of
your entries and acceptances; remember thatyou can't
have the same slide accepted twice in the same exhi
bition. A paramount rule: Always enter your best
work! Always!
Why Exhibitions? They speak out as a representative
of stereo photogr^hy. Our Club, and other clubs,
have relied on them as programs for the enjoyment
of members and visitors. They are a way to share
artistic woxk, and a way to view the creations of
others. They will give you ideas to try out on your
own. They help satisfy the conqsetitive urge built
into most of us humans, and a psychologist could
probably find 25 other reasons,..

New participants, newwoi^, andnew ideas will always
be welcomed and encouraged in the exhibitions. And
the involvement of newer people in helping to conduct
the exhibitions is widely appreciated. The slides,
the people involved, the techniques are
ever-changing. Newer people will have
never ideas, and lots of room has been,
and must be, made for them in order to
main-bain the essential dynamic character
of the strereo exhibitions.
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THE TECHNICAL PAGE: INDEX TO INSTALLMENTS 1 - 50

The Index has been divided into 8 major categories with major references shown,
followed by detailed references to individual items.

1. STEREO CAMERAS/LENSES 1,18,19,20,28.41,48
Be1p1asca 18
Edixa 48
History 1
Homeos 1,18
Hyponar 47
Iloca II 48
Iloca Rapid 48
Iloca 7-P 1,18
KinOar att. for Exakta 17
KinDar stereo camera 47
Kodak stereo camera 19,48
Left/right witness marks 5,19
Maintenance 28
No.2 Stereo Kodak 20
Polarizers 19,28
Precautions 28
Progression, film 18
Realist 45,48
Realist Macro 47
Selection 48
Stereall, Universal 48
Stereo Colorist 48
Stereo Graphic 48
Stereo Kodak Model 1 20
Stereo Realist 1,19,28,48
Stereo Vivid, TDC 48
Tessar type lens 19
Triplet, Cooke, type lens 19
Tower see Iloca
Verascope F-40 1,8
Vignetting 19
Window, creation of 18
Witness marks 5,19

2. THEORY AND PERCEPTION OF STEREO 4,11,13,24,32,37,47,49
Baseline and perceived size 32,4Z,43,49
Clues, visual 32
Convergence 42,43
Distortion 13,49
Eye vs camera 14,37,42,43,49
Hyperstereo 11,32
Hypostereo 3,32
Mounting errors 4
Orthostereoscopy 32
Parallax 32,40,42,43,47
PEPAX 32
Perspective 8,13,14,37,42,43
Pseudostereo 4
Rationale and goals 32,33
Shape perception 42,43
Stereo effect 14,37
Ten times rule 47

Theory of stereo 32,37,47,49
Window 21,24,39,42,43

3. MOUNTING 2,5,10,16,25,26,33,39,46,50
Accurate mounting defined 50
Alignment 4,25,26
Cardboard slides, remounting 2
Commercial 1,2
Cropping 10,21,33,46
Curl, film 7,24,5,50
Errors 4,7,25,33
Frames, metal 2
Gauge 4,5,6,10
Glass 2
Labels 2,5,24
Left/right identification.see witness marks
Masks 2,5,7,16,21,46,50
Mounting from scratch 5
Newton's rings 5,7
Pseudo 4
Reverse rolling 5
Rotation error 7,16
Spotting, projection 5
Tips 36
Titling 24
Tools 2,5
Twist error, see rotation
Window 4,39
Witness marks 5,19,24,50

4. PROJECTION 8,9,12,23.25
Adjustments, projector 8
Alignment, projector 8,23
Audience fatigue 12,25
Condensers 8
Depolarizacion 8
Parallax 47
Perspective 8
Polarization 8
Precautions 33
Principles 8
Projectability quantified 33,47
Projectors 8
Screens 8
Shitminq 12

5. CAMERA TECHNIQUE 1,3,11,38,48
Composing 33
Cropping, planning for 36
Depth of field 1,24,26,33,37
Film selection 3,30,31
Foregrounds, annoying 38
Hand holding 38
Leveling 1,24
Lighting 3,29
Loading 1
Nearest subject 26
Portraits 8
Projectability 1,47
Shutter operation 1
Slide bar 3
Strobes 29
Subject depth 1,47
Ten times rule 47
Tips 36
Toe-in 3
Unipod 36

6. NON-STANDARD STEREO 3,11,15,16,17,32,40,45
Aquarium pictures 17
Baseline 3,15,24,26,32,45
Close-ups 3,42,43,45
Cropping 15,16
Flash bracket 17
Hyperstereo 11,32,40,42,43,49
Hypostereo 3,15,32,42,43,49
Lens focal length 15
Mounting 16
Perceived size 32

Perspective 32
Rotation errors 16
Single lens reflex SLR 15
Slide bar 3,15,16,33
Space control 40
Stereo separation see baseline
Table for hypostereo 15
Test mask 16
Toe-in 3,15,15,26

7. NAMES IN STEREO
Barnack, Oskar 18
Colardeau, 1
Gauss, Karl Friedrich 44
Godowsky, Leopold 30
Hodnik, Conrad 12
Mannes, Leopold 30
McKay, Herbert C. 12,32
Newton, Isaac 44
Richard, Jules 1
Rochwite, Seton 1
Sieg, Albert 30
Vinci, Leonardo da 1
Westrienen, Dorothea van 12
Witt, Wilhelm 48
Wirgin Bros. 48

8. MISCELLANEOUS
Film 30,31,38
Free viewing 27,35
Optical theory 44,45
Polarizers 48
Wallpaper phenomenon 33
Quiz on stereo 6,7,22,34,35,42,43
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Tim's Two Cents Dear Stergis
Dear Stergis:

Recently I was made aware of something — something
that I have been taking for granted for a long time:
my good vision. A few weeks ago I came down with a
lame eye, I'll avoid the details and just let you
know that I'm seeing an opthamologist for treatment
and it's almost back to normal now. Anyway, for a
while, one of my eyes was pretty much inoperative,
and it really made me think -- it "opened ny eyes"
about certain things.

My hobby and occupation, as are yours, are very de
pendent on having good vision, and this minor setback
I've had has made me a depressed complaining grouch
these past few weeks. Considering the good vision
that has been taken away from you, I have never heard
you con^lain about it, and you seem to be as cheerful
as you ever were, I don't know how you do it, I
keep thinking of the resemblance of the predicament
of Beethoven loosing his hearing; there seems to be
a close parallel.

At first I thought that because I still had one good
eye, and the fact that all my work is on flat art,
I figured I could still do things like photo re
touching, But I learned that our eyes work together
so much as a team that even the sin^lest jobs are
horribly difficult, I was firmly reminded that we
are blessed with binocular vision, and for two-eyed
animals stereo photography is the logical and nat
ural way to reproduce an image. Regular flat photos
from regular single lens cameras are actually ir
regular, illogical and unnatural, unless made for
one-eyed people.

Another thing taken for granted that I found inter
esting was the way our eyes have automatic li^t

meters that control the ^ertures so that eyes that
operate normally will never see a view overe^osed,
(The pupil gets smaller as the light gets brighter.)
The medication I'm taking keeps one eye dilated to
a large opening, and I can actually see in one eye
an image that is overexposed congjared to the other
normal eye.

The development of stereo photography could be con
sidered a tribute to what is often taken for granted,
Ihe next time someone asks "Why do it the hard way?"
(compared to the convenience of flatties) I'll tell
them about how there is the easy way and the right
way. And I'll tell them about devotion beyond selfish
enjoyment, about a man named Beethoven, and about
a man named Stergis,

Tours truly.

There once was a bright-eyed
'n eager Editor so rare

Who's motto to all was:
"You can do anything you dare,"

But he himself met defeat

In his drive to be complete

'Cause he coiildn't print news
'bout which he wasn't aware,

KEEP YOUR EDITOR INFORMED!
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Stereo Activity Calendar
October 1979 November 1979

S M T W T F S S M T W T F S

1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3
7 8 9 10 11 12 13 4 5 6 7^ 9 10

14 15^X^19 20 11 12 13 14^16 17
21 22CM4n 26 27 18 19 20 21 n23 24
28 29 WM 25 26 27 28 29 30

THU DOT 18 .

TUB,WED GOT
TUE OCT 30 -
SAT NOV 3 -
TUE NOV 6 •
TUE NOV 6 -

• CLUB Stereo Fair - Photo Center-7 PM
23» 24 - CLUB Basic Mounting Workshop
' Closing - San Bexnardino Stereo Esdiib.
' Judging-San Bernardino Stereo Rxhib.
' CLUB Board Meeting
' Closing-S4C Stereo Esdiibition-Forms:
Jerry Walter, 1098 MontecitoDr.LA 90031
Showing - San Bernardino Stereo Eadiib.
Jewel City Camera Club - First United
Methodist Church - Gleudale - 8 FM

Judging-S4C Stereo Exhibition-First
United Methodist Church - Glendale -

9:50 AM
CLUB 2nd Con^etltion-Photo CenterSm
CLUB Christmas Banquet

« « * « «

TUE NOV 6 -

SAT NOV 10 -

raU NOV 15
SUN DEC 2

MEMBER AND SUBSCRIBER UPDATE

A hear"^ welcome to these four new members:

Katy Cardinale

6855 Costello Avenue
Van Nuys, CA 91405
R 781-5222

Sidney Jason
1533 Berkeley St. #2
Santa Monica, CA 90404
R 828-5794

Michael Cardinale

36 Vivian Drive
Pleasant Hill, CA 94523
(415) 682-8828

David Gibson

122 South Carondelet Street

Los Angeles, CA 90057
385-7292

A new subscriber to the NEWS:

David A. Hutchison, New York, NI

Renewing her subscription in September:

Dee Steinle, APSA, Milwaukee, WI

Membership anniversaries for October: Don Cast - 4
years} David Lynch - 1 year; Herb and Har^ Rhein-
gruber - 2 years; and Ehigene Wachowiak - 4 years.
Fact: If you joined the Club before January, 1977,
you have been a member longer than half of your
fellow Club members. Bet few of you thou^t you
were such "old-timers".

Medical notes:

If all goes as planned (9/21), Ruby Steins will be
back home by the time you read this. She was in the
hospital and had a kidney stone operation. Zane Haag
will be in the hospital for a few days about 9/25
for surgery. And that leaning tower at Club was
Rick Finney; recurring back problems had him listing
to the right.

«•»**«

Stereo Quickies
Not-ao-quickLe: positively and "Never Give
Up I" On August 31, 1979, the Editor received in the
wflii a roll of film in the -^ical yellow dowiot-
iBount box from Kodak Las Palmas, The box was post
marked October 6. 1978 (yea, 1978) and was repackaged
in a special Postal "Service" package 8taiJ?)ed "Found
in supposedly en?)ty equipment" and postmarked from
Harleysville, Pennsylvania on August 28, 1979» Now
read that again. "Never QiTe 1^1"

» * * « *

There is a fisherman among us named Earl Colgyi who
can leave Los Angeles, arrive at his favorite lishing
spot on the Santa Ana River, catch his limit of
gorgeous trout, and return home, all within about
three hours. Sounds like "tagalong" material, huh?

*«•»«*

David Starkman would like to form a "5~U Film Watchers
Groiq)" for anyone interested in casually meeting at
the Tiffany Theater for >-D viewing. Because the
Tiffany* 8 film publicity is anything but consistent,
the Groiqj would keep each other infomedof all 5-U
movie showings. David probably holds the Club's
record of having seen the most stereo movies, not
having missed a sin^e one (to his knowledge) since
the revival began at the Tiffany 3 years ago. Give
David a call at 357-8345 if you're interested,

«•»«**

Members in print; Zane Montayne Haag - Four of Zane' s
35nan detail studies were published iJi the Fall 1979
issue of "Terra", the magazine of the L.A. Natural
History Museum; the photos con^lemented an article
on the Banning Residence Museum in Wilmington.
Floyd Hunter - A full page in the July, 1979 "PSA
Journal" featured Floyd's "The Three Bells", aprint
of the Mairoon Bells near A^en, Colorado. Floyd
notes that he especially likes to hike through the
forests and mountklns and the pictures taken during
these times are his favorites. Never too late:
Marilyn Felling-A 4-page spread in the i^rll, 1978
issue of "Motor Trend Magazine" detailed Marilyn's
restoration of a 1957 Isetta 300 Moto Coupe and
described her full-time businesa/^bby of supplying
parts and publishing the "Babble Notes" for the
Heinkel^esserschndtb-Isetta dub.

FOR SALE: A Revere Stereo Camera in A-1 condition.
Includes a small electronic flash...$150. Also, a
Realist Viewer...$25» Philip Smith 876-4426.

Harold Cosel and Marilyn Felling also have cameras
for sale.

* * * * ♦

VMle she was with her mom and pop on a long weekend
around Morro Bay, 7 year old Amanda Cardinale snapped
her first stereo pictures with her dad's Kodak. Our
new Pres believes in starting 'em young. Keep this
tQ) and we may have to start a "Junior" Gon^etition
Group,

But to the Pres' dismay, two of his rolls were in
volved in the Kodak Bad Batch the week, of September
10. Also caught In the mess was a very special roll
shot at Bishop by Ken Fordyce, and a roll by the
Editor. The system failure at Kodak Las Palmas
really gave some gosh-awful colorful results. Anyone
else involved?

« « « « «
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GETTINQ REACT FOR TOE STEREO FAIR

The 3rd Annual Club Stereo Fair will constitute the
Club meeting on [Rnirsday October 18. Oliyer Dean
will again be the Organizer and Chief Barker. Tra
ditionally this is the meeting that has the hi^est
attendance of the year, for here there is something
for everyone.

And to make it universal^ you can help. Start now
looking for stereo things you want to sell—there's
always a For-Sale and Flea-^larket table. Bring old
photo magazines, books and other objects for the
Freebie table. And most Ingjortant — let Oliver
know of special people you've met during the past
year who have unusual stereo equipment and displays
who might be a feature attraction at the Fair and
who might be pursuaded in sharing their stereo in
terests. If you yourself have a special stereo in
terest, consider a display. No lead is too insig
nificant, and if we all pitch in we can make this
the best Stereo Fair ever.

Remember that the atmosphere here is one of general
hubbub. Everyone is busy trying to get aroond to
all the tables. Come as early as 7 FM; everything
should be set up by then. It all winds down by 9:30,
so that everyone can get their equipment packed up.
Come to the FairI

* * « « »

How our members fared in ^e L.A.County Fair Exhi
bition: Joe Abramson (1) acceptancej Marjorie
Adams (2); Katy Cardinals (2) with a Bronze Medal
(Her first acceptances!}; Tim Cardinale (2); Don
Cast (1); JohnT. Chord, APSA (1); Earl Colgan (1);
Rick Finney (4) with a Gold Medal and an HM/LA Fair
Award; Conrad Hodnik, FPSA (4) with a Bronze Medal
and 1 HM; Gene Kirksey (4) with the PSA BestofSlMw
Medal, a Gold Medal and 1 HM; Bert Laursen, APSA (1);
Catherine Laursen (1); Charles Osbom, APSA (1) with
2 HM's; Susan Pinsky (1) (Her first acceptance!);
Sylvia Sikes, FPSA (2); Stergis Stergis (4) with
2 Silver Medals and 1 HM; and Hu^ Stilley (4).

How they fared in the PSA Hartford Exhibition: Don
Cast (1); Conrad Hodnik, FPSA (1); Gene Kirksey (4)
with the Best Portrait Award; Catherine Laursen (1);
Charles Osbom, APSA (1); Sylvia Sikes, FPSA (3);
Stergis Stergis (2) with 1 HM; Hu^ Stilley (1);
and Jerry Walter (3).

• * * « «

STEREO

IN THE

80's

WHERE WILL THE 80's LEAD US IN STEREO?

In less than three montiis we'll be

embarking on another decade — the
19B0's. The January, 19S0 issue of

the 5-D NEWS will feature responses from all members
and readers who would like to exercise their crystal
ball technique and speculate on the future (with a
little wishful thinking thrown in). What will this
new decade hold for stereo? New cameras? Millions

of $$ in promotion? Modified systems? New formats?
Prints? Movies? Holography? TV? PSA Stereo Di
vision? Exhibitions? Clubs? Or none, and the
demise of all of the above? This first issue of

the decade will be expanded as necessary to accom
modate all responses. Start thinking, making notes,
and get your ideas to the Editor before January 1,
1980. Anything goes.

* * « « «

MOUNTING WORKSHOP MARATHON (FIRST HALF)

Subject: Slide Mounting Basics
Dates: October 23 and 24 at 7:30 PM

(Same material both nights)
Place: Jerry Walter's, 1098 Montecito Dr.

Los Angeles
Notify: Jerry if you would like to come

Home 225-^42; Work 481-5501

Plan to come either the 23rd or 24th. We'll start
from scratch for those who have just joined us, or
haven't ever been to one of these

beginning slide mounting affairs,
or vho have forgotten all they ^
knew. Bring a couple slides and
we'll wave the magic mounting wand
over them. We'll cover mounting equip-'
ment, cutting the roll or getting chips
from cardboard mounts, aluminum mounts,
identifying the stereo window, placing
subjects properly with respect to the
window, and glassing and labeling (all
set for the November meeting).

Later (in January?) we'll have a Second Half on
advanced thechnques such as cropping, sandwiching,
and creating custom windows. Give Jerry a call now
(before September 28) or later (after October 10).
To maximize benefits to all participants, a limit
of 4 per ni^t has been set; more evenings will be
added if necessaiy.

« « « * «

^ The foxmation meetingof the Stereo Assignment
Groiq) (SAG) was held on September 5* Mine
stereo buffs, who cr&ve the challenge of cre

ating slides that express a specific theme or tc^ic,
put together Guidelines for the operation of this
Gro\^. Anticipation ran hi^ as the names of two
of those present were drawn and each announced one
assignment for the next meeting. The assignments
are "trick photogrg^hy" and "time". Meetings will
be in participants' homes, and the next one will be
on December 10, where two slide interpretations from
each participant of each of the two assignments will
be projected. All slides will have to be created
after September 5» so we'll see nothing but all new
work. If you'd like to get involved in this stereo
action groiq), get a copy of the Guidelines from Tim
or Jerry or Susan. How would you make a stereo
slide that says "time"? What stereo trick photog
raphy have you been wanting to try but have been
procrastinating? Nov's the time...

« « * * «

The Hering Illusion. The horizontal lines of this
illusion are actually strai^t. Ewald Hering dis
covered this illusion in 1861.
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The September Competition
conqpetltlona are off to a flying start,

vith 116 slides shown on September 20.
It vas the largest "first" cwnpetition
since ve started the standard/non-conTen-
tional planin1977> Both nev and veteran
members showed veiy strong siq)port with
slides of substantial quality and content.
We all had a goodvieikng evening, and
the Judges comments were most perceptive.
Special thanks to Oliver Dean, Marilyn
Felling and Ken Fordyce for Judging, and
the whole table-cable-projection crew for
the smooth operation.

A GROUP STAMDARD CATEGOHT

Awards 24 points; HM'e 22 & 23 points

67 Tim Cardlnale
HK - Clyde
HM - Han & Cheese on liys

63 Conrad Hodnik, FPSA
62 Jerry Walter

HM - Snow Window

61 Rick Pinney
61 Bert Laursen, APSA

Award - Pacific Seascape
61 Stergis M. Stergis

- Noctuinal Prelude #3
59 Sylvia Sikes, FPSA
58 Catherine Laursen

57 Joe Abramson
57 Rnss Terrill, APSA
56 Don Cast
56 Ward Claric

B GROUP STANDARD CATEGORI

Awards 22 points; HH's 21 points

61 Susan Pinskf
Award - Pinwheel Parade

HM - Glorious Morning
61 George Walker

HM - Vista Point Sierra

59 Hal Stanton
HM - Psyche y Amore

58 Marshall Stewart

57 David Starkman
56 Earl Colgan
56 Harold Cosel
56 Carl Felling
56 James Pettit

Award - I*a Off

56 Kermit Westbrook
55 2ane Haag
55 Evalynn Denise Pearl
43 George Skelly

Award - Arbor Frigidens
HM - Pinos Holiday

B GROUP NON-CONVEMnONAL CATEGOHT

Awards 22 points; HM's 21 points

61 Jim Pettit
Award - Fink Cana

HM - Laliqne & Roses
60 Don Cast

HM - Fishin' Pals

59 Susan Pinsky
HM - Musical Box

57 David Starkman
HM - Filters

57 George Walker
HM - lellow on Purple

A GROUP NOH-CONVENTIONAL CATEGOHT

Awards 25 points; HM's 23 & 24 points

73

71

67

63
63

62
60
60
58

Stergis M. Stergis
Award - Reaching for a Star
HM - Electra

HM - A Star is Bom
Gene Kirksey

Award - Gorgeous Red Plumage
IW - Cordon Blue Front View

Jerry Walter
HM - Butterscotch

Joe Abramson
Ward Clark

HM - Pink and White Blooms

Rick Finney
Marjorie Adams
Russ Terrill, APSA
Bert Laursen, APSA

Along the scenlo line, ihe
three most popular subjects
of the evening were the sea,
the mountains, and Europe.
Our May Tosemite Tagalong
was quite visible. Marshall
had a strong slide of Vernal
with two figures. The Tag-
along gave Tim material for

a "ham" sandwich; Catherine and George W, had beau
tiful vistas. Joe shared his Falls pictures; a
number of personal "people" pictures also rounded
out this subject. The scenic spectacular of the
evening was Bert's 24*'point Pacific Seascape — a
perfect gull sandwich; Stergis also conq^eted with
dramatic sunset seascapes* Another seascape, this
one surrealistic, provoked thought. The Judges
thou^t several scenics fell down because of the
excessive detail on the foreground objects (which
is so easy to achieve in stereo) that detracted from
the more-distant center of interest, Susan's golden
colored extra-sharp fireworks pinwheel Intrigued
everyone. Views of Europe were abundant, including
those of Benlse, Hal and Harold. Hal's beautiful
and senstial marble Psyche y Amore shows what only
stereo can do. There were also several other slides
the Judges pointed out could have been effective
only in stereo; as a flattie they would be nothing.
The female studies by George W, wew refreshing.
Kermit shared some Ban^ok shots. AndConnie, Ward,
Jerry and George S. cooled us off with enow scenes
on such a warm Club ni^t.

Along the non-conventional route, Stergis' epiphyi-
lums were as bri^t as ever. New member Gene Kiricsey
shared for the first time several flawless bird
stereos. Joe showed a Guatemala portrait, and an
assortment of ^asswares and still lifes added to
the variety. All of the B Group non-conventional
shooters —• Jim, Don, Susan, David and George
displayed new approaches to tabletops and flowers.
There were a number of flower slides made outdoors
with soft natural li^t that pronpted the Judges to
remaziconhow refreshing it was to also see some of
this type of work. George W. created
an effective custom mask around a small

bunch of flowers. Macro stereos were
also evident, of cat's whiskers, camera
filters (nice colors and arrangement)
and, to top it off, a hot fudge sundae 1
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WHERE HAVE YOU BEEN?

. . ••••Canjon Be Chelly (pronounced
de-'shay vhldi ia derived froa
the Nava;)o word 'Tae-gL, meaning
rock country). Ihia Canyon ia in
northeastexn Arizona and vaa o^

ci9ied from 350 AO to 1300 AD by cliff duelling
tribea now called Anaaazi. In latter part of
the 13th century a prolonged drought (it iabelievacO
drove the Anasazi from Canyon de Ghelly, aa veil aa
from other cliff dwellings in the aouthveat. By
1700 the Navajo, originally from farther north,
began occiq>ying the area. In the period from 1600->
1850 repeated raids by the Navajo, first on the
Spaniards and then on the Americana, resulted in the
forcible removal by the D. S. Cavalry under Kit
Carson of 3000 Navajo from the Canyon to eaatem
New Mexico. Four years later the Navajo vere allowed
to return, and are now considered owners of the Can
yon, irtiich is part of the Navajo Reservation.

Two things which attract visitors to the 130 square
mile Canyon de Ghelly Nat'l Monument are the spec
tacular geogr^hy and the Indian ruins. !Bie sheer
vertical walls of red sandstone range in hei^t up
to about 1000 feet. "Bie floor of the Canyon is sand,
in^assable to any but 4~wheel vehicles. High on
south facing walls are as many as TOO identified
ruins, the largest of which contain 50 to 100 rooms.
Ihe best known geographic feature ia ^ider Bock,
a spire of sandstone rising 800 feet from the can
yon floor at the Junction of Canyon de Chelly and
Monument Canyon.

lu 1974> Paul Milligan, Jeanie and I, four others
plus our Indian Quide Chauncey Neboyia, went in two
Blazers iq> Canyon del Muerto as far as Mummy Cave,
and ^ Canyon de Chelly as far as the V^dow.

In 1978y Larry Raines, Paul Milligan, Paul Mng, I
and four others did Canyon de Chelly with the same
guide. We covered much the same ground as the *74
trip, plus shots of Spider Rock from the canyon
floor, a brief stop at Three Turicey overlook, and
several early morning flints over the Cazyon in
Larry's plane. A mere handful have shot Spider Rock
from the air in hyperstereo. I believe Paul VMng
got the best aero hyperstereos (he has the most
practice at this)} mine were so-aoi tat Paul Milligan
says his were mostly underexposed.
In 1979* Paul Milligan and I vent alone with a new
guide. I arrived in Gallup a day before Paul, idio
is a surgeon with office hours, was able to leave.
So I spent one daybys^elf exploring Chaco Canyon,
another interesting and remote Indian ruin. The
notable thing we did at Canyon de Chelly was seek
out the north rim access road and shoot hyperstereos
of Three Turkey from the ledge Just above the rim.
From the end of a Jeep road you clamber several hun
dred feet down a cliff to a ledge which looks right
into the ruin. This ruin is not as well known, and
contains 20 rooms which are so well preserved they
still have their roofs. Canyon del Muerto was nearly
inpassable due to high water this year, so we decided
to spend one day in Monument Valley Tribal Park.
I probably have eM>ugh Canyon de Chelly pictures to
do a show. Maybe one of theae days

— Charlie Piper

*****

DUPLICATING SLIDES? DON'T BE DUPED!

Copying atereo slides should be easy, especially
with the ri^t equipment. All you have to do ia
make a copy of each chip, and you don't even have
to take them out of the ^ass. And with a routine
setup, proper e:q>osure is pret'^ much constant.

But idiat gets 'ya is the color. When you start
copying you will become immediately aware of the
vagaries of color film, and of the phanomena of
color in general. Given a random groTq> of alidea,
one could be led to believe that once one had "Uie
filtration established to produce reasonably iden
tical color between the original and copy from one
slide, the same filtration would give similar re
sults for all other slides. Not so! The 1979 Club
Honor Slides are a case in point. Copying was with
a R^ronar and the film was Kodak 5071 (widely touted
aa being able to reproduce slides you can't tell
from the original.) Fbmlaion numbers were the same
for all rolls used, and all the film vaa stored
under identical conditions — frozen.

There are three colors of color printing (CP) filters
(placed between the light source and the slide)
with varying densities of each that in combination
let one e^proach the color of the original. The
filter colors are yellow, cyan (blue) and magenta,
tafortunately for the layman (as differentiated
from the giant color labs) proper filtrations are
established by trial, error, and educated guesses
developed throu^ €cq>erience. Ibe smallest density
gradation is CP05> and frequently a change of CP10
will drastically alter the final copy color. Here
are the filtrations used to get reasonably similar
color in the dtqilicates of the Club Honor Slides;
no magenta was used.

yellow Cyan
Never Two Alike, Yosemite Valley In
Winter, Masquerade, Timothy's Cubes,
Seven Gables, Water's Edge, all . . • CP49 CP25
Red Kite By Sea CP^ CP20
I Broke Another Rule CP40 0
Frisbee Leap CIP40 CP10
The Scarlet Robe CP40 CP30
Navajo Sheeptenders CP59 CP20
Driftwood CP60 0
Bromlliad CP60 CP20
Down Under Vegetarian CP90 0

So idien you get into (hq>iJig, don't be dty>ed into
♦Ji4TiiHng you'll get immediate perfect recults; odde
ere you won't. But you'll have fun along the way,
and sometimes the off-color ones are more pleasing
than the originals. ^ ^ ^ ^ ^

OTHER SCENESj

At times the Editor is sorzy that inflation has
limited the 3-0 NEWStoeix pages, cause Just at the
last minute it always seems there's more. The fol
lowing has nothing to do with stereo, but it sure is
enterprising, and we'11 tell as much as space allows.
There's a little old man — hobo type with fr^ed
coat, old pants, sunburn —who wanders aroimd down
town Los Angeles nearly dragging his stuffed, obvi
ously heavy worn double-shopping bag. He probably
walks 20 miles a day, head down, shoulders stooped.
What's he doing? Making his rounds to random parking
meters that have been mysteriously tampered with, for
be merely lifts the back flap and collects the few
coins inside. The usual sealed coin containers in
side the meter heads are gone, but the meters still
function and the parkers feed theae meters with dimes
and quarters as usual. I suppose the City Meter-
Money Collectors discover this problem, fix the
meters, tat then another random set of meters de-

+>»f* •'Tie .'v--* t*"i' ^ "
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KNOW YOUR KIMDAR/HYPONAR (K/H) . - . .PART 1
KinDar and Hyponar are two vintages of the same device, a stereo close-up lens assem
bly which fits the old Exakta VX, VX-IIa, VX-IIb, invented by Seton Rochwite of Ste
reo Realist fame. We distinguish betv/een a stereo lens assembly, such as K/H, Stemar
(for Leica), or Stereotar (for Contax), and a field splitter stereo attachment such
as Stereo-Tach, or Stitz. The former replaces the regular camera lens, Tind produces
a geometrically correct stereo pair. The latter device, which attaches to the regu
lar camera lens produces a reasonable approximation to a correct stereo pair. In the
general class of stereo lens assemblies, the K/H is unique in that it operates with a
reflex camera so "what vou see is what you get".
DESCRIPTION, FOCUSING
The K/H has two 35mm lenses set 5/8" apart in a lens board which fits the outer ears
of the Exakta flange. For early vintage VX's, replace the old flange with one having
outside ears. The focus is fixed at 9". Focusing for other distances is accomplished
by placing a single large auxiliary lens in front of the K/H. The original KinDar
1956, produced by the Kinder Co. has a special front thread size and requires a spe
cial size of attachments. The later model Hyponar 1969, by Rochwite, has standard
Ser. VII threads.
PRECAUTIONS, USAGE
To use the K/H one attaches it to the Exakta, first making sure the Exakta mirror is
up. Always press the shutter release of the Exakta before attempting to install or
or remove the K/H from the body. Depending on the subject distance one then attaches
the appropriate combination of auxiliary lenses. Most users fine focus by moving the
camera toward or away from the subject while watching the image on the ground glass.
For table tops the waist level finder is best. The pentaprism is better for portraits.
VIGNETTING

Regrettably all the KinDars ^nd Myponars your Editor has examined vignette at the
smaller apertures. The KinDars are calibrated to f/45, but begin vignetting at f/16.
Hyponars are calibrated to f/32, but begin vignetting at f/ll For the benefit of a
few perfectionists, himself included, your Editor has designed and built lens assem
blies for the KinDar and Hyponar which totally eliminate vignetting at all apertures.
If your K/H has not been so modified, make sure you limit your minimum apertures to
the values given above when you are trying for Salon honors. Note also the Depth of
Field Table below.
USE OF VARIABLE CLOSE-UP ATTACHMENT
In order to avoid the nuisance of the auxiliary lenses for focusing, some stereogra-
phers are using a +1 to +10 variable close-up attachment, preceded by a -4 fixed aux
iliary lens. We have tested several makes of varifocal attachments and find that all
of them degrade the image quality at any but the smallest apertures, and aggravate
the vignetting problem.
MINIMUM AUXILIARY LENS SET
The minimum set of lenses I recommend for use with K/H is -.5, -1, -2, Using these
singly or in combination you can make 0 to -3.5 in steps of .5. Put the strongest
corrector on first. This set will cover the range from 9" to 4', which includes the
most useful range of the K/H. I don't recommend using the K/H at distances less than
9", but if you insist, your minimum set of positive lenses would be +.5, +1, +2.
MOUNTING

A die cut metal mask which can be used for K/H transparencies is made by Emde of Los
Angeles and is called Ultra Close-Up, 4-Sprocket. This mask holds a 4-P chip accu
rately without play. Unfortunately it places the conceptual window so far in front
of the subject as to seriously reduce the impact of many stereograms. The remedy
which I use is to take a short sliver from each inner corner of each chip. Adjust
the registration pins of the cutter for a cut of 1/32", but bring down the cutter
blade only enough to produce a.cut 1/8" long. Tear out the piece. Flip the chip end
for end and repeat. Same for the other chip. The chips can then be brought together
to get the subject up to the window. By using this method you have avoided cutting
away any of the picture area in case your first cut was too generous.

•PART 2 Next Month# # •
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Tim's Two Cents A Club Project for 1980

In case you've been in on, or overheard con
versation among members about a show in the
making, here is what all the hubbub is about.
Picture this: a40to60 minute slide presen
tation produced by the Stereo Club of Southern
California showing off the skills and diver
sities of our members. And it will show
what's being produced in the stereo world to
day, from our end, because here's the kicker:
all the slides will be new slides — slides

no more than 3 years old — and the theme
will be an accent on today's slides, totally
avoiding the look of the 50's (or the 60's
for that matter). Call it a fresh portrayal.
These few thoughts are about as refined as
our theme will be for the time being. Leav
ing the theme and script flexible until it
all comes together with music will actually
enhance the continuity because it will be
easier to manipulate.

The other thing that could make this show
unique is that it would not be conQDOsed of
just winners of competitions (as is the case
in Exhibition Shows) and it would not be by
just one or two people. It would be by a
club, our Club, with slides from all members

who would like to contribute. If we gathered
slides from our members and presented them
to a panel of selectors that would represent
the Club (someone suggested the 4 Club offi
cers) the slides could be selected on the
basis of not only their photographic qualities
but also on how well they might represent an
accent on recent photographic ideas rather
than a "normal judging".

It sounds like it could be a lot of fun for
everyone involved. And of the many places
it could be shown next year, the PSA I98O
International Convention in St, Louis is a
strong possibility (we've been approached on
this matter by the Stereo Division Program
Chairman), Very soon, Susan Pinsky, who
volunteered to gather the slides for this
particular project, will be making the rounds.
Be ready with a whole handful of your most
favorite, recent slides. And there's still
time for you to create some new slides of
those new stereo concepts you've been think
ing about. Remember: this is a Club Project.

1979-80 Offlcere ari't Dlrcctora

President

Tim Cardinale

6895 Costello Ats.
Vnn IJuyg, CA 91405
R 781-5222 or 875-1559
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Harold Cosol
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Stereo Activity Calendar
November

S M T W

December

S M T W T
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1979

F S

4) 5 6 7 8
"^12 13 14 15

16 Y7 18 19 20 21 22
23 24 25 26 27 26 29
30 31

28 29 30

THU NOV 8 -

SAT NOV 10 -

THU NOV 15 -

SAT-SUN NOV

TUB NOV 20 -

THU NOV 22 -

SUN DEC 2 -

TUE DEC 4 -
TUE DEC 4 -

MON DEC 10 -

THU DEC 20 -

Closing-S4C Stereo Exhibition-
Get your slides to Jerry Walter
Judging-S4C Exhibition-Glendale
First Methodist Church-9:50 AM
All Welcome — See 450+ slides
CLUB meeting-Photo Center-8 PM
Second Competition

17-18-WPCA Show & Sale Pasadena
Good source of stereo equipment
Showing-San Bernardino Stereo
Exhibition at Pasadena Stereo
Club. Info: Oliver Dean
Take some stereos of family,
friends and turkeys
CLUB Christmas Banquet Michael *s
Los Feliz Restaurant - 6 PM
Copy Deadline-December 5-D NEWS
Showing-S4C Stereo Exhibition-
Photo Center - 7!30 PM
Winter SAGMeeting(See OCTNEWS)
No Club meeting — come to the
DEC 2 Banquet

* * * * *

MEMBER AND SUBSCRIBER UPDATE

A hearty welcome to these two new members:

Steve Karl

14605 Marsa Drive
La Mirada CA 90658
R 941-4105

James W. Riggs, Jr.
11522 Doverwood Dr.
Riverside CA 92505
R (714) 687-4750

New 5-D NEWS subscribers are:

Don & Marion Smith, Wheaton, Illinois
Harry Beach, Worcester, Massachusetts

Renewing their subscriptions are:

Herb Webber, Ottawa, Ontario
Charles Van Pelt, Glendale, CA

Club membership anniversaries for November:
Harold Cosel - 4 years; Joe Ebin - 5 years;
Lloyd Leer - 1 year; Jerry Walter - 7 years.

* * * * *

November is Competition Month. Okay members,
let*s give those judges a good workout. Our
Chief Goal in this Club is to encourage the
use of those cameras to create new stereo
slides, and after the slides are reality, to
let other Club members take a look at them!
No sense keeping them to yourself. And this
time, if you missed the first September Com
petition and want to get in the running for
end-of-year honors, bring makeup slides.
Let's overwhelm the judges!

—Rick Finney, Competition Director
* * * * *

CHRISTMAS BAMQUET TIME ^
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Santa is coming to the Club early this
year with a whole bagful of treats. So
come and get your share, and treat your
self to something special..the exciting
5-D Sequence Show at the Annual Christmas
Banquet of the Stereo Club of Southern
California. This enjoyable tradition
is open to everyone — old and new mem
bers, family and guests —all are wel
come to this festive event.

•Sunday December 2
•Happy Hour 6 PM
•Dinner 7 PM Sharp
•Michaels Los Feliz
Restaurant, 4500
Los Feliz Blvd

Los Angeles
•Reservations are

required,contact
_ David Starkman
hfj. Banquet Director

Box 35 Duarte

(215) 357-8345

The Program will be the 1979 PSA Stereo
Division Sequence Exhibition. This
diverse and exciting group of sequences
is made of the 17 accepted sequences,
with 5 from our own Club members. The
narration has been expertly done by 8
different Club members, and music was
chosen by Rick Finney and Jerry VJalter.
This is one event you shouldn't miss.
And there will be no other reminder in
the 3-D NEWS than what you've just read.
Call me now to reserve your share of
the treats...

David Starkman
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Medical Notes. Marjorie Adams is recovering
from surgery necessary to mend a hip broken
on October 27. She*s at Valley Presbyterian
Hospital. The entire Club wishes her a very
speedy recovery.

Congratulations to the 3 Club
members who sought The Crown
of Quality Stereo Mounting by
attending the Mounting I Work
shop offered last month; there

THE CROWN OF QUALITY ygpe 3 othcrs who took rain

checks. Poor mounting remains our Number One
problem, and if you*d like help let Jerry
V/alter know and we '11 schedule more Mounting I
Workshops. Mounting I: Fundamentals,covers
the 2 basic principals — "horizontal align
ment" and "Just behind the window". Prior
attendance at Mounting I is a prerequisite
of Mounting II: Masking and Sandwiching,
which is coming up soon. Get on the Crown
of Quality Bandwagon!

Stereo Equipment, Cameras, viewers, mounting
gadgets, etc. are usually available at the
twice yearly Western Photographic Collectors
Association Show and Sale, The next one is
coming up on Saturday and Sunday, November
17 and 18 at the Pasadena City College. 50^
admission discount coupons will be available
at our November meeting.

Ready to Borrow, Copies of the 14 Club Honor
Slides for 1978-79 are now ready to be bor
rowed by any Club member who would like to
study them, show them to friends, or what
ever, Pres. Tim is the caretaker of these
and other archival Club slides.

Dial M For Murder, the Hitchcock thriller,
is finally being shown in 5-U at the Tiffany
Theatre now. Call the theatre to confirm.

Fresh off the press from the Chicago Stereo
Camera Club, with a first run of 300 copies,
is a 100-page booklet titled "Tips & Tech
niques for Better Stereo Pictures". Editor
James Dinwiddie, APSA, has selected the best
of the Tips & Techniques articles that have
been a regular feature of the Chicago Stereo
Camera Club's bulletin, the "Stereo Flash"
for almost 30 years, and has also included
stereo articles from the PSA Journal. The 10
chapter titles include: WhatMakes Good Stereo
Pictures; Kinds of Pictures; Lighting; Im
proving your Stereos; Masking and Mounting;

Slide Selection; and Use of Equipment, Twenty
one different stereo authors are represented.
Any stereo fan who would like to take advan
tage of an aggregate of several hiuidred years
of stereo experience by many stereo masters
will find this book a worthwhile addition to
their library. Copies can be obtained for
$9*25, which includes postage, payable to
the Chicago Stereo Camera Club, from Charles
F. Nims, 5540 HLackstone Ave,, Chicago, IL.
60637.

How our members fared. Denver Exhibition:
Joe Abramson (1) acceptance; Marjorie Adams
(2); John Chord, APSA (1); Harold Gosel (2)
with 1 HM; Rick Finney (1); Gene Kirksey (4)
with 1 HM and the Best Portrait Medal; Bert
Laursen, APSA (3); Catherine Laursen (3);
Sylvia Sikes, FBSa Ia) with the Best Conten^)-
orary Medal; Sterns Stergis (4) with 1 HM
and the Best Color Harmony Medal; Hugh Stil-
ley (2); and Jerry Walter (4).

Detroit Exhibition: Joe Abramson (1);
Marjorie Adams (3); Rick Finney (1); Ken
Fordyce (1); Gene Kirksey (2) with 1 HM
Sylvia Sikes, FPSA(3)5 Stergis Stergis (2)
Hugh Stilley (1); Russ Terrill, APSA (1)
and Jerry Walter (3) with BestofShow Medal,

Visiting Southern California for the Judging
of the San Bernardino Stereo Exhibition on
November 3 were: Judge Joe Fallon, FPSA, and
Sally Maurer, APSA, from San Francisco; Judge
Mel Lawson from Arlington, Virginia; and John
Chord, APSA, and Jack Shafer from Prescott,
Arizona, For those involved, these exhibi
tions are a lot more than Just a routine
scoring of slides, but a satisfying social
activity as well.

STEREO

IN THE

80's

This is "Uie second call for brief

or long articles for the JAN 3-D
NEWS on your speculation of what
will happen to stereo photography

in the 80's. All readers are invited to
convey their thoughts to the Editor, Closing
date if January 1, 1980, What do you think?

3-D NEWS Wins Award! With thanks to all the
written contributions of the Club members,
the 3-D NEWS received a bright red honorable
mention ribbon in the 1979 BSA Bulletin Con
test. Because of our Club size, we enter in
the Large Club Division, There was a total
of 273 bulletin entries of all shapes, sizes
and idea content in the 4 different divisions,
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WHY THEY CAME TO THE SIEREO FAIR

Our unique October Club meeting encompassed
the entire world of stereo photography—plus.
Tables of old and new cameras, items for sale,
and an interlude of projected stereo made it
a satisfying evening for everyone. Details:

New member David Gibson ran the for-sale
table; there were Project-or-Views, viewers,
moimting supplies, and copies of the famous
April, 1974 issue of "The American Cinema-
tographer" which was devoted to 3-D Films.
David also had a collection of stereoscopic
card views from the Edinburgh Stereoscopic
Atlas of Anatomy, circa 1910, which must have
been of hi^ medical interest in its day.

Connie Hodnik was giving advice on proper
stereo mounting to all idio asked; Marilyn
Felling was telling listeners about the Club
and taking names for the May Club Tagalong
to Morro Bay; Charlie Piper conducted a free
shutter speed check. David Chandler displayed
prints of computer generated astronomical
stereo images—constellations in which their
relative positions are shown in stereo.

The projection interlude
gave us a look at copies
of the 78-79 Club Honor
slides; stereo sequences
by Oliver Dean and Rass
Terrill, and rare View-Mas-

• ter reels from the Pinsky/
Starkman collection, i.e.

* ' a 1938 reel of Hawaii.

George Kirkman displayed beautiful antique
cameras, cabinet viewers and glass-plate tum-
of-the-century views. His European cameras
included a Rolleidoscope 127 circa 19255 a
Gaumont Paris 1914; and Richard Verascopes.

Susan Pinsky and David Starkman had a Realist
display, including a macro and projector.
David Magnan let us view his breathtaking
2i color stereos. Also available for inspec
tion were various lenticular views, a virtual
image creator, anaglyphs and vectographs.

Oliver Dean bixjught a variety of cameras, in
cluding the curious Bolex stereo motion pic
ture camera, and a rack of stereo reference
books. He also brought his organizational
talent for putting together such an important
evening for the Club. Thank you, Oliver,

*****
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WHERE HAVE YOU BEEN?

Belgium, France, England.
This tidp to Europe was
primarily to attend the
"World Magic Convention"
in Brussels where Danny

performed in Close-up Magic Competition. For
5 days it was a whirlwind of magic shows
every day and evening — the greatest we have
ever seen! We had our cameras ready, however,
for any good photographs — especially good
stereo views. One day we took a tour to the
picturesque city of Bruges with its gabled
houses, tiny bridges and canals, but lighting
conditions were not good enough for anything
but record shots.

After a few exciting days in Paris, we took
a train to Calais and then a ferry across the
Channel to Folkstone, England. Here, dry and
warm weather greeted us, and we were fortun
ate to have it continue during our ten-day
stay. 999^ of the time the sky was bald, but
one day was incredibly beautiful with blue
sky and ^ite billowy clouds. And we were
to visit Windsor Castle! Everything was
coming up roses for good stereo pictures.
Even the sun was in the right direction when
our guide told us we would be a priviliged
few allowed to go into the Queen's rose gar
den which was in bloom. Her apartments over
look this garden when she stays at Windsor.
Actually, the garden turned out to be a very
large formal garden, with the castle with
foot guards in their splendid scarlet jackets
and tall bearskin hats in the background.

There were two special scenes that I found
that I thought were great stereo views —
one in Paris looking across the ^ 1^
bridge to the Eiffel Tower, and <-•
one in London, looking across West-
minster Bridge to "Big Ben". Here
the sky was bald, but we took shots
anyway.

We were surprised at Heathrow to ^
be told that the X-ray would damage film going
through security. They actually admit it!
Danny and I have used "Film Shield" bags the
past two trips abroad which have worked well
protecting our film.

— Janet Rouzer

*****
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Hartford Highlights-- Part I

The Photographic Society of
Aneiica*s annual convention

was held in Hartford, Con
necticut October 2-6, 1979-
About 1400 photographers from
around the world enjoyedpro-
grams covering all aspects
of photography and renewing
old acquaintances and making

new photo friends. The stereo programs were
especially good, each quite stimulating in its
own way, Mel Lawson, Arlington, Virginia, the
Stereo Program Director, and Paul Wing, Local
Stereo Division Representative, are to be con
gratulated on bringing it all off so success
fully.

Of course there were problems. One hotel over
booked extensively, leaving more than a few
conventioneers scurrying for available rooms.
And the heavens unleashed torrents of rain that
momentarily flooded display areas and hallways.
And a tornado closed the aiiport for a bit.
DowntownHartford was probably nobody' s Shangri-
la (what downtown area would be?) But once
things got settled down, everyone was in for
a treat.

Club members attending were Earl Colgan, Harold
Cosel, Rick Flnney, Conrad Hodnik, Bert and
Catherine Laursen, Susan Pinsky, David Starkman,
Stergis andMaudie Stergis, Russ Terrill, Jerry
Walter, and our Hartford resident/corresponding
member Steve Ruffy. A number of other South-
em California stereographers were present, as
well as stereo folks from all over "ttie country,
Allan Griffin came from Australia; Mrs, Pat
VJhitehouse from England; Jacobus Ferwerda from
The Netherlands; and Jean Soulas from Paris,

PSA Associateship honors were earned by Floyd
Carton, President of our Club from 1972-74^
and by Henrietta Tlnay, Secretary of the Stereo
Division, You'll now see an APSA after their
name, Sylvia Sikes, FPSA, assumed the respon
sibilities of Treasurer of the PSA Stereo Di
vision, filling a one-year miexpired vacancy.
Conrad Hodnik, FPSA, won the Slide-of-the-Iear
at the judging of all medal winning exhibition
slides for 1978, And Tim Cardinale won an
Honorable Mention Medal for his sequence titled
"Diane".

Almost everyone attending took advantage of
being on the other side of the Continent to

expose some film of the New England scenery.
An extensive photo tour pro
gram was offered, and others
took off on their own,,,,to

fall color in Vermont, fish-(
ing villages, and historic
Colonial spots. Except for y
the day at Mystic Seaport, i/
the weather was definitely /
not the best — perhaps even f
the worst — with low pressure
areas moving in with rain ' '
and dreary skies. But dur
ing those few moments when
the sun broke throu^, you
could hear nothing but the
din of clicking shutters.

The Friday night Stereo Division Banquet was
sumptuous, served with a flair in a beautiful
room. Division Chairman Howard Sweezey knows
how to keep things moving, and he filled in
all the blank spaces with awarding door prizes.
The Saturday night Grand Honors Banquet featured
a dramatic flaming Baked Alaska, And certainly
the evening's highlight was the presentation
of a certificate reading:

"The Photographic Society of America is
proud to present its hi^est award, the
PSA Progress Medal for 1979> to

SETON HOCHWITE, FPSA
In recognition of his invention and de
velopment of the Stereo ftealist camera,
which revived interest in three dimen

sional photography and established the
standards formaldjig stereographs on 35mm
color film; For his development of re
lated mounting and viewing equipment;
And for his invention of close-up equip
ment which has proved of value in medi
cal and dental stereography,"

Next month we'll get on with describing the
shows, but first you might reread the article
in the September NEWS "Beyond the Nine Dots",
The programs fulfilled the nine-dot philosophy,
with "imagination and creativity that involved
striding out boldly beyond the self-iir^o^sed
limitations in subject matter, color,
form and technique, in order to light
the fires of new photographic energy".
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INSTALLMENT #53 (cont'd) #53-E

KIJOW YOUxH KINDAR/HYPONAR (K/H) PART 2
AUXILIARY LENS FOCUSING, PRO AND CON
A large auxiliary lens in front of both lenses of the K/H not only adjusts focus,
it also adjusts the stereo window correspondingly, which permits mounting subjects of
various distances in the same mask. At the same time it introduces a toe-in (or toe-
out) type of error. So auxiliary lens focusing is a mixed blessing. It changes the
window thus obviating the need to crop the already narrow chip. But because of the
toe-in error, one should limit the strength of any auxiliary lens group used. Read
ers of this column will remember that for subjects containing any distant material we
recommend that the baseline be about 1/50 of the foreground distance, and not to ex
ceed a maximum of 1/30. That is, the K/H can be used for subjects extending from 30"
to infinity, or in limiting cases, from 20" to infinity. To achieve these distances
one of course will be using negative correcting lenses.
DEPTH OF FIELD TABLE FOR K/H WITH VARIOUS CORRECTORS
A few minutes study of the DOF table for K/H with different correctors will tell you
a lot about the constraints required to make Salon quality stereograms with your K/H.
FIRST observe the Maximum Depth for Projectability, and note how limited it is below
10". There is no way to take a projectable picture of greater depth than that shown
unless the baseTTne is shortened. SECOND note the Vignetting Limits. You cannot use
the KinOar at smaller stops than f/16, or the Hyponar at smaller stops than f/U if
you want to avoid noticeable darkening of the corners of your slides. Since you can
not stop down to really small apertures, you must ruthlessly limit subject depths.
The THIRD point to note is the maximum strength auxiliary lens you may use if you are
to avoid unacceptable toe-in or toe-out distortion. For a maximum magnification dis
crepancy of 1/2% at the corners, limit your correctors to + or - 2 diopters. For
maximum error of 1% at the corners, you may go to + or - 3.5. The FOURTH point to
note is whether with your particular equipment you can handle the depth of your sub
ject with all over sharpness, and without vignetting. Suppose you have a KinDar and
have -1 and -2 lenses. Limiting yourself to f/16 to minimize vignetting, you could
handle 8.1" to 10.0" with no corrector, 10.3" to 13.5" with -1, and 13.9" to 20.5"
with -2. If your particular subject happened to require 9" to 11", clearly you would
be in trouble. With no corrector your background v/ould be out of focus unless you
stopped down to f/32, which would vignette badly. Using -1 you would have the oppo
site problem. Of course with -.5 you would be in good shape. As a second example,
to shoot a subject from 6" to 8" with a Hyponar, there is no way!

DEPTH OF FIELD AND PROJECTABILITY LIMITS FOR KINDAR AND HYPONAR

Aux.
lens

Max Depth for Projectability

Near ) Near Near Near Nomi Far
f/32 , f/22 f/16 f/Il nal f/11

Far Far , Far
f/16 f/22 ' f/32

USE OF AUXILIARIES STRONGER THAN -3.5 NOT RECOMMENDED

-3.5 22.0 26.2 29.6 33.1 45.0 70.4 94.2 161. INF
.... ....

-3.0 17.2 19.6 21.5 23.3 28.6 37.2 42.9 52.9 ' 85.4
-2.5 14.1 15.7 16.9 18.0 21.0 25.2 27.8 31.6 41.0

~ 1 -2.0 12.0 13.1 13.9 14.6 16.6 19.1 20.5 22.6 26.8
-1.5 10.4 11.2 11.8 12.3 13.7 15.4 16.3 17.5 20.1

TOE-IN -l.O
-0.5

9.2
8.2

9.8
8.7

10.3
9.1

10.7
9.4

11.7

10.2
12.9

11.1

13.5
11.5

14.3
12.1

16.0
13.3

TOE-IN

ERROR 0.0

+0.5

7.4

6.3
7.9
7.2

8.1
7.4

8.4

7.6
19.D|

8.1

9.7
8.6

10.0

8.9
10.5
9.3

11.4
9.9

ERROR

1/2% MAX. +1.0 6.3 6.6 6.8 5.9 7.3 7.8 8.0 8.3 8.8 1% 1AX.

i +1.5 5.8 6.1 6.2 6.4 6.7 7.1 7.3 7.5 7.9

T +2.0 5.4 5.6 5.8 5.9 6.2 6.5 6.7 6.9 7.2

+2.5 5.1 5.2 5.4 5.5 5.7 6.0 6.1 6.3 6.6

+3.0
+3.5

4.8
4.5

4.9

4.6

5.0

4.7
5.1
4.8

5.3

5.0

5.6
5.2

5.7

5.3
5.8
5.4

6.1
5.7

USE OF AUXILIARIES STRONGER THAN ♦■S.S NOT RECOMMENDED

Vignettinq lir.it-j
Hyponar

-Vignettinn limit K-.-'Oar

Note: Because of its short
baseline, K/H maQnifies
perceived sizes X 4.4

—No vignetting lin't Piper M'lDIFItU KioOar or Hyponar

BEST RANGE FOR

USING K/H

DEPTHS SHOWN

IN INCHES
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Tim's Stereo Version Of " *Twas "

'Twas the night before Christmas,
When all ttirough the attic.

Not a camera could I find, not even an Instamatic.

Stockings were hung by the chimney, but I '11 confess,
I wanted a picture before the kids made a mess.

The children were nestled all snug in their beds.
While visions of Mattel's Incredible Hulk

Danced in their heads.

And mama in her kerchief and in my pajamera,
I continued ny relentless search for a camera.

While digging thru the closet, I made such a clatter.
Mama sprang from her bed to see what was the matter.

Away to the window, she flew like a flash.
Tore open the shutter and threw up ... the sash.

VJhile she watched Santa arriving that night,
I was fumbling through the closet

With wom-down flash li^t.

When what to ny wondering eyes should appear.
Was a strange looking camera,

V/ith two lenses, how queer!?

Those lenses like eyes staring right back at me,
I knew in a moment it must be ....

More rapid than eagles, I put film in it too.
Then checked all the functions just as Piperwould do.

Now f-stop! Now focus! And now shutter speed.
On tripod! On flasher! On Conner and Blitzeedl

Testing my strobe as I ran down the hall
Now flash away, flash away, flash away all!

Now was my chance, I knew just what to do.
Make a sequence of Santa, and his eight reindeer crew!

So up to the house top the courses they flew.
With a sleigh full of toys, and St. Nicholas too.

And then in a twinkling I heard on the roof.
The prancing and pawing of each little hoof.

As I unfolded my tripod and turned it around,
Down the chimney St. Nicholas came with a bound.

His eyes: how they twinkled; His dingles: how merry,
I was using film just like Rick and Jerry.

His droll little mouth was drawn up like a bow.
And the beard on his chin was as white as 'ttie snow.

So white in fact, what I now had to do.
For the close-up, was stop down to f/22.

He had a broad face, and a round little belly,
I then shook his hand, and said "I'm Tim Cardinals."

"How do you do" said the Jolly Old Elf,
And he laughed when he saw me in spite of himself.

Proudly showing my camera I said "Ain't it nifty?"
He said, "I gave those as gifts back in 19501"

So I kept taking pictures as he finished his work;
He filled all the stockings and turned with a jerk.

And laying a finger aside of his nose, sir.
The flight of his exit was hqt last exposure.

He sprang to his sleigh, a si^t so appealing.
Until pieces of plaster fell off of my ceiling.

And I heard him explain, 'er he drove out of sight:
"They'll never believe it on competition night!"
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Stereo Activity Calendar
December

S M T W
1979

F S

1
2 3 4 5 6 7 8
9 10 11 12 13 14 15

16 17 18 19 20 21 22
23 24(^26 27 28 29
30 31 ^

January 1980

S M T W T F S
1 2 3 4 5

6 7 8 9 10 11 1?
13 14 15 16©Hfi 19
M 21 22 23 W© 28 29 30 31

25 26

TUB DEC 25 - A day for more turkey pictures.
MON DEO 51 - Copy deadline - January 3-D NEWS.

Start your own "Stereo In The *80*3"
contribution now.

WED JAN l6 - Closing-Oakland Stereo Exhibition
Forms: Dorothy Ziebach, 4221 Whittle
Ave,, Oakland, CA 94602

THU JAN 17 - CLUB Meeting - Photo Center - 8 PM.
Third coirpetition.

SUN JAN 27 - PSA Winter Roundup - LA Hilton Hotel
All day from 9 AM

FRI-MON MAY 16-19 - CLUB Morro Bay Tagalong. Sign
up now5 Pres. Tim has the board.

*****

MEMBER AND SUBSCRIBER UPDATE

A hearty welcome to these two new members:

Wayne Gilbert

17931 Maiden Street
Northridge, CA 91325
R 885-1755

and our new corresponding member:

Richard Lindblom
256 Pinehurst Lane
Marietta, Georgia 50067

Richard has a background in art, and is vitally
interested in stereo photography, stereo phenom
ena, and contemporary research perception. Un
fortunately, Richard does not have a stereo club
in his area with which he can share his stereo
slides, his techniques, and gain information in
return. So to gain benefits from Club membership,
he has been invited to participate in the Club
corr5)etitions, and various members will write com
ments about his slides before the slides are re
turned. Let's help Richard fill the void he feels
in the stereo world.

Club membership anniversaries for December:

Charles Piper - 13 years
. Ursula Sylvan - 6 years

A new subscriber to the 5-D NEWS is:

Dr. Paul Milligan, Gallup, New Mexico

Renewing their subscriptions for another year are;

William Tom, Oxnard, California
Alfred D. Finch, Milpitas, California

A prospective new member came to the Gibson house
hold. The baby boy's name is:

Max Gibson

and there is no finer 3-D name in all of Southern
California. (In fact, our charter member Max
Bruensteiner's personalized license plate reads
"5-D MAX".) Congratulations to Mom and Pop Gibson!

*****

Santa was singing
a merry tune at the

CHItlS'mAS BANQUET
DEGEIiBER 2, 1979

And so were "Oie 97
members and friends

who attended. The
Banquet room was
festive, the social
hour was very social....the speeches short,..new
member Wayne Gilbert won the draw for the $70
Realist..,.Marshall told us of our inner glow...
a number of members brou^t their parents,,.John
Chord, Jack Shafer and Sally Maurer joined us
from the farthest places...Sylvia Sikes received
her Diamond Star, representing 680 acceptances
with 146 different slides in Intemationri Elxhi-
bitions...Tim read his inspired stereo version of
" "Twas the night..." (reproduced on Page 1 for
Marjorie, Max, Connie, Ruby, and all our other
friends who really wanted to be at the Banquet,
but couldn't be).,..a round of applause followed
each of the seventeen entries in the 1979 Sequence
Exhibition,,.,the expanded Banquet Committee was
delighted at the success...see you all at the July
Awards Banquet.,.and to all a good night,

*****

STEREO

IN THE

80s

Third and Final call. Jot down your
thoughts on what might happen in the
new decade ahead on any aspect of
stereo,,•technical,,,exhibitions,.

..Clubs...visual enjoyment.,,,your
own personal plans for stereo use,

A few simple sentences or elaborate paragraphs —
everything is welcome. Whatever is received will
be part of the JAN 3-D NEVJS, Due JAN 1, Members,
subscribers, friends — The Editor is waiting.

*****
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Input Time

Your coinments are eagerly sought concerning
three different ideas that have come up as programs
for Club meetings,

1• A "Who Is It and Where Is It Ni^t", Among
our members we have hundreds of slides of each
other, or well-known stereographers that many may
recognize. The same goes for familiar or famous
places. The evening could turn into a fun contest
to see who makes the most correct identifications,
and could be a chance for new members to get to
know their fellow members even better,

2, A "Show And Tell Might". Whoever wants to
could have ten minutes to show and tell about any
aspect of stereography that they're interested in.
Unusual techniques, equipment or pictorial ap
proaches might be some of the subjects presented,
Whether it's stand there and tell about your
Superhypodarkinmaticolosus camera invention, or
showing slides of stereo on the moon, or your
thoughts on coii?)Osition, it would be totally up
to you.

3. A "Viewer Night", Looking at o\ir slides in
the hand viewer while having personal discussions
about them can be both a stimulating and a re
warding activity. Members could come to a meeting
with a box of slides and a viewer in hand. The
Photo Center has plenty of tables, chairs and
electrical outlets. With just a few organizational
rules to keep us inteimittently circulating and
to prevent losing track of personal property, this
could be for all those times you've heard someone
say "...you should see it in the viewer!"

Please get your comments on these ideas to Program
Director Marshall Stewart or Pres Tim Cardinale,

* * * * *

Occasionally, such as in this issue, there is
enough material available to go to a 4-sheet (8
printed sides) issue of the 3-D NEWS, one-third
more than our regular 3-sheet issue. As you might
suspect, this extra sheet costs money that is
somewhat over the regular budget for publication.
A suggestion has been made that this occasional
4th sheet be "sponsored" by various friends, mem
bers or businesses, with due credit given. The
cost each time would be about $15,00. The 3-D
iWJS has not and probably will never accept paid
advertising. That matter is too complicated,may
involve IRS, and far beyond the managerial time
available from our volunteer "staff". But a single
one-line credit on the extra sponsored sheet is
possible. Anyone have any thou^ts on this subject?

« « « « ^

$5.00

$9.25

$10,

$12,+

$40,+

$100?

7Make

offer?

$350.

DECEMBER 1979

NINE HOLIDAY GIFT
SUGGESTIONS FOR YOUR

FAVORITE STEREOGRAPHER

Electrify a battery Realist or other hand
stereo viewer with a GAF No, 2052 Trans
former wilh 10-foot cord (made for GAF
Pana-Vue and View-Master Viewers), at most
camera stores.
Postpaid, a copy of "The Technical Pages"
from Charles Piper
Postpaid, a copy of "Tips & Techniques for
Better Stereo Pictures" from the Chicago
Stereo Camera Club, Charles F, Nims, 5540
Blackstone Ave,, Chicago, IL 6o637
"The Joy of Photography", paperback, by
the Kodak Editors. A goldmine of ideas and
techniques, 500 pages including The Vision,
The Tools, The Image, The Process, and The
Joy of Photography. Highly recommendedj
at any camera store.
An upri^t illuminated slide sorter. Just
perfect forpicking slides for competitions.
Get the kind that folds down into a self-
contained metal case j atmost camera shops.
An Idealite Transparency Illuminator from
Richard Mfg, Co., Van Nuys. Special order
through your camera shop. Provides a 10x
10 inch flat illuminated working surface
for sorting and mounting,
Approx. price for a possible run of new
polarizers for Realists, Send no money;
orders only being accepted by Seton Rochwite
FPSA, 3347 Banyan Ave,, Loveland CO 80537
A Kindarf/3.5stereo camera (we don't see
many of these around.) #2969. Frank J,
Coghlan, 532 V7est Wilson Ave,, Glendale
91203
A 500w TDC Stereo Vivid Projector, James
H, Bliss, 7215 Killdee Street, Long Beach
90808, (213) 425-6302

*****
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Stereo Quickies

November 6 was the date for the Second Quarter
Board Meeting at Tim*s. Of general interest were
discussions of; 1. Adding a "Publicity Director"
to the Board; 2. Ihe many aspects of new member
orientation; 3* A stereo slide set for new mem
bers; 4. The performance of a conq^etition scoring
machine now being created by Carl Felling; and
5, Details of the May Tagalong to Morro Bay, A
lavish assortment of refreshments concluded the
meeting,

* ^

For those of you who have read Installment 53 of
The Technical Pages on the Kindar/Hyponar/Exacta
system, you will be interested in reading in the
11/79, AZ/19 and 1/80 issues of Modem Photography
under The Camera Collector, "The Exacta Saga",
This informative article will make you appreciate
all the more the beauty of the Exacta camera —
the leader in its day,

*****

Freeman Patterson is coming,,,as a full-day guest
speaker at the Southern California Council of
Camera Club Seminar on Saturday February l6. Mr,
Patterson is a young thinker on photography, and
visual thinking will be explored during this sem
inar — observing, imagining and expressing. For
further information contact: Hal Weinman (213)
371-2263.

*****

We have occasionally reported on items of visual
excitement in mediums other than 3-D. Here's
another one: the Reuben H. Fleet Space Theater in
Balboa Park, San Diego, One-hour shows on a giant
geodesic screen. Try being first in line and
take a seat in the 4th or 5th row upper section.
From here the Omnimax Images will just fill your
total peripheral vision. Shows change from time
to time —"Standing Up Country" is guaranteed to
give youvertigo. Shows daily, Info:(714)238-1233«
Don't miss it when you're down that way.

*****

Have you ever tried using stereo photography to
simply record something? Next time you have a
complicated setup of tools or equipment in your
business or other hobbies that you may want to
set up again some months hence — such as the
props used to support a woodshop project, or the
placement of engine parts before you tore them
apart, or how the clangs were arranged to keep
the who-zits level, or a showroom display, or a
testing device — take a stereo picture of the
arrangement. Then, when you go to setting it up
6 months or a year from now, just refer to the
slide. You'll actually be able to see how far
Part A was behind Part B, Sure, you can take a
"Flattie" of it, but we all know by now that
nothing says it like Stereo!

*****

HOW OUR MEMBERS FARED IN RECENT EXHIBITIONS

Sydney, Australia; Gene Kirksey (3) acceptances;
Sylvia Sikes, FPSA (1); andJerry Walter (3) with
the PSA Contemporary Medal, This was the foreign
exhibition in which there was much delay in de
livery of slides to the Exhibition due to a postal
strike; several sets did not arrive in time.

San Bernardino: Joe Abramson (3); Marjorie Adams
(1); Don Cast ^4); John Chord, APSA (1); Oliver
Dean (2); Rick Finney (3) with 1 HM; Conrad Hodnik
FPSA (2); Gene Kirksey (3) with 2 HM's; Susan
Pinsky U)3 Sylvia Sikes, FPSA(2); George Skelly
(1); Stergis M, Stergis (2) with the Best Flower
Medal; Hugh Stilley (1); and Jerry Walter (4).
Southern Calif, Council of C.C.: Joe Abramson (3);
Marjorie Adams (3)5 Don Cast (1); John Chord,
APSA (1); Earl Colgan (2) with the Jewel City
Camera Club Best Human Interest Medal; Oliver Dean
(3); Rick Finney (4)5 Ken Fordyce (1); Conrad
Hodnik, FPSA (3)j Kirksey (4) with 2 HM's
andanS4C Bronze Medal; Susan Pinsky (1); Sylvia
Sikes, FPSA (3)} David Starkman (1 - His first
acceptance!); Stergis Stergis (4) with 3 HM's;
Hugh Stilley (2); Russ Terrill, APSA (1); George
Walker (2) with 1 HIi; and Jerry Walter (3). Out-
of-town visitors to the judging were Judge Ruth
Allison, and Jane Kielsmeier from Los Altos; and
Allans, Griffin and Judy Archer from Garlingford,
New South Wales, Australia, The accepted slides
were fashioned into a show titled "Stereo Melodies"
which had 3 presentations. The most gratifying
showing was at the Photo Center on Dec, 4 where
Mike Goldberg, a photography instructor at Bell
High School, brought 30 of his bright-eyed and
eager students. Enthusiasm and questions abounded!

Stockton-on-Tees. England: Marjorie Adams (1);
Conrad Hodnik, ETSA (5) with a Certificate of
Merit; Sylvia Sikes, FPSA (2) with 1 HM; Stergis
Stergis (3) with2HM's and a Certificate of Merit;
and Jeriy Walter (2) with 1 HM, Selectors' com
ments are always included in the Exhibition cata
logue, This year they stated "...warnings in re
cent years with regard to inaccurate mounting and
masking seem to have borne fruit, but there were
still several very good slides eliminated due to
faulty mounting or lack of obvious masking," The
selectors also bemoaned the lack of slides showing
humor, for which a special award is available.
The Exhibition was presented 12 times throughout
England and Scotland,

*****
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The November Competition

This corr^jetition brought us 134 slides
of great variety. Thanks to our judges
Sylvia Sikes, FPSA, Don Cast and Tim
Cardinals for approaching the diverse
group with such conviction.

To begin the evening we projected five
non-competition slides to illustrate
the brilliant colors obtainable via
the posterization process, and the
visual effect of different colors

between the two chips for identical objects. These
techniques have not been explored by our members
so far. The five slides had been submitted to the
S4C Exhibition by Manfred Rothenpieler of West
Germany and Richard Lindblom of Marietta, Georgia,

In many respects the competition kept right on
going at our new spot for after-meeting coffee
and calories — Denny* s at 6th & Vermont, Twenty
enthusiasts kept the backroom humming till nearly
midnight, passing viewers around, discussing the
slides, and hearing the tall tales on how they
were made,

B GROUP STANDARD CATEGORI

A GROUP STANDARD CATEGORY

Awards 24 points; HM's 23 points

NOV CUM

— 134 *Tim Cardinale
67 134 *011ver Dean

Award - Joshua Silhouette

HM - The Storyteller
65 127 Jerry Walter

HM - Blue Castaway
65 126 Rick Finney

Award - Vermont Pastoral

63 124 Stergis M, Stergis
61 122 Bert Laursen, APSA
59 122 Hugh Stilley
63 120 Russ Terrill, APSA

HM - Vermont Coirpanion
61 119 Catherine Laursen
55 118 Conrad Hodnik, FPSA
— 118 «Sylvia Sikes, FPSA
59 115 Ward Clark
— 112 *Don Cast

54 111 Joe Abramson

B GROUP NON-CONVENTIONAL

Awards 25 points; HM's 23 points

NOV CUM

69 126 George Walker
Awards 22 points; HM's 21 points Award - Out Pops Mary Joe

NOV CUM
63

HM - Behind the Ei^t Ball
124 Jim Pettit

59 120 George Walker HM - Frozen Bubbles
HM - Look He in the Eyes,,, 66 123 David Starkman

59 118 Hal Stanton HM - Prunes or Raisins?
Award - Karen at the Abbey Normal 62 121 Susan Pinsky

60 116 Earl Colgan — 120 ♦Don Cast

60 116
HM - Vermont Covered Bridge II 58 116 ♦Marilyn Felling

Harold Cosel 51 114 Hugh Stilley
Award - Receding Pattern at 18 18 Zane Haag

wm

116
Yale Library 17 17 George Skelly

58 Marshall Stewart

HM - Close Enuf

Carl Felling

A GROUP NON-CONVENTTONAL

58 114 Awards 25 points; HM's 24 points
HM - Packer's Peak

NOV CUM
57 114 David Starkman

52 113 Susan Pinsky 75 148 Stergis M, Stergis
57 112 Zane Haag

IW - Marine Abstract

Award - Northern Lights
Award - Magic Moment

55 111 Jim Pettit Award - Moonlight Sonata
55 111 Steve Rufiy 72 139 Jerry Walter

55 106 ♦Marilyn Felling Award - Blossom Dream

32 75 George Skelly HM - Geranium Time

62 62 Nathan Wong 71 135 Rick Finney

-

HM - Haleakala Silverswords

HM - Covered Bridge
Award - Phloxy Waksy
HM - Springtime Blossom

56 56
56

Richard Ogle
Keimit Westbrook

63 132 Ward Clark

HM - Silhouetted by Moonbeams
— 55 Eva Lynn Denise Pearl HM - Arched by Stars
54 54 Teresa Wackowiak 61

62
56

121

120

119

Russ Terrill, APSA
Bert Laursen, APSA
Joe Abramson

*
♦Judges Scores Averaged — 71 Gene Kirksey

— 60 Marjorie Adams
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STATISTICS WITH GROUPS COMBINED

Points 25 24 25 22 21 20 19 18 17 16 15
Standard Slides 0 2 5 8 14 12 22 14 & 4 i
Non-Conventional 6 4 4 6 7 6 4 4 1 1 1

Standard Median =19
Non-Conventional Median = 21

Members Talk About Their Slides

"Karen At Abbey Normal" by Hal
Stanton, I took this slide at the
Jedburgh Abbey in Scotland this
summer, where we stopped to visit
friends, I had my older daughter
stand under the arch of the ancient

Roman Abbey looking out the other end toward the
hills in the distance. This was my first effort
to place a figure in a landscape, and my first
award. The picture projects well because the stone
wall eliminates any noticeable overlap at the
sides. The slide name is an oblique reference
to the brain labeled "Abnormal" stolen from a lab
oratory by Igor in the film "Toung Frankenstein",

*****

"Joshue Silhouette" by Oliver Dean, I had an
unsettling moment because of this slide, which is
one of several shots I took, with much bracketing
and changes of position, during a 5-minute period
in Apple Valley about a year ago while visiting
Earl Colgan, I saw the sunset developing about

10 minutes earlier from Earl*s house,
threw my bag in the car, and went burning
rubber down the road in an atten^t to
find foreground! Luckily, the Joshua
tree, among one or two others less pic
turesque, was visible out in the middle
of a field, so I screeched to a halt,
got out of the car, and went haring off
across the desert hummocks, bag, tripod

and all, moving somewhat like a gazelle with
arthritis, I pulled my (unloaded) V/ollensak out
of the bag and grabbed my (loaded) Realist, took
a picture, moved bag and tripod to a better po
sition about 20 feet away, and took the series
resulting in this winner, I used up the roll just
as the sunset began to fade, and I went back to
Earl*s house, relieved that I hadn't missed the
peak of the sunset. Then, the next morning, about
10:00, I couldn't findmyWollensak! Then I re
membered—I had taken it out and had laid it on

the ground the evening before! Repeating rrQr se
quence of the night before (burning rubber, scre
eching to a halt, haring like a gazelle, etc,)
I went back to the broad-daylit field with heart-
in-mouth. But there is was, rr^r pet Wollensak,
calmly waiting unscathed, where I had left it.
What a relief!

*****

"Out Pops Mary Joe" by George Walker. While I
was attending a Graphic Arts Show in St, I
was very iiT5>ressed with a young
lady's talent named Mary Joe,
She was part of a mime act that
was an entertainment feature'
at the show. After one of th^
performances I asked her if I,
might get some stereo pictures,
of her in one of her mime
portrayals. After a 5-iTiii^ '̂te
e:q3lanation of 5-D photography
she consented in having her picture taiien. That
was the easy part! After viewing several of the
pairs I decided to enhance the shot by creating
a special 36-point star mask. A single piece of
artwork was done (about 6 times size) and reduced
to 3 times final size. The star image was aligned
in right and left locations using pin registration
so the final mask stars would be absolutely paral
lel, VJhen the final mask was reduced, on litho
film, I projected it on to my screen to make sure
the two masks converged perfectly, V/hen I com
bined the mask and chips of Mary Joe it was then
I really became aware of all the problems in final
alignment. After several attempts (about 5 hours
later) of taping and untaping the sandwich, placing
it between glass, andprojecting the results, all
by trial and error, I finally achieved what I
saw in my mind's eye, Mary Joe was taken on Fuji-
Chrome 100 (processed in E6 chemistry) using my
3,5 Realist and automatic strobe, at f/8atl/100.
The final mask was reproduced on G.P.P. acetate
base litho film,

*****

"Covered Bridge" by Nathan Wong, The opportunity
I was given to take this slide may not have come
about unless my con5>anion had persuaded me to
leave Yosemite Valley a day earlier than planned.
It was the first time I'd experienced a "noble"
snowstorm in the Valley, and my con^anion was
afraid we would be stranded. So I listened to
him, and in about an hour we were at a most pic
turesque spot — the Yosemite Pioneer History
Center at Wawona, In this case, out of all the
times I'd seen it, the lighting was excellent,
blending in well the snow-laiden foilage and the
bridge. I took a hasty shot using a Stereo Vivid
with Kodachrome 25 film. The re
sult was luck, principally because
of the weather. Next time I hope
the experience is in reverse, and
I end up in Yosemite Valley,

*****
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Hartford Highlights-- Part II

No minor oversight was the omission
of the name of Charles Piper as one
of the Club members who was at the
Hartford Convention, Bound sets of the

first 50 installments of "The Tech
nical Pages", authored by Charlie,

were available for study and purchase in the Stereo
Division Center,

All of the stereo programs were shown in the same
room, a practical logistic innovation, A number
of projector fade devices were used, making the
Stereo Division very up-to-date. The 1979 Sequence
E^diibition and Stergis* "Rocky Mountain High" used
a new control designed by our Club's Carl Felling
—just plug in two conventional stereo projectors
and fade away, A fade device by A1 Sinden, Chicago,
was used for the International Exhibition, Pat
VJhitehouse's show used a Hawk double-fading pro
jector borrowed from Paul Milligan, Gallup, NM,
And as a standby, Howard Sweezey brou^t his fade
unit. Shows were projected on a 9-l^oot screen
manufactured by our Club's Marshall Stewart at
Stewart FilmScreen, Torrance,

None of the stereo programs should have been missed,
and we gave a brief description of each in the
April 5-D NEIVS, We all wish that somehowwe could
have packaged up all the stereo shows and brought
them back to LA for viewing by all the stereogra-
phers here. They would have made a noteworthy
impact on our stereo activities here. Three
programs are especially worthy of discussion;
two here and one next month,

"The Best Films for Stereo — Finding Them and
Using Them" presented by Peter P, Chiesa, APSA,
Rochester, NY. Anyone who approached this show
doubting such a subject could be stimulating was
in for a pleasant suiprise, Peter's
dialogue, wit and special eye-catching
slides were well paced. He con?)ared
5 films — Kodachrome 25 and 64, and %
Ektachrome 64, 200 and 4OO, Peter
showed scene after scene made with the

5 films; color differences were negli
gible, At the extremes, direct comparisons between
K25andE400 show some small quality differences,
primarily in grain, sharpness and resolution of
small contrasty detail. He emphasized that de
partures from the correct exposure on the same
film will yield far greater differences from the
"true" color than between correct exposures on
the different films. The ability of 4OO speed
film to produce good quality pictures \mder adverse
conditions which cannot be handled by slower films
make it a very useful photographic tool, Peter's
conclusion was that the selection of a film for

stereo should be based more on other considerations
such as lifting conditions or eqiiipment capabil
ities rather than on reservations about perform
ance of the films.

One truly stereo trick was to mount together
properly e:q)osed left and right stereo views of
the same scene made with two different films,
thereby allowing you to see both films at the
same time. Performing a wink test indicated that
differences were virtually in5>ossible to detect
and who could say which chip had the "best" color?
Here was truly a unique use of stereo that pos
sibly has other applications. The presentation
filled the "nine-dot" criteria for striding out
boldly beyond self-in^osed limitations,

"Some Possibilities of Stereo Projection" by

Jacobus Ferwerda from The Netherlands. His pro
jector was a beautiful hand-crafted machine that
accepts a stereo pair of 50inm glass slides. This
double-slide technique was one that few in this
country have seen, and all who viewed it are much
the better for it. All of the original "chips",
regardless of which home-built camera they were
e:q)osed by, are made on 120 film and only the
center 37 x '^frm part is used. Given this unusual
format, one can only be amazed that all — IOO96 —
of the slides are mounted prefectly for stereo
projection, with very close attention given to
the proper placement of the scene with respect
to the window.

His show included a series of hyperstereos of the
Dutch Delta-Works, made with two identical home-
built cameras synchronized by means of an electric
release. But of special interest were his hypo-
stereos, again made with a home-built camera.
This has a very special, adjustable interocular,
and can be stopped down to a very small f-stop.
Fascinating nature slides are possible this way.
He usually places the camera close to the ground
and shoots upward. He generally uses back or side
lighting, and likes the effect of the smooth light
from a clouded sky. He brackets for proper ex
posure, and states that some of his dark-woods
slides had exposures of several minutes.

His prime purpose is to advertise
stereo photography, and he does this
magnificently. His show concluded
with a beautiful nature essay of the
forest. Glowing lacy webs and hoar
frost covered branches — a most
studied approach in delicate colors.
He proved he is a time craftsman,
accon5>lished stereo photographer, and an artist.

Next month: Part III: Conclusion
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ALLOWABLE SUBJECT DEPTH AND BASELINE FOR SUCCESSFUL STEREOGRAMS
Most stereographers appreciate that a stereogram with either too much subject depth
or too much baseline will not project satisfactorily, and in extreme cases cannot
even be hand viewed comfortably. For a few simple cases it is easy to determine
when taking the picture that it will project. For example, with a standard 35nm ste
reo camera, keeping the subject matter between the f/5.6 marks will ensure project-
ability. Also for any subject, even with remote background, keeping the baseline
less than l/50th of the foreground distance, or conversely, keeping the subject at
least 50 baselines away from the camera, will ensure projectability. But it is not
so obvious whether a particular KinDar setup will "v/ork", or if it is too "deep".
Similarly it is not obvious how much baseline one may use to photograph a particular
setup with slide bar. (It is of course safest to stay with the l/50th ratio where
possible.) The purpose of this installment is to clarify both of these situations.

ALLOWABLE PARALLAX ON THE STEREOGRAM
A projectable 35mm stereogram should not exhibit more than 1.2mm parallax; that is,
the two images of the nearest object should not be more than 1.2mm closer together
than the two images of a background object. A mounting gauge will tell you if your
stereogram is projectable, but only after the picture is made. We would like to
know before the picture is made.

THE UNIVERSAL DEPTH AND PARALLAX TABLE
In general the allowable depth in a stereogram depends on the baseline.^ Thus

INF for the same parallax limits as measured on the stereogram, the depth limits
100 for Hyponar, slide bar, and standard stereo camera are quite different. Hap-
50 pily it turns out that if one expresses the picture depth in units of the
33 baseline, the depth limits become "universal". Accordingly we have prepared
25 a table of picture depths in baselines. Each line in the table represents a
20 change in parallax of .6mm, as measured on the stereogram. A subject whose
16.7 foreground and background are two lines apart will show 1.2mni of parallax,
14.3 the maximum for good projection, and one covering three steps will show
12.5 1.8mm parallax, the limit for comfortable hand viewing.

GIVEN THE BASELINE, DETERMINE ALLOWABLE DEPTH

9.1 When operating with a fixed baseline, how can we tell if a particular setup
8.3 and camera position will "work"? The answer is to be found in the universal
7.7 depth table. Perhaps the simplest way to use the table is to prepare a scale
7.1 marked in units equal to your particular baseline. For KinDar or Realist
6.7 Macro the unit would be 5/8 inch or 16mm. Measure the near and far subject
6.3 points in baselines and look in the table. A setup will "work" if its near
5.9 and far points are 20 and 33 baselines, or 6.7 and 7.7 etc. If you hand view
5.6 only, you can go from 20 to 50 baselines, or from 12.5 to 20 etc.

GIVEN THE SETUP, DETERMINE ALLOWABLE BASELINE
This is the typical problem in using a slide bar. One should assume a baseline, and
determine the near and far points of the subject in terms of that baseline. For ex
ample, the near point is 10 inches, and the far point is 15 inches. We try a base
line of 1 inch. This gives foreground and background distances of 10 baselines and
15 baselines. Clearly this won't "work", as the two values are nearly four lines
apart in the table. This says our first guess was nearly double the value we can
tolerate. VJe should use 1/2 inch. The subject now extends from 20 baselines to 30
baselines, and the table shows it is OK. A WORD OF CAUTION: The use of more than
4 or 5 times the normal l/50th baseline may cause some "visual ambiguity" because
each eye will see around the object, material the other eye can't see.

Note for mathematicians: the table consists of the reciprocals of the numbers 0,1,2,
3,....each multiplied by 100.
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- Tim's Two Cents,,.. Stereo Minds In The 80's
First, a special "Thank You" to our members
and readers who took time out of their busy-
Holiday schedule -bo express their thoughts
on "Stereo In The 80's" for this special
NEWS issue.

Back when our cameras were being made, refer
ence toward the 1980*s had futuristic conno
tations, full of far-out ideas. Buck Rogers,
and advanced technologies. For most of us
with this somewhat unusual hobby, as far as
what is readily, or economically, available,
it may seem like that technology has passed
us by. But even though we don't all have
holographic laser equipment in our closets,
the equipment that we do have is kept in use
by I98O hands, developing images which are
not only viewed through 1980 eyes but are
created by I98O minds. It is those I98O minds
we can concern ourselves with. It's those
thoughts, ideas and attitudes that can set
us apart from stagnant pools of wasted poten
tial. We can have no argument with those who
point out that what may be fresh in our eyes
is old hat to others, and that "It's been
done before". Even if it's true, let's not
let that stop us.

Let's give stereography a Selective eye, A
selective eye can see that light being defrac-
ted into the spectrum coming from the edge
of that old tin can laying in the gutter.
The selective eye can see 62 shades of grey
and the beauty of a random pattern that may
come from broken egg shells. The selective
eye can find the perfectly balanced compo
sition hidden in the shadows at the end of

a broken stick.

And let's give stereography a Journalistic
eye. Let's give it eyes to see what is hap
pening, rather than just how it looks, Ihe
reality of a troubled task that can add lines
to the skin. The way a human brow has learned
to control the sunlight on a shadeless day.
The tense electricity that cracks the air
around a relay baton as it's passed from one
racing hand to another. Journalism should
fit into our stereo format every bit as well
as pictorialism. Let us begin to record this
new decade Selectively and Journalistically,
as well as Pictorially,
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Stereo Activity Calendar
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\iJED JAN l6 - Closing - Oakland Stereo Exhibition
THU JAN 17 - CLUB Meeting - Photo Center - 8 PM-

Thlrd coiT5)etition
SUN JAN P7 - PSA Winter Roundup - LA Hilton Hotel-

All day from 8:50 AM
TUE FEE 5 - Club Board Meeting
WED fEB 15 - Closing - Cordova Stereo Exhibition-

Forms: Bill Papke, 5412 Hesper Way,
Carmichael, CA 95608
Freeman Patterson S4C Seminar
CLUB Meeting - Photo Center - 8 Re
viewer Night
Closing - Hollywood Stereo Exhibition
(A little later this year)

16-19 - CLUB Morro Bay Tagalong. Sign
up now; Pres. Tim has the board,

jmBER AND SUBSCRIBER UPDATE

Club membership anniversaries for January: Max
Bruensteiner - 24 years; Tim Cardinals -5 years;
John T, Chord, APSA -11 years; Harold Hawkinson -
4 years; George Hutton - 4 years; Denise Pearl -
1 year; Jim Pettit - 2 years; George Pond - 24
years; Jan Rouzer - 2 years; and George Skelly -
2 years.

Recipient of a gift subscription to the NEWS:

Paul S, Darnell, FPSA, Cape Coral, Florida
And a new regular subscriber:

James H, Bliss, Long Beach

Renewing their subscriptions for another year are:

Bryan and Gladys Riggs, APSA's, No. Hollywood
Greg Taylor, Stereo Photography Unlimited,

St. Petersburg, Florida

*****

The January meeting is our Third Competition,
bring your best. New Members: If you joined since
January, 1978, you're eligible to enter the Most
Promising New Member Competition in June with any
four slides that have been entered this 79-80
competition year. So keep bringing your best
slides so you have a good qualified group from
which to choose.

The February meeting will be something new — a
Viewer Night — hand stereo viewers, that is.
Everyone will be asked to bring a viewer and a
box of slides. Purpose: to develop an appreciation
for those subtleties lost in stereo projection.
The one-to-one slide sharing should prove to gen
erate an animated social affair as well.

*****

SAT FEB 16 •
THU FEB 21 •

MON MAR 24 •

FRI--MON MAY

Quick like a bunny...Let's all get 4 slides to the
Oakland Stereo Exhibition to help them celebrate
their 25th Silver Anniversary Exhibition.Closing
is January 16; entry fee $2.25. Caught short with
no entry form? We're sure Dede and Henrietta
won't mind receiving slides from a few, or lot!,
of new faces without the official forms. Send to
Dede Niemand, 4265 Wilshire Blvd, Oakland CA 94602

*****

The I98O Cordova International Stereo Exhibition
will again offer a trophy for best "New Exhibitor"
given for the best slide accepted in this Exhibi
tion made by any stereographer whohas never before
had any slide accepted in any International Stereo
Exhibition. Worth shooting for. There will be
entry forms at the January meeting.

*****

We have a new star in our Club. Don Cast
received his first star in PSA Stereo
Exhibitions, which represents 50 accept
ances with a minimum of 6 slides. Hard,
sometimes frustrating, but fun work.
Congratulations!

*****

The PSA VJinter Houndi^ will be held at the L.A.
Hilton Hotel on Smday, January 27 starting at
8:50 A.M. The stereo program is "Southern Utah:
Island In Time" by Rick Finney and Jerry Walter.
During the day there are also nine other programs
in all photo mediums, including the new Kodak
multi-vision spectacular on Britain and Ireland.
$8.50 per person; open to all. Reservations must
be made by January 24 with Gla<tys Riggs, APSA,
6150 Coldwater Cai^n j^14. North Hollywood 916O6.

*****

SaG
On December 10, nine Club members got
together to display iheir interpretations
of the first SAG assignments: "time" and
"trick photography". In all, 54 slides

were shown, with the makers giving brief explan
ations of each. The slides ranged from wild and
wicked to melancholy and meaningful. The two
themes frequently blended, and many experiments
in special effects workedperfectly for the makers
the very first time. The next assignments are
"cats" and "signs" and are due March 10. Open to
all who want to get involved. Contact Tim or
Susan or Jerry for further info.

*****

As explained in the December
issue, an eight-page NEWS is
not exactly in the Club's bud
get, though occasionally there
is enough material, such as
this time. $15 covers the
added cost, and the expansion
of this month's issue has been
sponsored by —

Bert and Catherine Laursen

*****
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From Joe Fallon.

Zone Director,

Jr,, FPSA, PSA Pacific

It is my opinion that 5-0 pictures will
take two courses. First, the making of
3-D prints will convert many people to

seeing pictures in 3-D as they see real life. This
will eventually lead to having 3-D print exhibitions
as an added selection of our slide exhibitions.

Secondly, there will be developed sophisticated
3-D cameras using 110 film vhich will not need to
be transposed in the mounting. This will provide
a stereo system for the mass market, and in turn
this will be the start of the revival that will
make planar photography obsolete.

From Mel Lawson, Vice Chairman, PSA
Stereo Division.

The 1980's will be the decade of a

renaissance in 3-D, but not in the di
rections nor to the extent many might

hope for, and in contrast to the 1950's revival
it will take more diverse direction.

The 3-D print will be the area of greatest increased
activity in amateur stereography, particularly for
the snapshot family and vacation record photog
raphy, The Nimslo and/or like free-vision Xograph-
type camera/print systems for the individual ama
teur photographer will make a major, but rather
short-lived impact in the market place of the
80's, Technical and cost factors will limit its

popularity mainly to those enthusiasts for whom
the novelty of possessing the latest gadget and
of a 5-D effect is paramount, and for whom visual
(and 5-D) quality less than that of the 19^0-70
Xograph-type postcards is acceptable.

The revival of amateur interest in making the 2-
view 5-D print equivalents of Grandma's stereo
cards which began in the late fO's will blossom
in both that format and the 6x15cm cards. Vis
a-vis the Xograph-type snapshots, the 2-view 3-D
prints will be more widely used by the more serious
stereographers interested in better quality photo
graphs but with the viewing convenience of prints
vs slides. During the early 80's hardware for
this work will include 50's-vlntage 3-D cameras
and coupled instant, instamatic and 35mm cameras.
Commercial enlarging/printing services will be
available by the mid-80's, and by that time at
least one new 3-D camera system aimed mainly at
the print market should be on the market, most
likely a 110 or l6mm film edition of the late
70's Rochwite "pocket stereo" camera system.

Our 1950-70 era 35inm 3-D slide stereography will
continue through the 80'sasthe prime medium for
the more serious 3-D workers. While those 50's-
vintage Realist-format cameras will continue in
use, the coupled dual 35nim camera systems will
become far more prevalent during the decade. With
the increased use of dual-35mm rigs, there will
be increased use of dual 2x2 slide projectors,

with a variety of special mounting and projector
aids on the market.

While there will be the usual number of "new" pro
jection viewing systems re-invented or prototyped,
the polarized system will continue to be dominant
during the early part of the decade for amateur
stereographers, with the possibility of a"blink"
system emerging during the mid-80's.

Amateur 3-D movies will enjoy a minor up-surge of
interest, based mainly on the coupled dual-camera
dual-projector concept. There could be one or more
"new-design" single-camera frame-splitter adapters
marketed, but with little more success than the
Bolex system of the 50's and Elmo system of the
70's. It is possible that a fast-speed (e.g. 40
frames per second) camera and projector accessory
system may be marketed ty the mid-80's, with L-R
views on alternate frames.

There will be a few new 5-D commercial movies pro
duced, based on the polarizing viewing process,
but these will continue to be novelty and special
productions. In the same novelty category there
will probably be a few free-vision 3-D shorts and
perhaps a few full-length features produced using
holographic techniques, but these will continue
to be limited to studio animations or live shots
in which subject movement can be controlled. Ap
plication of holography to unrestricted live-action
full-color free-vision feature films will remain
a dream of the 90's and beyond.

Though the production of holographic movies for
general theater showing will be quite limited, it
is likely that the 80's will see establishment of
"holo-rama theaterettes" using 380-degree viewing
screens giving the equivalent of viewing action
dioramas orminiature theater-in-the-round scenes.
While applications of holography to cine will be
limited, there will be a major marketing up-surge
for commercially-made full-color holographic views
covering a variety of studio set-up subjects for
home displays both as wall-hung pictures and table
top views.

General introduction of 3-D TV in the home will
continue to be a much-touted future development,
technically possible (as it has been in the 60's
and 70's), but not commercially viable until (if
ever) introduction of wholly new studio and trans
mission systems and new design TV sets are econ
omically feasible.

From Club Member David Starkman, Go-
STEREO Editor of "Iteel 3-D News",
IN THE As the co-editor of the "Reel 3-D News"

80's (the world's only independent magazine
devoted to 5-D photography) I am opti

mistic about the growth of interest in 3-D photog
raphy in the 80's, Our own Stereo Club has ex
perienced a tremendous growth in membership, and
the number of people (especially under 30) who are
freshly discovering stereo is significant.
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At the end of its second year, "Reel 3-0 News" had
over 800 subscribers in 18 different countries.

^/Jhat is interesting is that less than one-third
of them are members of PSA, our own Club, or any
stereo group. They are mostly people who indi
vidually discovered stereo and have pursued it
thinking, until recently, that they were the last
ones left. There are untold greater numbers of
3-D enthusiasts yet to discover that there are
others with the same interest, 3-D needs publicity,
and the publicity is growing! In 1979 we received
clippings from more than 46 magazine or newspaper
articles on 3-D which appeared that year. These
mentions ranged from sources like "Popular Science"
to the "L.A. Times", "Playboy", and numerous other
unlikely sources, such as "Creative Corr¥)uting
Magazine" and "TV Guide".

Interest in 3-D photography will be boosted by
related 3-D activities in films and television.
5-D television is already being experimented with
commercially in Australia and Japan, and industrial
applications have been used for many years. The
1950's 3-D movies have been enjoying revivals all
over the United States, and indications are that
it least one big studio (United Artists) is working
on a new wide-screen system with a feature to be
introduced sometime in 1981. With brand-new films
now having to compete with their availability on
video tape, the studios must really be looking
for some new draws to the movie theaters.

The Nimslo System (whether it really exists or
not) has certainly sparked some interest, with
over 10 million dollars invested in their idea!
If it ever really comes to fruition with a new
camera, a new race might be on in this market.

Final indications (mysterious, yet most likely)
are that we should really look to the Japanese
for any new products on the market. They already
make the only current 3-D attachments (Stitz and
Pentax beam-splitters), and if a new camera ever
comes out I would look to the East and wait.
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From "Photo Weekly", August 13« 1979»
I98O may well be the year of 3-D. New
equipment just talked about at the 78
Cologne show will be demonstrated in
several forms at the 80 Photokina.

Philips has announced that 5-D TV will be in the
USA in 80, and when 3-D TV is here and folks be
come used to seeing pictures in 3-D there should
be a renewed surge of interest. The 1979 Photo
kina had the V/onderview 3-D camera which uses
motors to move the diaphram slowly behind an oblong
masked lens and a lenticular screen in front of

the filmj for 3-D viewing, a lenticular screen is
placed over the picture. On another front, in 78
Polaroid showed some news media a glimpse of 3-D
movies which require no special viewing set-up or
glasses, 3-D prints which are in experimental
form today may well be a popular photographic form
within the next two or three years.
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From subscriber Greg Taylor, owner of
Stereo Photography Unlimited, 8211 26th
Avenue North, St. Petersburg, FI. 33710
(a SASE will get you a current price
list).

I am sure an acceptable form of 3-D television
will be mass marketed in the 80's; really great 3-D
TV may have to wait until the 90's. Home video
enthusiasts will come up with the best 5-D TV in
the 80's. I have heard from a few who have toyed
with it, but without satisfactory results. In
another year or two these people will be getting
very good results, probably using anaglyphic tech
niques.

What will happen in the amateur stereo camera
market is anybody's guess. V/ill we see the demise
of photographic film with the advent of all-elec
tronic cameras? Probably not until the turn of
the century, but it's coming. The stereo market
will continue to grow steadily, but what we need
is something like instant stereo to make it a fad.
If the Nimslo yields high-quality images, it could
spark the market.

Over the next few years, supplies of good used
stereo cameras will diminish, and prices will
continue to rise, probably up two or three times
the original retail price. V/'ith a world-wide
market, it will be more and more difficult to find
a bargain.

From new Club Member Richard Lindblom;
Bicameral Imagery — A Post - Retinal
Imagery for the 80's.
Stereo could well become the single most
conterrqjorary avant-garde imagery during

the 80's if discoveries in bicameral imagery that
are now beginning to be reported in the journals
are ever applied to popular imagery. Investiga
tions of such imagery certainly are at the fore
front of much primary research and as this new
visual vocabulary continues to be discovered it
will enlarge immensely the expressive aspects of
stereo.

Since bicameral imagery is a "stereo imagery" it
is natural to assume that many individuals who
first encounter this imagery will seek additional
information from stereo photography because this
area is the only one in the arts where there is
a tradition of stereo imagery. Additionally, many
stereo photographers who have an enthusiasm for
modem imagery will seek to understand this new
area and apply it to their photography. These
cross-overs could result in a new visual renais

sance.

Currently most individuals in the arts seem ori
ented toward either a pictorial realism or a funky
cartoon imagery, which is in reality highly con
servative, and like most Victorian imagery of its
time seems progressive only because it was cur
rently stylish and "in". Bicameral imagery is so
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new and different from conventional orientations
(and this would include stereo also) that an en
tirely new frame of reference is required in order
to deal with it. Commitment and orientation to

conventional procedures can easily inhibit the
examination of a subject from a different and more
creative perspective.

Here is an exan5)le of a traditional subject with
a non-conventional approach; imagine looking at a
forest in which the trees are blowing slightly in
the wind. This scene will be photographed using
infrared film because it will give intense (false)
colors. One exposure will be made using a red
filter (25A) and the second one with a blue filter
(47B). This will produce two .different color
views. Both photographs will be taken from the
same exact location (or zero parallax difference)
and will be made at some distance apart in time.
By doing this, only those objects that have moved
will become projected in space and all others will
remain flat. This gives a veiy effective "picture"
of the wind, and en^hasizes the difference between
the static and dynamic objects in nature. The two
colors will be different for each eye and therefore
cannot fuse into a single color, but instead they
both will undergo a constant fluxation (retinal
rivalry). The viewer will therefore experience
a constantly changing color imagery that is radi
cally different from the two static pictures them
selves, Because this change occurs post-retinally,
it will feel different than if one were viewing
a picture that is itself changing (e.g. you cannot
tickle yourself because of a feed-back loop of
information even thou^ you use the same pressure
as someone else -- it feels different.)

It is also possible to introduce something into
one picture that is absent in the other, which,
because of its contrast will remain stable while

the background fluxuates.

The forest picture cited in the example can fuiv
ther be combined witii other equally different
imagery by making a print as an intermediate step,
A print allows masking, burning, and dodging, etc.
But more importantly, it allows the creation of
a most unique and almost iu^ossible-to-imagine
phenomenon: that of the "free boundary". The free
boundary effect can be described as follows: imagine
that two different rough pieces of colored paper
are placed next to each other on a flat surface.
One sheet is lifted up above the other so that
its edge will be visually lined up with or overlap
the edge of the sheet below. In raising up this
second sheet, up comes the color, value, texture
and boundary of the sheet altogether (an everyday
experience). Now, imagine that you could lower
this sheet back to its original position except
that you were to leave the bomdary between these
two sheets floating up in space all by itself.
The color, value and texture of the sheet recedes
back to the original flat surface, but not the
boundary.

The ability to produce and perceive free boundaries
is one of the new vocabularies that we now have

open to us to use. To place an edge in space by
itself is a new experience for the 80's. Equally
exciting things are also true for the use of tex
tures as cyclopic perception research has shown.

The post-retinal complexities of bicameral imagery
can be expected to offer a new, vast frontier —
much like that begun by the In^jressionists who
broke out of the static assun^tions of Victorian
imagery.

Bicameral imagery offers numerous opportunities
to produce advanced stereopic imagery without
reliance on what is identified as "stereo equip
ment", because any camera is quite suitable, and
the services of a conventional darkroom will add

immensely to the kind of imagery that can be pro
duced, As stereo cameras become more scarce (if
that is possible) and fewer stereo projectors are
available to go with them, the stage is now well
set for alternative stereo methodologies that are
easily accessible and which offer the excitement
of exploring a new world, I would be glad to fur
nish exan^iles, sources or procedures to anyone
who could use the information.

THE WORLD OF STER "N EO

STEREO

IN THE

80*s

STEREO
IN THE

80's

"By the 1980's, who in the world will
care about these rules for properly
mounting stereo slides?"

From Oliver Bean, SCSC Member: Waiting
For Holography? — Please Don't Hold
Your Breath (an opinion,,,)
I get the uneasy feeling that one reason
we don't see much in the way of new stereo

equipment may be uninformed expectations by camera
companies regarding the alleged bright future for
holograms, which require no glasses. It's time
we as stereo photographers, disabuse everyone of
the possibility that holograms will become anything
more than a curiosity or a medium for. advertising
displays in the forseeable future. Holograms have
been greatly overrated by naive "Gee-whiz!" news
writers. There are so many limitations to holog-
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raphy as an amateur photographic medium that, even
after more than a decade of intensive research,
no one, to the best of knowledge, has overcome
the following basic obstacles to general usage:

1. Somewhere along the line, a laser is needed
to generate the holographic image, and during that
exposure the ob;)ect being recorded must be held
immobile to within a fraction of a wavelength of
light,

2. No one has yet made a full-color true hologram
of a sunlit scene,

3. No one has yet made a"snapshot" hologram with
a hand-held camera,

4. No one has been able to' project or enlarge a
small hologram to theater size or even to a large
group size,

5. Only a few people at a time, using equipment
with severe viewing restrictions, can view a holo
gram, a situation far worse than the necessity
for using polarized glasses in standard stereo,

6. Finally, no one has yet made a hologram any
where near as effective and pleasing as the color
stereo slides we make routinely with our Realists,
which were designed over 30 years ago!

So donH hold your breath, and let's keep shooting
away with the fine system we have!

STEREO

IN THE

80's

A spoof from FEET, the Fairness and
Equality in Exhibitions Team — The
Perfect Exhibition, Circa 1984»
Here is a proposal that will certainly
please everyone involved in International

Stereo Exhibitions. Who wouldn't bedelighted to

won't be necessary to find audiences and lug heavy
equipment around for the shows. But the bdst
feature of this mythical exhibition will appeal
to the procrastinator: slides need not actually
exist before they are entered. An "I" prefixed
to the title will indicate the maker "Intends"
to create the slide. So truly here we will all
be able to pave our path to success with good
intentions. Volunteers are needed to work on the
Fairness and Equality in Exhibitions Team to pro
mote our new exhibition^ we all endeavor to make
FEET first in the list of prestigious exhibitions.

From dedicated Club writer Random "Randy"
Thoughts, who's always there to help fill
up the page, speaking today on promotion,
the Stereo Family, conjunction, and
thriving.

Stereo photography has assumed the unfort^mate
position of being the only type of photography
that is not promoted in the several thousand camera
shops around the country. Think about it — 35mm
slides and prints, black &white and color enlarge
ments; Polariod, amateur movies, instamatic—all
these are displayed before the customer's eyes
whenever he visits the camera store or counter.
Consequently, photo clubs devoted to these types
of photography are not required to conduct any
promoting to attract photographers because all the
promoting is performed by thousands of outside
sources. Not so stereo! The matter is all in our
hands. If we want to continue to attract new
people to stereo, we must do it ourselves. Is
this an added burden? No, it's an added Joy! How
refreshing it is to hear a stereo newcomer exclaim:
"I've never been so turned on to photography,"He
senses a bond pervading our stereo family. We must
all play a promotional role in the 80's to keep

STEREO

IN THE

80's

have all their slides accepted, every time, guar- ^
Tho+ic tv.= __ stereo family strong.anteed? That's the premise of this exhibition —

every slide entered will be accepted. Then to do
away with all unfairness, there will be no medals
given, but every slide will be awarded an auto
matic honorable mention. Obviously, since all
slides are accepted, there will be no need to
Judge them; consequently we eliminate the task of
selecting qualified Judges acceptable to all the
entrants. It will also not be necessary to find
workers for Judging day, since there will be none.
To further reduce expenses, it will not be necessary
to send the slides to the chairman; a postcard
from the photographer listing the^ four slides
entered will suffice. It will be stamped "All
accepted with honors—thank you for your support"
and returned. There will be no closing date;
postcards received anytime during the year will
be honored for that year's competition. This
arrangement will also relieve the anxiety of having
your slides arrive too late, or possibly getting
lost. To help boost your credits for star rating
you will be allowed to enter the past five years'
exhibitions retroactively, even though they weren't
actually held. And with no slides to exhibit it

Showyour stereo slides at every opportunity. Wear
your stereo camera proudly. Be ready for that
question from a stranger "How can I get involved
in stereo photography?" and give a practical
answer. Hand out your name, the meeting place and
time of your stereo club,a source of stereo equip
ment. Don't sent him away to the comer camera
shop; that spark of stereo interest will be lost.

We're in a unique position as we enter the BO's.
On one hand we have many of the greatest stere-
ographers of all time living among us. And we
also have a new generation that is eager for new
visual excitement, having been nurtured on the
movie spectaculars of the late 70's and having
lived with visual input, often mediocre, all their
lives, through television. They are ready for
something big, something real, something to treat
their stereo senses. What better, fortuitous
conjunction could we have: the meeting of a new
generation, with the opportunity to- leam from
the masters. And having a stereo club that con
tinues to foster a creative atmosphere. How can
we help but thrive throughout the BO's?
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Hartford Highlights-- Part III

Why should we .spend so much time and
space talking about a by-gone Conven
tion? First, to give you specifics
of what other stereographers are doing
in the world, lest we become an island.
And secondly, on a broader scale, to

let you know that stereo is very much a "living"
art form, even in the face of essentially no stereo
equipment being currently manufactured. Folks
from all over are dedicated to this mediiim, and
if they can't buy the equipment they conceive they
need, they build it themselves, such as has Mrs.
VJhitehouse and Mr. Ferwerda. Stereo photography
lives on, and as long as man has two eyes, he will
continue to create photographic in5)ression8 to
satisfy his three dimensional visual powers.

Occasionally one hears of really outstanding stereo
shows being presented, but one is always skeptical.
Could a show really be that good? Was it a fluke?
One such show about which much raving still con
tinues is "Natural History in Three Dimensions"
presented by Mrs. Pat Whitehouse at the PSA Con
vention in Seattle in August, 196?. For those
newcomers to stereo, or those who were not able
to see the show in 196? and who wondered about
the validity of the on-going raving, all skepti
cism vanished on the night of October 5, 1979 in
Room 4 in Hartford, Connecticut. Here was pre
sented "The Pat Whitehouse Show", and it was good,
oh yes, really good. (Each time the Editor rewrote
the following and tried to tame it down, he found
he only "bubbled" a little more, a sure sign the
words are justified.)

Mrs. Pat VJhitehouse is a quiet,
tall lady with a gleam in her eye.
Her show reveals her thinking pro
cess, which is quite beautiful.
Apparently nothing escapes her
gaze, the sign of a great photog
rapher. Always looking, always
wondering, always imagining..what
do I have to do technically to
bring it to the screen in stereo.,
how will it appear on film.,..how
can it best be captured...will it
convey the true story...?

The stereo lady from Cambridge, England, brought
a show of pure brilliance. as she sat at the
projector and inserted slide after slide, you
realized you were witnessing very rare artistic
and technical craftsmanship, and you were awed
that this total accomplishment could come from
one person. To the specifics:

Every slide was perfectly mounted. This may not
sound like much of a trick until you are aware
that a great percentage of the stereo pairs were
made with home-made stereo cameras. Pat created
these cameras to her own specs, to allow for fan

tastic close-up work, and constructed them on her
"kitchen table" using parts from various other
old cameras. The "Baby Bertha" allows incredibly
clear close-ups of any natural subject.

And that was the theme of Pat's show — nature

revealing itself in its most intimate way. There
were eight sequences, many accompanied by fine
classical music. The first — "Rain" — stunned

everyone with its dew drops on grass, flowers,
plant tendrils — quiet revealing studies accom
panied by a concerto for guitar and orchestra.
The second set was made of pastoral scenes of the
English countryside — soft, pastel — to match
the Elgar melodies. This was followed by a story
of nature revolving about a robin and a family of
blackbirds^ real outdoor stereo photography re
corded as the event happened. Mozart was then
used in Set 4: "Shape and Pattern in the Plant
World" as only intimate stereo photography could
capture. Everyday natural phenomena so often taken
for granted, and often unseen during our busy days.
The close-up lens showed objects and details that
cannot be seen in real life.

In Set a piano concerto set the mood for a
series of everyday subjects portraying "Things I
Have Loved"—white cups, silver, teapots, house
hold items often in natural window lighting. Here
we noted that anything can be successfully re
corded in stereo if the proper touch is provided.
In "A Midnight Feast" (with natural sound) we saw
bees and insects, all living creatures, some in
mid-air, all showing marvelous detail in a setting
of multi-colored field flowers. In this episode
you realized that only STEREO photography could
be so revealing — seeing that bee laden with
pollen, suspended inside the flower. Set 7, a
thought-provoking seaside essay, gave us a blend
of human/natural forms.

And then there was Number

8, "Tribute to Handel".
Indescribable 1 Nested

baby birds with their
mouths wide open, each
slide perfectly synchro
nized with the "Hallelu

jahs" of the Chorus. And
interwoven with open-
mouthed flowers. On and on this 13-minute episode
vent — pure perfection. Pat truly deserved her
warm reception and standing ovation. In the hands
of a master, stereo has no limits.
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SHOULD YOU BE USING A MOUNTING GAUGE ?
A stereogram cannot be viewed comfortably, or projected, unless it is correctly made
and correctly mounted. The American (Realist) stereo system provides automatic cor
rect mounting. But any stereogram made with other equipment must in general be
adjusted. While experts adjust by "eyebal1ing", less experienced workers should use
a mounting qauge, preferably in a hand viewer. A mounting gauge, Fig.l, has verti
cal lines for checking.window and picture depth, and horizontal lines for checking
all other errors. To use the gauge, place the line on an item in the left chip, and
then see where the item falls in the right chip.

WINDOW, PICTURE DEPTH, AND PARALLAX
Using a dot for foreground, and a cross for background, a slide with correct window
and parallax must look like Fig.2. The space between the lines in the right chip has
been exaggerated for clarity. Figs.3 and 4 show window errors, while Fig.5 shows an
unusable slide, which must be remade, with less baseline.

OTHER ERRORS
The horizontal lines on the gauge will permit you to detect most other errors. In
Figs.6-10 a dot represents any object. A slide with no vertical errors must look
like Fig.6. Simple vertical error. Fig.7, due to lens misalignment, and twist er
ror, Fig.8, due to camera rotation, are easily corrected. Toe-in (keystone) error,
Fig.9, due to non parallel camera positions, and magnification error, Fig.10, due
to lens mismatch, can only be rectified by copying with an enlarger.

^ Di- • 0 mil *

* 00.t) null '

FIG 1 MOUNTING GAUGE
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- Tim's Two Cents.... Stereo On A Spring Weekend

Get yip early in the morning, .stroll along
the docks before breakfast for at least
an hour...take your time as you make your
way among the fishing boats...try not to
interrupt the arguments between the peli
cans and the sea gulls as they compete
for remnants of yesterday*s catch. And
if there should happen to be fog, don't
curse it — utilize it.

Vast arrays of shells and unique conver
sation pieces can be discovered in the
nooks and crannies of all those gift shops
along the wharves. But do take care of
viewingAuying those curiosities during
the midday hours because you'll want to
save the late afternoons and sunsets for
photography along the shoreline.

Set aside one afternoon for wild flower
hunting in the State Park along the shore.
Don't be surprised if you find just the
right combination of rock outcroppings,
flowers, sand and surf for that stereo
masterpiece.

If you made reservations ahead of time,
from Ticketron or the Automobile Club of
Southern California, you can take a ride
up to the Hearst San Simeon State Histori-
can Monument, and just gawk awhile.

But just remember — watch yoiir timing,
'cause if you're eating breakfast or din
ner when that ol' sun is just above the
horizon, you may be letting the big ones
get away. And I don't mean fish!

If any of this whets your photographic
appetite, and you think you might like to
spend this kind of a weekend with your
Club, get all the facts on Page 3.
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ROSEMAHT KIRKSEY

The Club extends its condolences to

Gene Kirksey on the passing of hia
wife, Rosemary, on Februaiy 1, after
a long illness ^th which she struggled
valiantly. Gene, may you find solance
in the joy you give to others with
your fantastic photography.

Stereo Activity Calendar
February 19B0 March 1980

8 M T W T F S S M T W T F 8

1 2 1
3 4 5 6 7 8^ 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

10 11 12 13 14 15^ 9 10 11 12 13 14 15|
17 18 19 n 18 17 18 19^21 22'
242526©W29 23 24 25 28^20 29

30 31

Immediate

SAT FEB 16 - Freeman Patterson Seminar on all the
aspects of photography. See Page 7«

THU FEB 21 - CLUB Meeting - Photo Center - 8 PM.
Viewer Night, See Page 5*

WED FEB 27 - CLUB slide mounting workshop-Page 4«
MON MAR 3 - Copy Deadline - March 3-D NEWS.
MON MR 10 - SAG Meeting, Contact Susan or Tim

if you're interested,
TUE t-lAR 18 - Closing-Wichita Stereo Exhibition,

Forms: Jack Covey, 351 3. Poplar,
Wichita, KS 67211

THU MAR 20 - CLUB Meeting - Photo Center - 8 PM,
Fourth Competition,

Upcoming

SAT APR 5 - Closing - Chicago Lighthouse Stereo
Exhibition, Forms :Marion Smith, APSA
145 West Park, Wheaton IL 60187

THU APR 17 - CLUB Meeting - Club Sequence Compe
tition,

THU MAY 15 - CLUB Meeting - Fifth (final) Compe
tition for the year,

FRI-MON HAY I6-I9 - CLUB Horro Bay Field Trip -
See Pages 1 and 3,

SAT JUN 7 - PSA Sequence Judging-Lake Arrowhead
FRI-SUIJ JUN 13-15 - PSA Regional Conve nbion-Heno
SUN JUL 20 - CLUB Awards Banquet

* * •* * *

Again there was enough material
for an 8-page NEWS, and the
expansion of this month' 5 issue
has been sponsored by —

Joe Fallon, Jr., FPSA

0

CORRECTIONS

Two MAJOR corrections must be made to last month's

NEWS:

1, If you tried to get a price list by sending
a self-addressed stamped envelope to Stereo Pho
tography Unlimited at the address given on Page 4>
you probably got your letter back. The correct
address is: Greg Taylor, Stereo Photography Un
limited, 8211 27th Avenue North, St, Petersburg,
Florida 53710.

2, Contrary to the January Stereo Activity Calen
dar, there will NOT be a Hollywood Stereo Exhi
bition in 1980,

* * * * *

A hearty welcome to this new Club member:

Tim Carter

14311 Addison St, #106
Sherman Oaks, CA 91425
990-8329

Club membership anniversaries for February:

Marjorie Adams - 14 years
Marilyn & Carl Felling - 2 years
Bill Lenox - 1 year
Gary McVey - 2 years

Renewing his 5-D NEWS subscription for another
year is former Club Vice President:

K, E. Andy Sihvonen, Sparks, Nevada

A gift subscription to the NEWS was given to:

Charlene Kulha, San Francisco

New Subscribers to the NEWS are:

Bill & Lila Lange, Morton Grove, Illinois
Willis Simms, Woodland Hills, CA
(Willis writes that he is very interested
in and has done some 3-D movies.)

Address change: Emde Products, suppliers of fine
stereo moimting supplies, has moved (after nearly
30 years)to: 8775 Olive LaneJ, Santee, CA 92071
(this is near San Diego),

* ^ *

FOR SALE

Bach of these people has a TDC 500W Model II6
Stereo Projector for sale:

Donald R, Shurtz, 2547A Whitewater Drive,
Palm Springs 92262 (714-327-8907), Asking
$375« Address & phone good till 3-1-80,

George Skelly, 28903 Geronimo Dr., Rancho
Palos Verdes 90274 (213-541-7143),
Asking ????

Here's a whole outfit for sale which includes a
nice clean 3.5 Stereo Realist, Realist flash, a
G,E. Lightmeter, and a Realist leather gadget
carrying case. This is being sold for a friend
by Harold Hawkinson, 432 S, New Hampshire #206,
Los Angeles 90020 (213-387-5475). $200,

*****
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UPCOMING.

THE FEBRUARY MEETING

After each meeting, mai^ of us go to the coffee
shop, discuss the slides we've seen, have dessert,
and just plain socialize. It has always been fun,
but it is hard for many people to stay out that
late on a week night. So, for all you members
who go home at ten o'clock, and for all those times
you've heard someone say "...you should see it in
the viewerl,,." the February meeting will be:

Viewer
Everyone should bring his viewer and a box
of slides. 10 to 15 slides of whatever you
want to show and talk about. You will most
likely be talking to and sharing slides with
at least 8 different people (members and
guests) who are attending. We will have a
few organizational rules for the evening in
order to keep track of personal property,
and to keep us intermittently circulating.
But as a precaution put your name on your
viewer, and of course on all your slides.
Either battery or electric viewers are okay.
Get ready for new visual discoveries, lots
of conversational fun, and as if that were
not enough, refreshments too!

•K « ^ ^

STEREO ON A SPRING WEEKEND

• WHAT It's the 1980 Stereo
Club of Southern California's

field trip to Morro Bay and
Montana de Oro State Park.

• WHY Stereo Photography!
(What else?)

• WHO For all SCSC members, their families,
and friends. Being somewhat organized by
Earl Colgan 846-5149, Tim Cardinale 781-
5222, and Harold Cosel (handling the money).

• WHERE.. • .Morro Bay is on the coast approximately
200 miles north of Los Angeles. Take U.S.
101 north to San Luis Obisbo, then State
Highway 1 to Morro Bay. We will be staying
at the Morro Bay Motel-6 which is on the
north side of town, 298 Atascadero Road
(Hwy 41)• The State Park is just two miles
south of Morro Bay.

• WHEN Friday May l6th through Monday May 19th.
Check out time is 12 noon, which means most
of us should arrive after noon on the l6th,
and plan on checking out before noon on the
19th. (We are sorry about these dates coin
ciding with the PSA Spring Roundup, but we
had to decide on a date far in advance.)

• HOW.....For transportation to Morro Bay, you
are on your own. Disregarding the #l@(+#!
gas prices it can be a very pleasant drive
of about 4 hours. We will try to have a
loose itinerary worked out for all three
days, but of course nothing is mandatory
so we'll do whatever we are in the mood for.

For our meals there is a pretty good selec
tion of restaurants, but you will need a
car (or a ride). One of the reasons Motel-6
is inexpensive is because it's not within
walking distance of where we will be spend
ing most of our time. (There are motel$
that are right near the shore If you want
to make your own accommodation$.)

• HOW MUCH.....Motel-6 rates as of January 1980
are as follows:

One Person — $11.61 per night, inc. tax
Two People — $15«85 " "
5 or 4 People - $19.03 " "

Please pay for your first night as a deposit
with a check payable to the Stereo Club of
Southern California, and give it (or mail
it) to our Treasurer Harold Cosel, 2140
Westwood Blvd., Los Angeles 90025. When
you make your deposit, specify how many
nights you will st^ (if only 2, which 2?),
and also specify whether you need one bed
or two. All beds are double beds.

• $ DEADLINES All deposits must be made to
Harold by February 29, All total balances
should be made to Harold by May l6th.

• HISC Earl Colgan has info on available can^-
sites. For those who plan to join us, but
are providing their own accommodations,
please let us know so that we can get a copy
of the itinerary to you, too.

Ik * ik * *

"Don't be so glum. The Club's May
Morro Bay Field Trip will be here
before you know it!"
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MORE UPCOMING

LAST WEDNESDAY OF THE MONTH

SLIDE MOUNTING WOBKSHQPS

We*re going to try something new to see if we can
get everyone satisfied who wants to get together
to talk about stereo slide mounting. Every last
Wednesday of the month we'll have a mounting work
shop, These will not necessarily be conducted by
the same member. To start out, Jerry Walter will
host the first one on Wednesday, February 27, at
7s50 FM, at 1098 Montecito Drive, Los Angeles,
Reservations are essential. Gall Jerry at home
225-8042 or work 481-5501. When and if this one
fills up, we'll book ahead to March 26, etc,

* * * * *

THE CLUB SEQUENCE COMPETITION

The April Meeting will be the annual Club Sequence
Competition, Start planning now! A sequence is
a group of slides somehow tied together in thought
,,,travelogue, poetry, essay, hobby, song, people,
anecdote, how-to,,.any theme you'd enjoy working
with. Use from 2 to 18 slides. Narration should
contain no more than 50 words per slide. You'll
be able to speak it live at the J^ril meeting, or
bring a cassette with everything on it. The co
ordinator of this activity is Jerry VJalter who
will be delighted to answer questions. More next
month,•,,

*****

STEREO QUICKIES

On January 9 at the La Canada Library, Oliver Dean
presented the premier of his new stereo show on
Bavarian Castles photographed in 1979« Castles,
palaces, gardens, and lots of interior/exterior
details in stereo. Comment was raised as to why
the gold-covered cai^ngs and embellishments were
so much more realistic in stereo than in regular
35mm slides. The answer probably lies in the
fact that reflections from these gold surfaces are
slightly different in the right and left chips,
making the spatial orientation of the reflecting
object even more pronounced. Within the show was
a judicious use of several non-stereo slides to
ro\md-out areas where stereo views were not avail
able or to show the true color of objects where
this color was missing from a similar stereo slide.

On January 10 and 11 our Orange County member
Nathan Wong presented private showings, to photo
and hiking friends, of stereo slides made during
the past 1^ years of his favorite place — Cali
fornia's High Sierra. The presentation contained
a blend of scenic studies and hiking and ski touring
adventure slides. He showed some interesting
slides of Sierra details, and slides successfully
made under a wide range of lighting conditions

and during all seasons of the year. The slides
were set to a fine variety of sensitive music,
Nathan is now a Freshman at Pomona College,

Along these lines of private and public, formal
and informal showings of stereo slides,,,,.the
Editor doesn't like to be nosey, but he sure likes
to view stereo slides, and appreciates being in
formed of these mini or mari happenings. And
there are others in the Club that feel the same
way. Taking and sharing slides with others is
what our organization called the Stereo Club is
all about. There is no reason why a Club our size
can't have more of this type of activity, and
there are always members available to lend a hand
on any aspect of slide presentation if requested,

*****

Members Susan Pinsky and David Starkman and their
publication "Reel 3-D News" made the Big Time on
January 20, 1980 with a mention in an article on
stereo photography in the Camera Section of the
"New York Times"!

*****

Twenty-four folks from the January
meeting adjourned to Deni^y's at 6th
and Vermont for coffee, conversation,
and a piece of Jerry Walter's rum-
soaked birthday cake, a mini-event
secretly planned by Denise Pearl, The
cake was conqjlete with a squirt-gun
camera imbedded in the frosting. On
the photo-business side, stereo view
ers were passed around to give everyone a chance
for a closer-up detailed view of a quantity of
January competition slides. Come join us after
most meetings (but not the February meeting),
though we can't promise any more surprise cakes!

*****

The Third Quarter Club Board Meeting was held on
February 5j and the following items of general
interest were discussed, .exposure data information
will be available at the February and March meet
ings.,,,more members are needed to conduct work
shops, .there has been progress on the Club's
scoring machine.,.because of prior reservations,
the Morro Bay Field Trip date will not be changed
even though it conflicts with the PSA Roundup.,,
membership longevity - half of the current mem
bers have joined the Club in the last 5 years...
field trips - a possible train trip to San Diego
with an all-day tour...need to get working on the
Club Project Slide Show "Stereography - A Fresh
Portrayal"for the St, Louis PSA Convention-method
of selection of slides for this show and possible
tying to Slide-of-the-Year...Club involvement in
the City of Angels Stereo Erfiibition for 1980 -
Board voted to support,..judging of Club Sequences
in April.... rewards of being a Board Member will
pay off at the Fourth Quarter Meeting-a potluck!

*****
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The January Competition

Oh yes, we did have a fine display of
stereo work at the January meeting. There
were 144 slides entered by 31 different
members. What we saw was positive evi
dence that many of our members were
very, very busy creating new stereo
slides. What a variety! There were the
usual fine scenics, some showing dif
ferent approaches; we had snow, fall
color, Yosemite, pretty girls, creative
montages and masking, birds, hyperster-
eos, humor — the whole spectrum of

stereo. It was such a full evening of viewing we
had time to critique only one slide, and the B
Group Non-conventional honor slides didn't even
get credited (sorry about that Richard, Hu^ and
Don). Special thanks to our three judges Russ
Terrill, APSA, Max Bruensteiner, and Catherine
Laursen. And much thanks to Marilyn, Earl, Gene,
and Richard for your fine slide write-ups. We
used to like to limit these to 150 words, but
after reading these you will have to agree that
we have good reason to let the makers say every
thing they want; that's how we learn.

* Judges Scores Averaged

-

A GROUP NON-•CONVENTIONAL CATEGORY

Awards 25 points; IM's 23 & 24 points

JAN CUM

70 213 Gene Kirksey
Award: Bam Owl Twins

HM: Marsh Hawk with Prey

63 211 Stergis M. Stergis
67 206 Jerry Walter

HM: Mexican Peppers
65 198 Rick Finney

Time is Silent

61 195 Ward Clark

67 186 Joe Abramson

HM; Hang Glider in Sunset
Hl^: Lady Slipper #3

64 184 Bert Laursen

HT-l: Little Miss liischief

58 182 Marjorie Adams
— 181 *Russ Terrill, APSA
66 99 *Tim Cardinale

HM: Spirit

A GROUP STANDARD CATEGORY

Awards 22 points; HM's 21 points

JAN CUM

63 195 *Tim Cardinale
Award: Who's Your Insurance Co.?
Award: Han on Dune

59 189 *01iver Dean
The Spellbinder

62 189 Jerry Walter
Award: The Helmsman

59 185 Rick Finney
HIl: A Touch of Red

58 182 Stergis M. Stergis
63 181 Conrad Hodnik, FPSA

Award: Twilight
HM: Graceful Action #1

— 180 *Hu3a Terrill, APSA
— 178 *Catherine Laursen
52 174 Hugh Stilley
60 171 Joe Abramson

HM: Backpacking - Yosemite
48 170 Bert Laursen, APSA
53 168 *Sylvia Sikes, FPSA
55 166 *Don Cast
50 165 Ward Clark

B GROUP STANDARD CATEGORY

Awards 23 points; HM's 21 points

JAN CUM

62 178

58 178

57 175
55 171
56 170
55 169
58 169
55 169
59 168

55 168
55 167
54 166
— 111

54 109
52 108

— 75
60 60

— 56
55 55
~ 54

Earl Colgan
Award: A Boy, His Sister,

His Dog, His View
George Walker

HM: Be My Valentine
Nathan Wong
Hal Stanton

David Starkman

Harold Cosel

James Pettit

Marshall Stewart

*Harilyn Felling
Award: Fantasy in the Dark

Susan Pinsky
Carl Felling
Zane Haag
Steve Rufiy
Evalynn Denise Pearl
Kermit Westbrook

George Skelly
Katy Cardinale

HM: Chinese Elm

Richard Ogle
Lewis Chidester

Teresa VJachowiak
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B GROUP NON-CONVENnONAL

Awards 23 points; HM's 22 points

JAN CUM

64 186 *Don Cast

HM: Love in Bloom

56 182 George Walker
53 182 James Pettit

58 181 David Starkman

57 178 Susan Finsky
63 177 Hugh Stilley

HM: Double Delight

62
87 ♦Marilyn Felling
62 Richard Ogle

Award: Renaissance
— 18 Zane Haag
— 17 George Skelly

Members Talk About Their Slides

"A Boy, His Sister, His Dog,
His View" by Earl CoXgan. This
.slide was taken in Vermont a
'few days before the PSA Hartford
Convention. Russ Terrill and

I left Barre, Vermont the morning of September 29
and drove toward Waits River along the famous
Orange - Topsham - Corinth route, one of the jewel
areas to visit about October 1 to see Vermont fall
color at its finest. Along the way we took a side
road to this spot. The color was fantastic; we
really hit it at its peak. But the weather was
not very nice at all, in fact, lousy, and this
day was overcast. We wandered around here for a
half hour or so and were about to leave when a
boy and his dog came along. We had quite a chat,
and the boy told us how cold the winters were and
how sometimes he couldn't get to school. While
we were visiting, his sister came trotting down
the hill to see what was going on. We posed them
for this shot, looking off to the colorful foilage.
All traces of the sky were eliminated in mounting

by moving the chips up. I was
using my Realist and ny meter

N ^ showed 1/100 at f/8, using Koda-
chrome 64. Because of the poor
weather I bothered to take only
this one lucky shot here.

* * it * *

"Bam Owl Twins" by Gene Kirksey. Myfriend phoned
me and asked if I wanted to go north to Bakers-
field in a couple of days to photograph several
owls and hawks. And I asked him "Is the Pope a
Catholic? Of course I wanted to go!" For some
strange reason everything I enjoy photographing
is always difficult, and so it was with this trip.
It was along trip, leaving at 6 AM and not getting
home until 10 PM —but what great subject matter!

The birds were under the care of professional bird
handlers. Believe me, you need experienced bird
handlers when trying to photograph owls and hawks.
These birds have beaks and talons to tear meat
and can use them unintentionally, or otherwise,
to damage a photographer's arm, face or scalp. We

did our picture taking work in
a 10 X 12 dirt-floor bam. We
set up our background and a
chest-high perch of a bark-cov
ered limb with some green pine.
We used two strobe lights on
the background,two as backlights
and two as front main lights.
V/e adjusted the lights so we
could shoot at f/32 on Ektachrome
64 film. We put film in our
cameras while the bird handlers

got two bam owls. One owl was raised in captivity
and was halfway manageable. The other was new
from the wilds. Some strange-type person caught
it and trimmed its wing feathers. These bird
handlers care for birds for the California Dept,
of Fish and Game, The object is to introduce or
re-introduce all birds back into nature. Some
birds have been taken from their nests or shot by
morons with rifles, and in a few cases they fly
into objects like power lines.

With the two owls sitting on the limb I carefully
trained my camera on them. I got a couple of
quick shots before the wild owl decided to go into
the rafters, but only made it into the dirt with
the clipped wings. He managed to stir up a cloud
of dirt composed of bits of bird droppings, straw
and pulverized bird feathers. Well, the bird
handlers finally managed to get the struggling
owl back to his place on the perch. Then we had
to wait several minutes while the tiny specks of
dust slowly floated out of the air, I know from
experience that back lit dust particles look like
snow on a slide. We continued getting pictures,
when we could, between numerous owl flights. On
one flight into the rafters by the "tame" owl, one
of the handlers fell while standing on the end of
an upturned log while trying to grab the owl.
While falling, one of the backlights was whipped
to the ground. The light and handler both appeared
to be undamaged, but not so! The flash tube was
cracked and not working. So all the background
light power was transferred to just one light.
This caused my stereo shots to be brightly back
lit on one side rather than softly lit on both
sides. The unbalanced backlighting didn't help,
but didn't make them unusable either. Got a score
of 25! Hy stereo setup for the owl shots was
composed of two I'linolta XE7's with Vivitar Series
I 70 to 210 zooms. The cameras are held bottom
to bottom to reduce the distance between the lenses.
The cameras are fired by the use of a twin cable
release. Think stereo 1
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"Renaissance Mecca" by Richard Ogle» Last fall,
my wife and I had the opportimity to visit Italy.
This shot is of St. Mark's Square'
in Venice. We walked up a nar
row, spiral staircase to the
roof of a bell tower which had
a goodviewof St. Mark's Church,
the plaza, and the boats in the background. It
was warm, and people were sitting up there just
enjoying the view. We used two rangefinder cameras
and Kodachrome 64 film. Nancy held one camera,
and I held the other. We were about four feet

apart. I used a double cable release. I framed
the picture using a vertical format, and Nancy
lined up her camera using the same landmark and
rangefinder mark for reference. We took three
stereos this way. The picture was taken in the
middle of the afternoon with a slight overcast,
so the shadows are not dark. I like this photo
since the people in the plaza with their colorful
clothing give life to the scene.

* * * * *

"Fantasy In The Dark #1" by Marilyn
Felling. There are a number of ways
to illuminate a subject. A far more
passive way than shown in this illus
tration is by "painting with light".
This is a good description of what I
did to illuminate the reclining figure
on the lounge chair, resulting in an
almost supernatural effect. More
specifically, I started with my 2.8 Realist with
a cable release, loaded with K25, end mounted on
a tripod. The lens opening was set arbitrarily
at f/8, and the shutter set on "T" for time expos
ure, The room lights were switched off and the
shutter was opened. Now comes the creative joy!
In total darkness I traced the outline of the re
clining body and chair (and cat on the lap) with
a penlight at handwriting speed, actually touching
the subject with the light to make cert^n it was
an accurate tracing. The tiny flashlight was
pointed in the general direction of the lenses.
I took my time with the outlining, at least a
minute, and didn't worry about recording myself
on the film, because I was not illuminated and
was continually moving during the tracing. After
completing the tracing, I closed the shutter. The
result: a creative line drawing with enough inci
dental light illuminating the edges of the body
to make an eerie and exciting stereo painting.
The sheer excitement of this type of photography
is in getting your film back, because you have no
idea till then of what exactly you have created.
This process is not predictable and cannot be
duplicated; each picture is corr^sletely original,
just like an oil painting. This was my first try
and, from the reaction it received, was quite
successful.

* * * * *

Who is Freeman Patterson?

He penned these words for "Camera Canada", Decem
ber, 19798 "Much antagonism between photographers
is rooted in an unwillingness to examine the sym
bolic content of each other's images. I'm not
talking about looking for deep, hidden meanings,
but about acknowledging the fact that, if somebody
exhibits something you dislike, he probably has
as good a reason as somebody who exhibits some
thing which appeals to you. At the very least,
make an atten^t to understand the motivation, if
you can, and to maintain your cool in any case.
Learning, if not liking, takes time and emotional
fortitude, and it's all too easy to lose patience
with photographers whose motivations differ sub
stantially from your own,.,"

He goes on to discuss the two often contradictory
approaches to photography. One approach is that
of exploration and experimentation. The second
approach "...is the tradition of classical design,
which has been developed over hundreds of years
and used by artists of every sort. It is the basis
for photo evaluation in almost every camera club
in the co\mtry and for many photographers who will
never darken the door of a club. Its value is
beyond question; good visual design makes for good
visiial expression. However, it has become a sacred
cow. Photographs which do not adhere to the prin
ciples of classical design are rejected as 'snap
shots '. They do very badly in conqDetition.«• •
woe betide the photographer who doesn't care about
self-expression and who consistently ignores clas
sical design, because he is courting the hostility
of those who hold them dear,"

From the June, 1979 "Camera Canada": "It's false
economy to be stingy with film when you are ex
perimenting with new ideas, so don't limit your
self to a few photographs...give maiy happy acci
dents a chance to happen."

From one of his two books "Photography and the
Art of Seeing": "When you let go of yourself, you
abandon any preconceptions about the subject mat
ter that might cramp you into photographing in a
certain, predetermined way. As long as you are
worried about whether or not you will be able to
make good pictures, or are concerned about enjoying
yourself, you are unlikely either to make the
best photographs you can or to experience the joy
of photography to the fullest."

Freeman Patterson will present an all-day seminar
on Saturday, February I6 at the Water and Power

Auditorium, 111 No. Hope
St., sponsored by S4C.

,Price is $10; l\mch $5*50.
Send reservations to: Hal
Weinman, 5504 Emerald St.,
Torrance 90505; (215)571-
2263 for more info.
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HOW TO "EYEBALL" FOR STEREO REGISTRATION
Last month we discussed the use of a mounting gauge for detecting mounting errors.
Most of the registration errors which afflict stereograms can also be detected and
corrected with only a hand viewer if one understands the principles and knows what
to look for.

HORIZONTAL ERRORS
Window and parallax errors cause horizontal displacements in the image. Window is
the conceptual aperture through which one views the scene. It possesses a definite
size and location in space and so should be regarded as an integral part of the ste-
reogram. The parallax is the difference between the horizontal separation of the two
images of the nearest object and the separation of the images of the farthest object.
Very simply, the nearest object should normally appear to be beyond the window, and
the parallax should not be too great.

WINDOW
To determine if the foreground is beyond the window, look at the lower corners of the
stereogram. In a correctly mounted stereogram, the left eye will see more of the sub
ject in the lower right corner, and vice versa. With practice you will instantly see
whether the foreground is beyond the window. If you are in doubt, use a similar mask
as a gauge. Insert the mask in the viewer along with the stereogram'. Place the
left edge of the left window of the mask exactly on the suspect object. In the right
chip the object will still be visible if it is beyond the window. If it is hidden,
it is in front of the window.

PARALLAX
Once it is established that the foreground is beyond the window, parallax can be es
timated as follows: Look at the most distant identifiable item, such as the horizon,
or a shadow on the backdrop, first with one eye and then the other. If the item
moves in the frame more than about 1/16 of the width of the frame, the picture has too
much parallax.

VERTICAL ERRORS
All of the other registration errors are detected by noting vertical discrepancies in
relation to the top or bottom of the mask aperture. If one chip shows more of the
subject all across the top, and the other shows more all across the bottom, one chip
is too low, or else the camera has a vertical registration error. When the two chips
are registered at the bottom, but one shows more of the subject at the top, there is
a magnification or focal length error.

TWIST
Finally there are two errors in which the two top corners show opposite discrepancies,
namely twist and toe-in. If the left chip is twisted clockwise, the top left corner
will show less of the subject in the left chip. At the same time the lower left cor
ner will show more of the subject in the left chip. To correct it, separate the
•chips at the top or pull them together at the bottom.

TOE-IN
If the slide has a keystone error due to using toe-in, the top of the picture will
appear to have clockwise twist and the bottom counterclockwise. Keystone errors
can also be caused by using prismatic close-up lenses on a stereo camera, by using
strong correcting lenses in front of a KinDar or Hyponar, or by "panning" from an
airplane while shooting an aero hyperstereo. It is one of the most difficult errors
to detect, and one of the most annoying to a viewer.

A MASK AS A STRAIGHT EDGE
With skill you can detect twist and toe-in using the bottom edge of a mask inserted
into the viewer. Focus on the picture and note whether you see one or two straight
edges. In a keystoned picture you will see tv/o, then one, then two as you lower the
mask across the stereogram. Not everyone can learn this; it is a little tricky.
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TIM'S TWO CENTS--FREE DOING AND FREE VIEWING

For the front page each month our Editor aeks me
to throw in ray two cents on whatever topic I choose.
He prefers that it all be on one subject in order
to maintain strength and continuity so the front
page has the journalistic weight that it needs.
Is that a good policy? Heck yes I Did I do as I
should? Heck no! So, my apologies for two totally
different, unrelated topics.

FREE DOING. Postage stanps, gasoline, Xerox copies,
film, stationery and envelopes, refreshments,
printing costs, telephone costs, photo lab services,
trophies — what do these things have in common?
They are all part of a long list of commodities
being constantly donated to our Club. Donated
unselfishly, with no reservations, end often %rith-
out recognition. This has been going on ever since
this Club started twenty five years ago. And so
I thought that even thou^ many members are aware
of this, it mi^t still be a good idea to mention
it. So to all those Club members who do this
giving, from those of us who do so much getting,
we tha]^ you.
Maybe Wie most valuable (andvirtually priceless)
thing to be given to our Club is personal time.
Particularly to those newer members who may be
contenqjiating ultimately making that donation of
time in providing a service to your Club, consider
this Golden Principle: "Nothing would ever be
attempted if all possible objections had to first
be overcome."

FREE VIEWING. When I peered into a viewer and
saw my firsi stereo slide it was very exciting—

a feeling of "Wow, look what I have been missing
til now!" Nothing could visually top it until
about two years later when I learned free viewing.
I got that same feeling of excitement all over
again.

For those who might not know: free viewing is being
able to look at a stereo pair of pictures and fuse
them into one 5-D picture by using only the eyes,
without the aid of a viewer or anything else.

In case you think I *m going to advocate free viewing
to every stereographer who has yet to leam it,
you're absolutely right. Anyone with a little
persistence can do it, and with the right instruc
tions, it's easy to leam. There is no eye strain
involved, and in fact I find it a lot easier to
do late in the evening idien iqy eyes are tired.
If you want free lessons on free viewing, just
give me a call. Being able to glance down at this
SCSC drawing and make it "pop" right off the paper
mi^t just "knock your socks off".

1979-60 Offlcera and Dlrectora

Prealdent

Tim Cardinale

6855 Costello Ave,
Van Kuys, CA 91405
R 781-5222 or 875-1539

Equipment Director
Oliver Dean

10001 W, Frontage Rd. #14
Souti^ Oate, CA 90280
R 928-4688

Editor
Jeny Walter
1098 Hontecito DrlTe
Lo8 Angeles, CA 90031
R 225-8042 B 481-5501

V. Prea.. Competitiona Secretary
Riclc Pinney
1098 Hontecito Drive
Loa Angelea, CA 90O51
R 225-8042

Hospitality Director
Ursula Sylvan
4529 N, Fireside Lane
Hooipark, CA 95021
R (805) 529-5277

Marilyn Felling
P. 0. Box 90
Tbpanga, CA 90290
R 455-1886

Treaaurer

Harold Coael

2140 Weatvood Blvd.
Los Angeles, CA 90025
B 475-6814

Banquet Director
David Starkman

P. 0. Box 35
Duarte 91010

557-8545

Outing Director
Earl Colgan
637 K. Myers St.
Burbank, CA 91506
R 846-5149

House Director Hemberghlp Director
Hugh StiUey George Walker
2135 Adalr St. 1225 Tropical Ave,
San Marino, CA 91108 Pasadena, CA 91107
H 282-6289 R 551-9478 B 579-7620

Program Director Workshop Director
Marshall Stewart Carl Felling
261 Via Linda Vista P.O. Box 90
Redondo Beach, CA 90277 Topanga, CA 90290
R 375-1788 B 326-1422 R 455-1886

The Club meets on the third Thursday of each month (except July and December) at the
Loa Angelea Photo Center, 412 So. Parkview St., Loa Angelee (S/W of 3rd &Alvarado).
Vialtora always welcome. The 5-D NEWS is published monthly; rate for subscriptions
for nonnnsmbera is $6.00 per year. Send aubecrlption requests and fees to the Editor.
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STEREO ACTIVITY CALENDAR

March 1980 April 1980
S M T W T F S S M T W T F S

1 1 2 3 4 5
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
9 10 11 12 13 14 15 13 14 15 16fini8 19

16 17 18 19^21 22 20 21 ^23 W25 26
23 24 25^^28 29 27 28030
30 31 ^

IMMEDIATE

TUE MAR 18 - Closing - Wichita Stereo Exhibition
THU MAR 20 - CLUB Meeting - Photo Center - 8 IM

Fourth Conpetition
WED MAR 26 - Mounting Workshop - Jerry Walter's
TUE APR 1 - Copy Deadline - April 5-D NEWS
SAT APR 3 ~ Closing - Chicago Lighthouse Exhib.
THU APR 17 - CLUB Sequence Evening - Photo Center

UPCOMING

MON APR 28 - Closing - PSA Traveling Eidiibition
Forms: Rick Finney, 1098 Montecito
Dr., Los Angeles 90051

TUE APR 29 - International Stereo Club Competition
Judging by SCSC - 7j50 IM Photo Ctr

TUE MAI 6 - Fourth Quarter Club Board Meeting
THU MAI 15 - CLUB Meeting - Fifth Competition
FRI-J40N MAI 16-19 ~ CLUB Morro Bay Field Trip
FRI-SUN MAI l6-18-WestemPhotogr«q)hic Collectors

Association Trade Fair - Riverside
SUN MAY 18 - PSA Spring Roundup-LA Hilton Hotel
SAT JON 7 - PSASequence Judging - Lake Arrowhead
FRI-SUN JUN 15-15 - PSA Regional Convention-Reno
SUN JUL 20 - CLUB Awards Banquet

Club membership anniversaries for March:

Joe Abramson - 15 years
Earl Colgan - 2 years

George Klrkman - 5 years
Catherine Laursen - 15 years
Bert Laursen, APSA - 15 years

David Magnan - 5 years
Ruby Steins - 2 years
Leighton Stewart - 1 year

George Walker - 2 years

« « * « *

A hearty welcome to these new Club members:

George and Gail Reece
I52O8 Caravaca Road
La Mirada, CA 90658
(714) 525-4881

H* Lee Pratt
1017 Bayfield Drive
Huntsville, Alabama 55802

We might consider Lee a commuting member rather
than a distant corresponding member* His work
brings him to Los Angeles frequently, and he's
been able to attend a number of our meetings the
past year.

A new subscriber to the 5-D NEWS:

William Fitzgerald, Chicago, XL

Renewing his subscription for another year:

£1 Don W. Adams, San Jose, CA

Letter to the Editor:

The Gareat Cop-out

There is a real reason ^y the phrase "record
shot" is one of my pet peeves. Even the top
award-winning photos will record an event,
record a place, record a feeling — they all
record somethi^. When a person resorts to
those trite words, what he usually means is
that it lacks a certain quality to the point
idiere he would not want to frame it and hang
it on his wall, but he can't put his finger
on Just exactly what the problem is. If we
can't think of something constructive to say,
there is nothing wrong with that. Just be
honest, and don't cop out by using the worn-
out phrase "record shot".

Signed: lou Know Who

Dear lou Know Who:

If there was ever a worn out trite phrase,
it's "cop out".

Signed: One Who Knows Who You Know Who Is

« * « * «

Again there was enou^ material
for an 6-page NEWS, and the
ejq>ansionof this month's issue
has been sponsored —

HUffi STILLEY
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. STEREO QUICKIES

The March meeting ia the fourth Club Coo^etition
for the year. After that, only one to go. Bring
your beat to ahare and make the judges ponder.

**««•»

KENAL NOTICE! THIS IS ITl

Reaerrationa must be made for
the May 16-19 field trip to
Morro Bay. Get your deposits
to Harold Coael by March 14.
See the February NEWS for rates
and details. If you don*t do
it noVf you're on your ovn.

•»«*«»

The first in a series of last-Wednesday-of-the-
month slide mounting vorkshops vas held in Febru
ary. Call Jerry Walter, 225-8042, if you'd like
to attend the next one on March 26. Reservations
required. Along this lines

WAMTEPs Realist film cutters for our never
members just getting into mounting their
ovn slides. Are there any out there not
being \ised? Paying $15*00. Contact Jeny.

* * * * *

Did you knov....the Photographic Society monthly
"Journal" vhich features a broad range of photo
topics; and the monthly "Shutterbug Ads" vhich
lists thousands of sale/vanted photo equipment
items, some stereo, are available for anyone vho
vants to pick them up, read/take home, and bring
them back the next meeting for others to read.
Help yourselfl

****•»

A lee^ year workparty vas held to clean and secure
the lenses in the Club's stereo glasses. Earl,
Tim, Susan, David and Jim participated.

» « « « *

thanks to the team of George Walker, Harold Cosel
and Marilyn Felling for getting out the nev Club
Membership Cards for everyone.

There are alvays bargains lurking in dusty comers;
all ve have to do is be patient and search them
out. Nev member Tim Carter recently picked up a
mint condition Stereo Realist projector for $601

*****

A 12-inch square color print of one of the stereo
chips of Oliver Dean's slide "Evening Silhouette"
von first place in the photo print contest at the
dovntovn Occidental Building. Ih^loyees partici
pated vith entries in various art mediums and the
judging vas by popular vote.

*****

Susan and David presented a groiq) of their older
"collector's item" stereo slides at the Februaiy
Pasadena Stereo Club meeting — classic vorks by
John Meredith, Tonmiy Thomas, etc.

*****

Pres. Tim reports that he greatly enjoyed bis very
first Stereo International judging assignment at
Cordova on February 16. It vas a family affair,
vith brother Mike from Pleasant Hill also attend

ing. We vish more Southern California stereo
folks cotild have been there to applaud vhen Tim
received his "Best of Shov" medal for the 1980
Oakland £:diibition vhich had been held three veeks
earlier.

*****

Ruby Steins reports that her 16-day once-in-a-
lifetime Carrlbean Cruise vas just fantastic. She
vas vith a tour group of 54 aboard the Norvegian
Line and got along splendidly, never having to use
her cane once. Photo opportunities vere abundant,
but she vas unknovingly having some trouble vith
one of her stereo cameras. Fortunately she took
tvo. She vas fascinated by all the incredible
items the natives carry on their heads t Rul^ also
has a nev address, from vhich she is enjoying the
city li^ts:

440 North Madison Apt. 912
Pasadena, CA 91101
792-8759

*****

Reminiscences of Hemingvay's "Ihe Old Man and the
Sea"...during hunting season last year Carl Felling
got a prize deer (as veil as some prize stereos),
carefully prepared and home-froze the venison vith
visions of great feasts ahead... .only to have it
all thaved and ruined idiile the electrici'^ vas
out for 5 days at their Topanga Canyon home during
the February tropical storms. Other storm damage:
Denise Pearl's car drowned (fatally) right in her
ovn ^artment parking place.....Hu^ Stilley's
Laguna retaining vail is on the loose again. We
hope no other members or friends had serious prob
lems...our readers outside of Southern California
probably thought from the newscasts ve had all
floated avay, and for awhile we thought we might
just do that.

*****

Again we report on visual excitement in foims other
than stereo (since it seems that stereo buffs are
also frequently space buffs). The movie "Star
Trek" has some of the best space model photography
ever (and there'8 been a lot of it) done with just
the correct focal length. The transporter mal
function and the final love/melding scenes are
special, end the vonnhole sequence with warping
forms on a giant screen are eye-bogling. On the
other hand "The Black Hole" seems to be one endless

special effect vith little substance. But you
be the judge —they will both treat your senses.
And golly, would ^ey ever be something in stereo!

*****
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gUB SEQUENCES - APRIL MEETING

The i^ril meeting vlll be conducted vltb the policy
in mind that the Club is a place to learn — a
place to try nev ideas a place to succeed, and
sometimes not quite succeed (hov do you know unless
you try?) -—a place to gain ejqperience — a place
to scratch the surface of new stereo visions. In
more ways than one will we witness this attitude
(come to find out). We will see some new things.

Get started on your sequences nowl A sequence.••

• ••is a grotQ) of from 2 to 18 slides
...is tied together with a script
...has no more than 30 words per slide
...may have a cassette with music, voice, effects
...may be a collaboration between two people
••.contains nothing in the slides or script to

reveal the identity of the maker

Cassettes; have the script start iinnediately after
the tape leader. Only one sequence on a cassette,
please. If you have open-reel only you'll have
to bring your own t^e deck.

Bring any number of sequences. Let's try for a
variety of ideas. Photo essays, travelogues,
hikes, household adventures, grandchildren, poetz^
hiMor, satire, photojournalism....the ideas are
endless. The slides don't all have to be made
on the same day.,*';-.

• : Need help? Go after it. So
: long as the slides and concept

are yours, any amount of other
.. .. assistance inputting together

O.-that final package is okay.
If you know of other members
who can help, ask 'emi More
'n' likely they'll be happy
to help (unless they've been
working on the vexy same idea).

But don't wait till the last minute. The April
meeting is only 5 weeks or less away. Let's make
this a daring affair — try something new. This
is always a great entertainment evening for the
whole Club.

Will the sequences be judged? Well, evaluated is
a better tern. Come see. The sequence coordin
ator Jerry Walter would appreciate hearing in
advance if possible if you plan to bring a sequence
or two or three, so Uie evening can be scheduled
somewhat. Be ready for something different.

* * * * *

INTERNATIONAL STEREO gUB COMPETITION UPDATE 79-60

As reported by Marilyn Felling, Club Coordinator

Round 1. Judged in November, 1979 in Sydney,
Australia. Ken Fordyce's "Night Sentinal" and
Gene Kirksey's "Cedar Waxwing" earned HM's. The
four hi^est-scoring clubs were: 1st place-Third
Dimension Society, England (55 points); 2nd-Geman
Society for Stereographers (52); 5rd-Kodak Camera
Club (51)} 4th-Stereo Club of Southern California
(50).

Round 2. Judged in February, 1980 by the Cordova
Camera Club. Gene Kirksey took 2nd place with
"Bam Owl Twins", and HH's went to Sylvia Sikes,
FPSA, for "Gold and Blue Fantasy", Susan Pinsky
for "Tuartle Leaf", andMarilyn Felling for "Fantasy
In The Baiic*. The five highest-scoring Clubs
were: Ist-Sydney (54)} 2nd-SCSC (47)} 3rd-Rocky
Mountain Stereo Club (46)} 4th45th-Third Dimen
sion Society and German Society (43 each).

Round 3. To be judged on April 29, 1980 by the
Stereo Club of Southern California. 7:50 at the
Photo Center. Eveiyone welcome.

HOW OUR MEMBERS FARED IN RECENT EXHIBITIONS

Qenesee Valley; Marjorie Adams -(1) acceptance;
Rick Finney (2); Conrad Hodnik, FPSA (2) with 1
HM; Gene Kirksey (3)} Sylvia Sikes, FPSA (5) with
thePSAMedal} RussTerrill, APSA (1); Jerry Walter
(4) with the Genesee Valley Trophy.

Cordova Exhibition; Joe Abramson (2); DonCast (1);
Earl Colgan (2); Rick Finaey(3)} Conrad Hodnik,
FPSA (5) with 1 HM; Gene Kirksey (3) with 2 HM's;
Bert Laursen, APSA (2); Jim Pettit (5) -His first
acceptances!} Susan Pinsky (1); Sylvia Sikes,
FPSA (1 HM); David Starkman (2); Stergis Stergis
(3); Russ Terrlll, APSA (5); George Walker (2);
Jerry Walter (3) with the selective focus award.

«»«•»*

The following item comes from "Stereoscopy" Issue
#10, 11/79: An exclusive club has been formed to
be celled the Custom Stereo Club, whose aim is to
unite the ties between people who have either de
signed or built custom stereo equipment, and also
to cooperate with any manufacturer showing an
interest in producing stereo equipment (including
a "second generation" 3^nm stereo camera, of which
we have several good designs). Membership in the
club is open to people from all over the world,
provided they fulfill the "designed or built"
qualification. Our monthly newsletter describes
one new design in each issue. Send all inquiries
to: Daniel St. Etienne, 5578 Aylmer St., Apt. 9>
Montreal, Quebec, Canada 238.

* * * * *

Host of us have seen the illustration on the left.
Now comes the one on the right, demonstrating the
8iiiq>la how-to build it!
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STANDARD AMD NOM»GOMVENTIONAL

This Is meant to clarliy the two categories we
have at Club coii^>etitions. Basically everyone is
following the breakdown satisfactorily, but on
occasion there are some problems. When the two
categories were set three years ago, they were
meant to differentiate slide types by the type of
equipment used to make the slide regardless of
subject matter. The con^etition rules (Sept 1979
NEWS) state:

"Standard stereo is defined as all those

slides made with a standard stereo camera

(Realist, Kodak Stereo, etc.) at normal inte:^
ocular. Cropping, sandwiching, multiple ex
posures, filtration, and color manipulation
are per^tted as long as the original chips
were made with a standard stereo camera. Non-
conventional stereo is defined as all those

slides made with Ezakta-Kindar-Hyponar, Real
ist Macro-stereo, regular 35mm cameras with
the aid of a slide bar, or slides with modified
interocular (hyper or hypo-stereo) regardless
of camera used."

'nie intention of this was to make any new or vet
eran Club member feel that fancy sophisticated
stereo equipment was not needed to make high-value
con^etition slides. Essentially an off-the-shelf
stereo camera had a category of its own - the
standard category-and this has worked very well.

One of the problems, or point of confusion, has
been with sandwiches. If both of the original
chips were made with a regular stereo camera, the
sandwich is still a standard category slide. If
however, one pair of chips is a product of a slide
bar or other piece of sophisticated equipment,
then the sandwich should go into the non-conven
tional category.

Remember the intention: no need to own fancy equip
ment to make an award slide. If you used fancy
equipment the odds are it's a non-conventional
slide.

ml OUR
/STfREO 5LIDE MOUMTINC,
(SUPPLieS HAVC Aggl^gp.

VIEWER EVENING » FULL PARTICIPATION

Did the Club have a February meeting?
As with all new things, there^s bound
to be some skepticism. A Club meeting
devoted to viewers? No projection?
But I want to show my slides to every
one! We always project slides. We've
never done anything like this before!

Well, it worked! Eight long tables were set
with an abundance of viewers on each. At regular
intervals everyone moved around to talk, show, and
enjoy slides with someone else. No, it wasn't the
same. No, the Club meeting format will not be
changed to viewers. Yes, it was a radical departure
from the 8:20-9:45 projector regimentation. The
evening proved that the Club is cooq^osed of many
types of members with many different types of needs.
They look to the Club to fulfill those diverse
needs, and the Club must remain flexible with its
program scheduling. And the benefits of this
evening will be with us for a long time.

Take for instance the 17 slides sent in special
for this meeting from corresponding member Richard
Lindblom. Those who are familiar with his work
know that sometimes those creative slides are
rough to view on projection. But here you could
sit down and stui^ them for as longas you wished,
and read a brief text provided by idchard for
each slide, and appreciate the brilliance of the
colors and sometimes bizarre spatial relationships.

Take for instance the opportunity for Veteran Club
Members (VCM's) to talk at length with Visitors,
Guests and New Club Members (V, G & NCM's) whom
they've really never had a chance to talk with
before, about specific stereo taking and mounting
techniques used to make their slides and share
stereo knowledge in general.

Take for instance the opportunity for V, G& NCM's
to have a whole evening to bend the ear of various
VCM's about that whole welcomed range of how-do-
I-get-involved questions. For once there was no
pressure to quell the hubbub of "I've got to talk
with so-and-so...." in which we always find our
selves at SIM on projector evenings.

Take for instance the refreshments available all
meeting long. Was this a first? Conversation
always goes so much better with coffee and cookies.
Thanks to all who supplied something for the table
of goodies.

But there was more: Aparty atmosphere
created by a giant birthday cake and
giant birthday card for our "Spirit
of '76" member Earl Colgan. Oh yes,
the Club did have a fine February
meeting.

And as if this weren't enough, a dozen
folks still went over to Denny's for 2 more hours
of coffee and whatever. One visitor, after ob
serving the continuous stereo chatter from 7PM
till midnight, commented "They never really stop,
do Idiey...I" True.
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A LITTLE SOMETHING EXTRA-- PART 1 OF ?

SLIDE SHARING,..

Part of the total reaaon for being membera of a
pbotogr^by club la to: 1—ahare aUdea, and ^
laam how to make better alides. Sifl5)le, The
Club givea uamany opportunitiea to ahare alidea.
Coii?>etitiona, even thou^ admittedly they turn a
few membera "off", ia our biggeat and moat con-
aiatent alide aharing opportunity. We see a lot
of alidea here (so far 394 in the 5 con^ietitiona
thia year). And great strides have been made in
creating an atmoaphere of not just con^ieting, but
sharing alidea via these open, albeit judged,
affairs. All the alides are good slides. We all
had something in mind when we took the alidea j we
wanted to express or record or create something.
And since we always bring what we consider our
best alides, the con^etitions are always conyoaed
of relatively top work. But of course it ia recog
nized that for some z^aaon some

slides are "better" than others.
The better alides have a "little
something extra". Can this be
defined? Let's give this matter^
some inspection.

TECHNICAL PAGE ROLE...
One way to provide that little something extra is
to become thorou^ly familiar with the technical
aspects of stereography. To data the 3"D NEWS has
published 57 Installments of the Technical Page
written/edited by member Charles Piper. Each
merits studying, rereading and thought. Stereo
techniques aren't learned overnight, and take a
certain amount of patience and practice to master.
And one of the deli^ta of stereo is that there
are always new frontiers to ea^jlore on an indi
vidual basis with respect to stereo techniques.
As we pursue thia fascinating hobby we find our
selves moving from plateau to plateau of technical
knowledge. There probably is no limit, for just
as we reach the top, we find someone with which
to debate the existence of an even higher plateau
(aometimea it sounds as though we're talking about
a religion...well, we've gotten too serious). Yet,
we find satisfaction at i^atever stereo plateau
we presently find ourselves, .an additional delight.

And then there is that little something extra that
is provided by the choice in slide content. That's
the subject about which the remainder of thia Fart,
and subsequent Parts, will deal.

STER^. DEPTH. AMD THE SCENIC...
We should alw^'a remember that ihe uniqueness of
our photo medium ia its ability to recreate the
third dimension. Siji9)le fact: A "better" stereo
slide will have stereo. let around the Club we
will see otherwise beautiful scenics that are
essentially flat. Whenthia h^pens, except under
rare circumstances, we photographers and vlewei^
are not getting our time and money's worth. When
photographing a distant acene, try desperately to
get something in the foreground. Something at
least within 15 to 20 feet. That's a short dis
tance only about six to eight paces.

Now the trick is to make that foreground object

work with the acene — that its nature is con?5at-
ible with the scenic view. A portion of a car ia
generally never cooQ^atible with a scenic, unless
it's a view of a parking lot. Trees or a bank of
flowers generally are con?)atible. Look for: old
fences and textured tumbled-down shacks in a
Western landscape (if you want to show the hand
of man)} dune textures and cactus if you want to
keep it natural. Nets and buoys, or pelicans and
crashing surf, in a seascape; sculptures and archi
tectural details in a cityscape. Continually
thinking about, looking for, and Including a suit
able foreground will greatly ia?)rove our stereo
slides. But we must not let the objects dominate
the scene, but only enhance it, if the scene and
the setting is to remain the canter of interest.
If we want a slide of the collapsed shack or city
sculpture, then our whole attitude must change,
for we are then no longer featuring the setting,
but the object itself. For this Part, however,
we're talking about a distant scene.
Of course we can occasionally include a person to
help ±mpro79 the stereo effect. A person not only
provides an object in the foreground (one we can
move around), but gives scale to the scene. The
person should always be looking out at the scene
being photographed, and not looking at the camera.
Again, if we want to take a picture of the person
it's not fair having the person coiiq)ete with a
beautiful scene in the background. Landscape
photogri^hy is more fun when we accept the chal
lenge of creating a worthwhile slide without the
human form.

Ideally, we should try for a continuous plane of
stereo....something at 15 feet and continuously
from there to infinity, such as banks and banks
of colorful flowers on the desert. But this is
often iII^)ossible — what do we do with the Grand
Canyon? We must then try for objects in as many
planes as possible: a juniper in the foreground,
a cliff edge at 100 feet, another ridge at 300
feet, and then the infinity view. Slides with as
many planes as possible will generally make for
the most interesting stereo views.

Closer than 15 feet? Our cameras are certainly
capable of it. At f/11 we're in focus from 7 feet
to infinity. But as The Technical Page has re
iterated many times, this Is on the ragged edges
of comfortable stereo projectability. Additionally
it is difficult to keep objects
closer than 15 feet from dominating
the entire view. We're still taking
landsceqjes, remember?

So idien we're out there in beauti
ful seaside or countryside, let's
always be looking for foreground
material. Witti our serai-wide-angle
lenses, often it takes only a few
steps forward, back or to the side
to locate a suitable object. And
then, immediately, our slides will
feature our first love: a true
stereo image.
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This articls Is repriatad froK tha March 1980 isaoa of "Starao
Bsrlev". SoMtiju in the future, if you're taking any quantity
of slides at all, you'll vant to get into assembling an audio-
Tlsual show* The quali^ and light-weight casaatte format seams
certainly the way to go. This article suDoarlxaa the cassette
state of the art, which is pretty positiTe and has vastly iogjroved
over the years. Much of the March issue of "Stereo Review* is
dsToted to an update on cassettes, and if you're into home sound
systems at all, you'll vant to read the whole issue.

Aii#Iia 19Km #1#^ # By Robert
fflVwIw 1! Greene
STEREO REVIEW MARCH 1980

CASSETTE VERSUS OPEN-REEL

IT was just about six and ahalT years ago
that we noted in these pages that the cas

sette recorder had reached its tenth "birth
day," "anniversary," or whatever it is that
cassette recorders celebrate. In the article one

could detect a certain degree of amazement
that the once lowly cassette had advanced as
far as it had at that time. It has, of course,
come even farther since then, in the process
somewhat simplifying, for most people, the
question of whether to go open-reel or cas
sette when choosing a tape deck. Still, the
question does remain for some, so let's look
into it a bit.

In a way, the present recording capability
of the cassette format is considerably more of
a technological wonder than that of open-
reel. The latter was originally designed to
meet professional requirements, so the ingre
dients for relatively easy qualitative improve
ment were always present—the tape was
wide enough and it could be moved fast
enough right from the beginning. The cas
sette, however, was originally designed by
Philips for use in small, portable "Sound
Cameras," machines intended largely for dic
tation. For such a purpose, lo-fi sound repro
duction served quite nicely; there was little or
no thought back around 1963, when the first
such units appeared, that they would ever be
used to record music or play other roles re
quiring high fidelity. With tape only about >/?
inch wide moving at only IVs inches per sec
ond, this was perfectly reasonable. Given the
technology of the time, there simply wasn't
enough tape surface to achieve a decent dy
namic range or signal-to-noise ratio, and the
low tape speed (the patent holder. Philips,
would permit no higher one) just did not
leave room for high-frequency response. Also,
editing a tape sealed up in a little plastic box
was at least chancy, if not totally out of the
question.

The format did have one big factor in its
favor, though: it was far more convenient
than open-reel—no threading the tape
through a maze of heads, tape guides, pinch-
rollers, and capstans. And cassettes are even
easier to play back than discs! Convenience
has great appeal to the buying public, of
course, and manufacturers, seeing a huge po
tential market, began to make previously un-
thought-of improvements both in the decks

and in the cassette tape itself. Several open-
reel recorder manufacturers, Bell & Howell
and Ampex among them, tried to counter the
convenience of the cassette by bringing out
various types of self-threading open-reel
units^—-the tape fed itself through to the take-
up reel with little or no help. This wasn't
enough, however, for cassette machines kept
right on coming, constantly being improved
along the way.

w„'hen we wrote on the subject back in
1973, there was still a wide selection of open-
rccl machines at all prices; cassette machines
were becoming more common, but the true
audiophile would almost always opt for open-
reel because of its higher quality of reproduc
tion. Today's best cassette equipment, despite
the design constraints still imposed by Phil-

ips, is suitable for all but the most demanding
live-music recording. The cassette format has
now virtually taken over the home audio mar
ket, and the open-reel machine, with very few
exceptions, is now at least a semi-professional
piece of equipment and consequently large
and expensive. To give an idea of the relative
number of units available, Stereo Review's
latest Stereo Directory & Buying Guide has
seventeen pages of cassette-machine listings;
open-reel machines take up only four.

For most of us, the first thing to consider in
buying a piece of audio equipment—or any
thing else for thai matter—is price. The situ
ation today is that open-reel recording is no
longer a game for those with a limited bud
get. There are slill a couple of perfectly re
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spectable units available in the $400 to $500
range, and a few more from $700 to $800.
The bulk of them, however, are $1,000 or
more (sometimes lots more). These are large,
complicated, frequently multichannel ma
chines that are intended for use by the really
serious recordist.

Among cassette decks, on the other hand,
there is something for nearly every home au
dio system and for all but the slimmest pock-
etbook. Prices start around $150; for this you
won't get the highest fidelity, but you can get
a simple machine that's adequate for use in a
modest, entry-level system. At the other ex
treme, you can pay $1,600 or so for a top
flight cassette machine that, with the new
pure-metal tapes, will provide performance
almost equal to that of the best open-reel
units, along with a great many features an
individual user may or may not need. For
those mainly concerned with dubbing phono
graph records (ail but the very best audio
phile discs) or from FM radio, there is any
number of units between these two price ex
tremes that will serve very nicely, depending
on the quality of your associated equipment
(no use paying for performance you won't
hear) and the specific features you desire. A
deck costing between $500 and $600 should
be adequate for most home systems.

Two limitations of the cassette format may
also affect a decision. The first is playing
time. The maximum available on one side of
a cassette is 11/2 hours (the C-180; the C-120
has an hour on each side), whereas a iO'/2-
inch reel of I-mil tape has more than 3 hours
at 3V4 ips. Further, some deck manufacturers
advise against using extra-long cassettes in
their units, and 45 minutes per side (a C-90
tape) is the practical uninterrupted maxi
mum for many machines.

The other limitation on the cassette format

is still performance. For most home applica
tions cassettes are more than adequate, but if
you require the ultimate in performance, you
might not be satisfied. The accompanying ta
ble shows sample specifications for the best-
selling cassette and open-reel machines. It
should be borne in mind that specs for tape
machines arc not stated in as uniform a man

ner as those for amplifiers. The "wrms" wow-
and-flutier measurement used for cassette

Cassette Deck [VA ips)

Frequency response (±3 dB) 25-17.000 Hz

Wow and flutter (wrms) 0.04 per cent

Signal-to-noise rstio 59 dB or more

(no noise reduction)

Open-reelDeck (7>i ips)

Frequency response 30-24,000 H:

Wow and flutter 0.05 per cent

Signal-to-noise ratio 58 dB

units almost always gives a 30 to 50 per cent
"better" reading than the "DIN peak-
weighted" measurement used for professional
and, frequently but not always, home open-
reel equipment. Moreover, the frequency-re
sponse figures for cassette units reflect lower
signal levels than those for open-reel, the nar
rower and slower cassette tape being incapa
ble of handling the higher levels without satu
ration and overload problems. Nonetheless,
who, sixteen years ago, would even have
thought such figures possible? •
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THE TECHNICAL PAGE CHARLES PIPER, EDITOR INSTALLMENT #57
FOCAL LENGTH AND BASELINE IN STEREOGRAPHY
Many stereographers are confused about what relation, if any. exists between the
camera lens focal length and the lens separation or baseline. Afairly widely held,
but incorrect . theory holds that focal length and baseline should be kept propor
tional, e.g. both Increased in the same ratio. This installment will attempt to
clarify the subject.

DEVIATIONS FROM ORTHOSTEREO
Orthostereo exists when two conditions are satisfied: first that the stereogram"is
made with a baseline equal to the normal human interocular, and second that it is
made and viewed at the same perspective. Briefly stated, an Increase in camera base
line causes a proportionate decrease in all perceived distances and vice versa;
shapes are not affected. Achange in camera focal length or in viewing perspective
is much more complex. The obvious change is in image size, but under many conditions
perceived shapes, and relative sizes of objects are also changed.
BASELINE EFFECT
Baseline effect is easy to understand and explain. Interocular spacing is the scale
against which one judges all sizes and distances. When one looks at a stereogram,
Tr 4.U interprets it as if it had been made vn'th a normal interocular baseline.If the stereogram was in fact made with 5 times normal baseline, sizes and distances
are perceived as 1/5 normal. With a shortened baseline, perceived distances are
magnified. Shapes are not affected at all.

FOCAL LENGTH EFFECTS
As stated in installment #13, viewing a picture, stereo or mono, at the same per
spective at which it was taken preserves the relative sizes of the objects portrayed.
Snooting a picture with a long lens, and then viewing it with normal perspective,
distorts relative sizes, and has the perceived effect of compressing everything In
the line of sight. Shooting the picture with a short lens expands everything in the
line of sight. The same principle applies for viewing at different perspectives, as
can be demonstrated by a simple experiment. With a stereogram projected on a screen
start at the back of the room and v/alk toward tne screen. As you do so, note that
dpths become shallower. For example, a stereo portrait shot with a Realist and
then viev;ed at 25 feet on a 6 foot screen will appear to have exaggerated depth
(long noses, exaggerated bosoms etc). If you will now approach the screen, at some
point the shapes will look correct. This is the orthostereo point, where viewing
perspective equals taking perspective,

PERMISSIBLE PERSPECTIVE DISTORTION
Having stated the above facts, we must add that some shape distortion of distant, or •
isolated, or unfami lar objects may be acceptable. Therefore if one understands when
the distortions will not be noticed, one has additional flexibility in composing a
stereogram. Relative size of objects is not a problem if all subject material is at
about the same distance from the camera, or if the objects are not so familiar that
their shapes are memorized. Shape distortion of an individual object is not a prob
lem unless the object Is close (less than 50 baselines) to the camera.
EXAMPLES

subjects in which perspective distortion will or won't be noticed at
typical projection perspective (25 feet from a 6 foot screen): Distortion will be
noticed ina Realist portrait from 4 feet, a moth with ISOmm lens at 15 baselines,
itie best remedy in both these cases is to reduce the baseline to 1/50 of subject

be noticed shooting the moon at 40X magnification, nor
nn™,? Jr®i® 3times nonnal lensL and 10 timer
rPflX rMir r"h r" "t' the PEPAX doctrine point to a picture shot by"bich shows no distortion, it is merely one of those cases where per-

kepfp^oporrra]ro''?rafirrr°
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- TIM'S TWO CENTS-- TARGET: THIRD THURSDAYS
To those faces usually seen at our monthly Ciub
meetings, this message is not for you. It^s those
local folks who choose to skip the meetings I'm
talking to today. Key, you're missing the boat!

We have several members who live in excess of
fifty miles from downtown who make round trips of
one hundred miles just to attend Club meetings.
We have members who haven't missed a single meeting
in several years! Why do they come? Vfliat's the
story here? Of course it is a different story
for each individual (a hundred reasons to attend
and a hundred reasons not to). So I'll just be
talking to a few of you when I ask you to make
that third Thursday night of the month a target
to aim for.

Recently we have had quite a variety of programs
from one month to the next (not many re-runs any
more). The turnout at this last March meeting
was very good, with about seventy people. And
for a regular meeting that is probably more than
many camera clubs. But SCSC is not like most
camera clubsj ours is something special. And for
whatever the reason, mar^rof us each January when
we hang up our new calendars, automatically take
an extra minute to write an "SCSC" in those ten
little squares that are the third Thursdays (July
and December are reserved for banquets).

I have often heard people tell about how friends
or relatives visiting from out of town prevents
them from coming to meetings. Has your cousin

Bill ever seen stereo projection? Give him a
treat! Bring him to a Club meeting and see if he
doesn't really have a good time.

For many years nowour Club has never had a meeting
with all of its members present. Although it's
not very likely and probably close to impossible,
imagine what it would be like if all of our members
came to one meeting — all 92 of them. With our
usual attendance of about twenty-five percent
guests, we would have to break out the spare stereo
glasses to handle one hundred fifteen people!
Boy, would I like to have problems like thqt.
Getting back to reality, I know sometimes just-
getting there can be a hassle. Gome members do
the good ol' car pooling trick while others just
come directly from work. "Where there's a will..."

Imagine there being only one meeting a year... could
you come? The planning ahead to be at a certain
place at a certain time is always governed by our
individual priorities. Let's face it: a Club
meeting is just a bunch of people getting together
who have a common interest, and what's so special
about that? It's just a chance to leam more about
stereography....some call it stimulating....some
are inspired — no big deal. Heck, you might as
well stay home. After all, what do Club meetings
have to offer that you can't get from Hork and
Mindy, Barney Miller, or the Gong Show? The answer
in a word: LOTS.

1979-60 Offlcera and Dlfctora

Frsaident

Tim Cardinals

6855 Coatello Are,
Van fhtyg, CA 91405
R 701-5222 or 875-1339

Iqulpwent Ulreotor
Oliver Dean

10001 W, Frontage Rri. #14
SouU) Oate. CA 90280
R 928-4608

Editor
Joriy Walter
1098 Hontecito Drive
Los Angeles, CA 90031
R 225-6042 B 481-5501

V. Prea., Cofnpetitiona Seeretarr
Rick Pinnoy Marilyn Felling
1098 Hontecito Drive P, 0, Itox 90
Lea Angeles, CA 90031 Topanga, CA 90290
R 225-8042 R 455-1886

Hospitality Ulreotor
Ursula Sylvan
4329 N. Fireside Lane
Hooipark, CA 93021
R (805) 529-5277

House Director

Hugh Stilley
2135 Adalr St.
San Marino, CA 91108
R 282-6209

Treasurer

Harold Coael

2140 Weatwood Qlvd.
Los Angeles, CA 90025
B 475-6814

Hemberahip Director
George Walker
1225 Tropical Ave,
Paaadena, CA 91107
R 351-9478 B 579-7620

Banquet Director
David Starkman

P. 0. Bo* 35
Duarte 91010
357-8545

Program Director
Marshall Stewart

261 Via Linda Vlata
rtedondo Beach, CA 90277
R 375-1788 B 326-1422

Outing Director
Earl Colgan
637 N. Myers St.
Burbank, CA 91*^6
R 846-5149

Workahop Director
Carl Felling
P.O. Box 90
Topanga, CA 90290
R 455-1886

The Club meets on the third Thursday of each month (except July and December) at the
Los Angeles Photo Center, 412 So. Parkview St., Los Angeles (S/W of 3rd & Alvarado).
Visitors always welcome. The 5-0 NEWS Is published monthlyi rate for subscriptions
for Don-nembers Is $6.00 per year. Send subsorlption reqvieats and fees to the Editor.
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STEREO ACTIVITY CALENDAR
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IMMEDIATE

THU APR 17 - CLUB Sequence Ehrening-Photo Center -
8 FM - Bring a Sequence
Closing - PSA Traveling Exhibition
Copy deadline - May 3-D NEVJS
Last Wednesday of the Month Slide
Mounting Workshop - Jerry Walter's

THU MAY 1 - International Stereo Club Competition
Judging by SCSC-7:30 PJ-I - Photo Ctr
Fourth Quarter Club Board Meeting
CLUB Meeting - Fifth Competition

MON 28

TUE APR 29
WED APR 30

TUE MAY 6
THU MAY 15

UPCOMING

FRI-I«10N

FRI-SUN

SUN MAY

TIIU MAY

SAT JTJN

FRI-SUN

SUN JUL

MAY 16-19 - CLUB Morro Bay Field Trip
MAY 16-18-Western Photographic Collectors

Association Trade Fair - Riverside
18 - PSA Spring Roundup - LA Hilton Hotel
22 - Closing - PSA Stereo Sequence Exhi

bition, Info: Jerry Walter, 1098
Montecito Drive, LA 9OO51

7 - PSA Sequence Judging-LsJce Arrowhead
JUN 13-15 - PSA Regional Convention-Reno
20 - CLUB Awards Banquet

Calendar correction: Please note that the Club's
judging of the International Stereo Club Conpe-
tition has been moved two days to Thursday, May 1,
Gome by the Photo Center to see 60+ great slides
judged, plus selection of Slide-of-the-Year for
this PSA activity.

*****

ME'IBER AND SUBSCRIBER UPDATE

A hearty welcome to these three new Club members:

Gloria Terris

311 Harguerita Ave,
Santa Monica, CA 90402
H 394-1909

David Kuntz

1449 Palisades Drive
Pacific Palisades, CA 90272
R 454-6281

Paul Schantz

1619 Brocton Ave. #2
Los Angeles, CA 90025
R 820-5383 B 870-9033

New subscribers to the 3-D NEltfS:

Irene Suess, South Laguna, CA
James V. Lott, Westfield, NJ

*****

CLUB SEQUENCES APRIL 17

"Roses are red,
Violets are blue.
Something as simple
As this will do."

Do for what? For your sequence sci*ipt! Nothing
elaborate is required, and the script does not
have to be original. And anyone may read the
script — yourself, or a friend, whether it be on
tape or read live at the Club. It's the slides
and the concept that count; only you can originate
those. So pick 2 to 18 slides and join in this
Club activity. This is the place to share, and
see for yourself how slides in a series reinforce
one another. Join in ,,, for the fun of it!

* * * * *

STEREOGRAPHY — A FRESH PORTRAYAL

It's time all of us members got on the band wagon
and started searching our slide files for newer
(less than 3-year-old) slides and submit them for
consideration for the Club's Show Project. Here's
our opportunity to have those newer slides shown
at the PSA St. Louis Convention in October (see
Page 5). Susan Pinsky has volunteered to do the
collecting; selection will be up to the Club Board,
So why don't we give slides to Susan starting at
the April meeting? If you don't know what to select
give Susan a large variety and let the Board de
cide. If we all pull together, certainly we will

be able to show every
one at the convention

that great things are
^ happening within the

Stereo Club of South-
em California, But
it's up to each of us.
Act now!

*****

Stereo

Again there was enough material
for an 8-page NEWS, and the
expansion of this month' s issue
has been sponsored by the 8th
Chairman of the PSA Stereo Di
vision (1966-68) —

Paul S. Darnell, FPSA
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A GROUP

Arruij fyau

STAI.'DARD CATEGORY

Awards 2k points; HK's 22 points

MAR CUM

62 256 •Tim Cardinale

HM: ;\manda on the Beach
6? 256 Jerry v^alter

Award: Mystic Drama
HH: Shag Harbor

— 246.7 •Rick Finney
63 245 Stergis M. Stergis

HM: Lalce Side

63 244
HH: Stranded Jellyfish

Conrad Hodnik, FPSA*
60 240 •Russ Terrill, APSA
58 232 Hugh Stilley
5^ 230.7 •Catherine Laursen
6l 229.3 •Don Cast

58 229 Joe Abramson

59 228 ♦Sylvia Sikes, FPSA
59 224 Ward Clark
-- 170 Bert Laursen, APSA

168 •Oliver Dean

B GROUP STiiNDARD CATEGORY

Awards 22 points; HM's 21 points

MAR CUM

-- 237.3 •George Walker
62 237 Nathan Wong

Award: Lone Cabin

HM: Lava Field, Haleakala
57 235 Earl Colgan

HM: October in Vermont

61 231 David Starlcman

KM: Red Demons In The Dark

59 230 Hal Stanton

HM: Village Road

59 228 •Marilyn Felling
60 225 Susan Pinsky

HM: Just Horsin' Around

58 227 James Pettit

55 224 Marshall Stev/art

-- 222.7 •Carl Felling
56 222 Zane Haag
— 169 Harold Cosel

55 164 Teresa Wackowiak

5^ 129 George Skelly
-- 111 Steve Ruffy
— 109 Evalynn Denise Pearl
— 108 Kermit Westbrook

— 60 Katy Cardinale

57 57 Mike Cardinale

57 57 Eugene Wackowiak
-- 56 Richard Ogle
-- 55 Lewis D. Chidester

MARCH COMPETITION RESULTS

The evening was a time of NEW things. One hundred
nine diverse slides were brought by members for
this fourth con5)etition, and again several NEW mem
bers brought slides for the first time which is
always gratifying. Talk of the evening was the
NEW Club scoring machine designed and built by
Carl Felling. One NEW feature is that this elec
tronic marvel totals the 3 judges* scores, and a
second NEW feature is that there is no large score
display panel visible to the audience. Now, in
stead of being distracted by the visible scores,
the viewer can concentrate on the slides the full

time while the scores and total are called out
loud and clear.

Three more Club members now have a FIRST Club
judging credit to their name. This is in line
with keeping the Club a learning escperience for
all members, and taking positive action about the
fact that there are not many opportunities for
members to gain stereo judging experience. It
was only appropriate that one of the first users
of the new scoring machine be its creator:

* Carl Felling *
And at the insistence of Pres. Tim, the Club's
ovm Competition Director (who's always working):

* idck Finney *
As well as Membership Director and last year's
Most Promising New Member:

* George Walker *

And finally, a number of NEW prople were involved
with different tasks this meeting which made every
one appreciate the great work that the regulars do!

GROUP NON-CONVENTIONAL CATEGORY

p. Awards 25 points: HM's 22 points

MAR CUM

67 280 Gene Kirksey
mm Award: Pekin Robin 1

64 275 Stergis M. Stergis
HM: Ballet Queen

65 271 Jerry Walter
HM: Green Dream

HH: Painted Sky
-- 264 •Hick Finney
56 249 Ward Clark

58 244 Joe Abramson

58 238.7 •Russ Terrill, APSA
— 184 Bert Laursen, APSA
-- 182 Marjorie Adams
24 120 •Tim Cardinale

Award: Earl

— • Judges Scores Averaged
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B GROUP NON-CONVENTIONAL CATEGORY

Awards 22 points; HM's 21 points

MAR CUM

61 246.7 •Don Cast

242.6
HM: Play It Again ifZ

-- •George Walker
62 240 Susan Pinsky

Award: Biunblebee In Sunflower
HM: Catface

58 239 David Starkman

HM: Breakfast

55 237 James Pettit

5^ 231 Hugh Stilley
— 77,3 •Marilyn Felling
— 62 Richard Ogle
61 61 Richard Lindblom

HM: Two Figures
HM: Cube

— 18 Zane Haag
17 George Skelly

ADVANCED WORD: SLIDE-OF-THE-IEAR

For all those involved in Club competition this
year: there is still one competition to go on
May 15. And the Club's Slide-of-the-Year con^e-
tition is looming not far away. Here's how it
works. I will want 4 of your best slides that
have been entered in competition this year (includ
ing May). Any mix of Standard and/or Non-conven
tional. I need these by June 10, I would suggest
you give them to me at the May meeting. Awards
this year include:

Slide-of-the-Year
Best Standard

Best Non-Conventional

Best Landscape or Seascape
Best People Picture
liost Promising New Member
Plus 10 Honorable .Mentions

About the Most Promising New Hanber award. This
will be given to a member who has joined the Club
since January, 1976. All four of the member's
slides submitted will be judged as a group (slides
are eligible for any of the other awards too, of
course.) Variety counts. Competition winners
will be announced and shown at the Club Awards
Banquet on Sunday July 20. Copies of all award
and HI4 slides will be made part of the Club's
permanent slide collection.

Slides will be judged at the PSA Reno Regional
Convention on June 14 by 3 impartial judges. It
will be open to all conventioneers (except SCSC
members), I hope you will all participate so we
will be able to present a superb group of slides
in the Club's name,

Rick ^nney, Conpetition Director
*****

Members Talk About Their Slides

"Earl" by Tim Cardinals, I
think that last time I wrote

for "Members Talk.,," was about

the picture 'Tlasquerade" which
was taken in a similar situa

tion as "Earl", They both were
setup shots at home, they were
both shot on ICodachrome 64 with only a single blue
photoflood light source, and they were both slide
bars of live models (this one of Earl Colgan).
I have discovered a problem that has been occurring
in some of my slide bar pictures. This may be
old hat and S.O.P. to some of you veteran slide
bar folks, but for us relatively newcomers I'll
mention it. My 35mm SLR camera has a totally
automatic exposure control which I have been using
in the slide bar shots. But as the camera shifts
from the left position to the right position it
often gets a slightly different overall light
reading because, for instance in the case of "Earl",
the left shot had more white table cloth than the
right shot, causing the camera to make two differ
ent overall exposures which can really mess up a
stereo pair. X was able to save this shot with
a little retouching, but from now on all my slide
bars will be with the manual exposure settings.
The other problem I had with this shot was that
my farthest background was too far for this close
of a foreground (see installments 33 and 54 of
The Technical Pages), Here again I was able to
save it with a little retouching. I just darkened
it down to a practically flat surface with no
detail. Itetouching is certainly not the best
solution to these kinds of problems, but it has
bailed me out now and then,

*****

"Play It Again #2" by Don Cast. This slide was
actually a tabletop setup. The record player is
a small radio. Turning the record changes the
stations, Th^ windup crank was fashioned from
part of a bathroom fixture. The figures were made
from styrofoam balls for the heads and pipe clean
ers for the rest of the body. Shoes, hands and
hats were made from construction paper, as was the
"carpet". The setup was done on the dining room
table. The backdrop is a piece of poster board
squeezed between the leaves of the table. The
slide was illuminated with two flood lamps. These
lamps had to be located with extreme care to avoid
hot spots on the brass horn of the record player;
consequently I got only about two
useable slides from this roll. This
also constrained placement of the
figures. E:qDosure was made on
Kodachrome 25 using a Honeywell
Pentax HIa with a 55mm lens. The
slide bar is homemade from the focus
rack of a liAVII Navy telescope.

*****
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"Bumblebee In Sunflover" by Susan Finsky, This
slide is an upside down picture taken with a Real
ist Macro Camera with K25 and electronic flash
at 1/125 sec. The picture was captured in my
back yard one day as I spotted a
bumblebee pollinating right out in
public, I grabbed my always-loaded
ready - to —go camera and snapped
about six pictures before the bee
indicated I was invading his pri
vacy, I escaped unharmed with myevidence intact,
I have learned that inmost situations a photogra
pher must make a number of exposures to finally
have one that is acceptable. This was certainly
true in this instance^ this one slide is the only
one of the set that was worth putting in glass.
It was only after mounting the shot that I realized
it would be more dramatic turned upside down.

*****

"ilystic Drama" by Jerry Walter. How about trans
porting some dramatic August 1978 storm clouds
from Colorado to a lifeless atmospheric October
1979 day in Connecticut? Something out of science
fiction? No, rather a simple stereo sandwich,
while visiting historic Central City just outside
Denver, a spectacular cloud group momentarily
flirted with the sun, A true silver lining de
veloped, with the sun's rays streaming upward
through accompanying light vaporous clouds against
a deep blue sky, I shot half-a-dozen exposures
of this phenomena with Realist on K25j varying
the f/stop and conposition carefully including
only the sky. These I stored in my file box la

beled "skies and clouds for

sandwiching", A year later T
spent a day at Mystic Seaport
Marine Museum, Connecticut, The
weather was blah, but the sub
jects were fantastic. So I

shot several rolls, all on K25 — sailing ships
against the sky, old buildings, through windows,
weathered fishing equipment — knowing that I
might never again be at this neat, laid-out-for-
the-photographer, step-into-the-old-world tourist
attraction. Months later at my work table in
rainy L.A. I nearly accidentally brought together
a slightly overexposed Colorado sky shot, upside
down so the sun's rays were streaming downward,
with a strong Mystic seaside composition — ship's
bow overhang in the upper foreground with taut
chains and ropes, sailing ship in the background,
dreary overcast sky (clear film here). Yes, it-
came together nicely. Partly science fiction, but
neither stereo shot would have happened had it not
been for the 78 Denver and 79 Hartford Conventions
held by PSA,

*****

1980 PSA CONVENTION

Hel Lawson, Convention Stereo Program Director,
gives us the following line-up of stereo activities
for the I98O PSA Convention, St, Louis, October
7-11, Open to all; PSA membership not required.
Reservation forms will be at the Club info table

as soon as they're available,

"Stereography - A Fresh Portrayal" from the Stereo
Club of Southern California (that's us!). Hewer
slides from many members of this busy Club who are
encouraged to e:qDlore individual creativity with
out prejudice,

"Hawaii - Part II" by Charles Osbom, APSA, and
Maude Osbom, A 5-D journey to the enchanting
islands of Hawaii as seen through the eyes of
these well-known and accomplished stereographers,

"Made In France" from the Stereo Club Francaise,
A display of the possibilities in dual 2x2 slide
stereography using standard 35^ cameras and pro
jectors featuring great views of i5urope,

2 j i-1" •'

"Ar^diana" Pearl"''"''iK»^rgeron^-~-£^A, A
photo e&sayon tn^"~-«S;i^nch inflttenqein Ameii-ca:
people, custom&y~events7"-asicliitecture oT"the-south-
em Louisiana Arcadian area,

"Stereo Hall of Fame", Arthur £, Ojeda, Director.
Premier showing of this new collection of renown
works of current and past master stereographers,

Slide-of-the-Year Judging, Ted Peterson, presid
ing, Selection of tlie top slide and runners-up from
slides awarded medals in exhibitions the past year.

PSA International Stereo Exhibition, Mim Unruh,
PPSA, presiding. All the accepted slides for the
I98O International Con^etition,

Stereo Sequence Exhibition, Jerry Walter presiding.
Premier showing of the 1980 accepted sequences
that will be on tour for one year following.

Luncheon and Learning. Lunch while learning from
' e3q>ert stereographers at each Stereo Division

table who answer questions and lead discussions,

St^dreo Division Dinner .Howard Sweezey, APSA, pre-
-^iding. Annual gala banquet with awards and com

mendations, Enjoy with old and new friends.

Stereo Division Center. Your 3-D headquarters,
display room, rendezvous spot and place to relax
between events.

Also, "Holography, The Hew 3-D Photography", will
be featured by the Techniques Division, Don Smith,
Chairman, A lecture-demonstration on this new

fascinating medium,

PSA RENO REGIONAL CONVENTION

vibrd has been received from Program Chaiman Byron
Hindman, APSA, announcing the following stereo
programs for the Reno Regional June 12-15. Regis
tration forms are available at the Club info table

or from John Riggs, APSA, 516 E, Taylor St., Reno,
M 89502.

/-
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"Beautiful Hew Zealand" by Arthur OJeda, APSA,
and Bea OJeda. One of a series of many informa
tive stereo phototravel shows assembled and pre
sented over the years by this active stereo coigjle,

"^Selective Focus With Stereo" by Randy Rander, A
how-to-do-it presentation by a fellow who has won
many honors in exhibitions with his selective
focus work in stereo. Randy presented a workshop
on this subject to our Club in February, 1979.

"Stereo Spectrum" by Rick Finney and Jerry V/alter,
An array of 10 varied photo essays testing the
ability of slides, narration and music to please,
stir and provoke. All different — no Sierra or
Utah.

"31ide-of-the-Year Judging". Stereo Club of South-
em California, Rick Finney, presiding. (That's
us!) Selection of top slides from top slides from
members participating in Club competition. Judging
closed to SCSC members, but a good show fow every
one else.

THIRD nEMENSIOH CONVENTION

For those planning a trip to England in 1980, you
will want to take in the Third Dimension Society
Convention September 26-29. The location will be
Shrewsbury, Shropshire, Horth Midlands, and Pat
Milnes writes that Shrewsbury is a lovely old
town in a most pleasant area with lots of places
to visit nearby, and the Society would be delight
ed to have some U.S. visitors (you can expect
generous amounts of gracious hospitality). Pro
gramming will include the Stockton-on-Tees Inter
national Stereo Exhibition which closes on Sep
tember 6,

* ^ *

STEREO HALL OF FAME

The Stereo Division of the Photographic Society
has established a Stereo Hall of Fame. Arthur i.
Ojeda, APSA, Oakland, is Director. This will be
a permanent collection of stereo slides that have
proven their value over the years. The basic re
quirement is that the slides either have 10 ac
ceptances in international exhibitions^ or be
specially nominated and be admitted with approval
of a committee. Originals or good copies are re
quired. The slides will be assembled into a show
which will be made available to conventions, etc.
Certificates will be presented to the makers of
the slides admitted to the Hall of Fame. Stere-
ographers who have qualifying slides may obtain
data sheets locally from Russ Terrill, APSA, or
Charles Osbom, APSA, or from the Director,

*****

STEREO QUICKIES
MaiBERS ON TV

We know that Marjorie Adams is up and around again
after her recent broken hip because one of our
sharp observers saw her on televisionj The pro
gram was "Two On The Town" which relates local
happenings. This program dealt with earthquake
predictions and the ongoing study of the ability
of animals to sense upcoming tremors. And we all
know of Marge' s love and care for a host of animals
about her Ranchito home — they're all taking part
in the study.

If you happen to see a Country Time Lemonade com
mercial on TV, and it features a bright red Isetta,
you're looking at one of Marilyn Felling's rare
restored little cars that she rented out for film
use to the producers of this commercial.

3-D MONEY?

We all might think bills of money are quite flat,
but Teresa Wackowiak knows quite differently. For
her they have a stereo dimensionality, and she
should know, for she sees and counts thousands
of bills each day for B of A. Related to the
counting is spotting counterfeits, which she can
do very quickly. Seems that the counterfeits always
lack that certain depth-of-image that is found in
official bills from the U.S. Treasury,

SAG - MARCH 1980

Stereo assignment Group members met to share and
enjoy their stereo interpretations of "Cats" and
"Signs". Inspiration grew as the members got
involved in these assignments the past 5 months.
Among the many slides displayed were: L.A. River
cats, nursing cats, formal cat portraits, Mexican
cats, cats and squirrels, and a cat sequencej the
Hollywood sign close up, howlsale jewlry sign,
CSNU sign sequence, flared music sign, neon quad
ruple exposure plus many more. The next assign
ments are "Future" and "Humor" and are due June

25. This little group is open to any interested
stereographerj contact Tim or Susan if you'd like
to get involved. It has been amazing to the g-'oup
how many things would have gone unrecorded had it
not been for the SAG assignments.

HOW OUR MEMBERS FARED

In the Oakland Stereo Exhibition: Joe Abramson
(2) acceptances with 1 HM; Marjorie Adams (4);
Tim Cardinale (4) with Best of Show Hedalj John
Chord, APSA(1); Earl Golgan(l)j Rick Finney (1);
Ken Fordyce (2); Conrad Hodnik, FPSA (4); Gene
Kirksey (4) with 3 HM's; Bert Laursen, APSA (1);
Catherine Laursen (2) j Susan Pinsky (2) with 1 m;
David Starkman (1); Stergis Stergis (3); Hugh
Stilley (2)j Russ Terrill, APSA (2) with 1 Hl-li
Jerry V7alter (3).

*****
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SELECTIVE FOCUS IN STEREO--A DIFFUSED MANIA

If you would like to make some
really different kinds of stereo
images, I invite you to the ex
tremely versatile area of se
lective focus. You alone are

the artist and with Just a few
props you can paint with light
on your film canvas, creating
some really beautiful stereo-
grams. This is an extension of
tabletop photography, andyou'll
use your 33^ camera and slide
bar on a tripod. It is rela
tively inexpensive and takes up
no more room to photograph than a tra- (i
ditional tabletop. This technique
essentially places the center of inter
est in sharp focus while allowing the
surrounding space to take on a swirling
misty ghost-like appearance. This tech
nique is easily adapted to regular two-
dimensional color }')hotography — just
take one picture instead of two!

THE TECHNIQUE. The star of this procedure
is an ordinary UV or similar clear filter
smeared with a smooth, thick coat of rubber
cement, vaseline or similar substance, except
for the center area a little less than the size
of a dime. The filter will pass light evenly
through the center; through the rest of the filter
the light is severely twisted and randomly bent.
The effect transforms the scene into an unusual

ethereal-like image. One of the joys is that you
create your own selective focus filter, and you
can experiment with this extensively.

The technique is really simple. Screw the filter
onto your macro lens; place the lens on your cam
era; attach your camera to a slide bar. Center
your slide bar on the zero mark. Shoot with your
lens wide open to ensure the shallowest depth of
field. Focus critically on the center of interest
of your subject. Move the camera to the left the
appropriate distance, toe-in, and take your first
shot. Move the camera the same distance to the

right of the zero mark, toe-in, and take your
second picture. This type of slide bar work is
the only exception I know of to the "never-toe-in"
rule in stereo. To toe-in, slightly rotate your
camera betv/een taking the right and left chips so
an identical part of the subject is on an identical
spot on your ceunera*s focusing screen for both
pictures. Since you have only a small area in
sharp focus, you want to be sure the same part of
the subject on both chips is in sharp focus.

Exposure is critical. It will be helpful to bracket
f/stop in either direction from your meter read

ing. If your camera has built-in metering which

by Rick Finney

m

you trust, it is not necessary to bracket, I set
my Canon A-1 aperture at f/3.5» put the camera on
automatic, and shoot. The camera selects the cor
rect shutter speed for me.

So far I have only photographed flowers. V/ith
these I try to have the center of the main blossom
as the point of sharp focus. Concentrate on the
stamens. However, the subject you choose is strict
ly a matter of artistic license. I work in very
close to the subject -- 6 to 12 inches -- and here
the depth of field becomes a critical element of
composition. Remember to have the center sharp.
There has probably not been enouf;h v/ork done to
date to say how many types of subjects work well
with this medium. But small, dime-sized flowers
do work beautifully,

LIGHTING AND COLOR. As with any table top, good
lighting is essential. A simple photoflood in a
reflector with barndoors works fine. I use two

of them. Sometimes in addition I incorporate two
small high-intensity lamps placed very close (a
few inches) to the subject. Vary the direction
of lighting; try side lighting. You may want to
try diffusers over your reflectors. Generally
the scene should be well lighted all over, A set
up with a black background will have negligible
selective focus and be confusing to the viewer.
Try to produce a halo effect around the flower
which appears with only certain lighting angles.

Color can make the image exciting! I use different
colored cardboard sheets for background. These
matte boards can be found in many different hues
at artist supply houses. To add chromatic excite
ment experiment with various colored cellophane
or gels over the lights. Edmund Scientific has
a book of kk filter sheets, 5*8 inches. These
work great over the small lights. The possibil
ities are endless. Try it!

You might investigate using a multi-image prism
lens, I've tried the triple-image type on several
flower pictures, V/hen using these lenses keey. the
subject simple. Be sure to turn the lens so that

no tv/o images line up vertically or
horizontally; this makes for better
composition. Also with the triple-
image type you might try carefully
taping over each of the three faces
of the lens different colored gels.
However, check to be sure none of the
three colors are overlaping.

Selective focus is something to experiment
with, and those experiments will take you
into many areas of visual excitement that
are endless and very personal. You are
the artist — create!
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SIXTH QUIZ ON STEREO
1. A field splitter stereo attachment (Stitz, Stereo-Tach) produces two chips which

are not exactly mates because of: (a) absorption in the mirrors (b) contrary key-
stoninq in the two chips (c) incorrect perspective due to the format

2. For distortionless stereo rendition the optic axes of any stereo camera or attach
ment must be parallel (T) (F)

3. Many KinDar stereograms show dark corners because of: (a) inadequate strobe cov
erage (b) interference by foreign objects (c) vignetting at small apertures

4. One should limit the strength of auxiliary lenses used on a KinDar (or any ste
reo camera) to avoid: (a) loss of resolution (b) distortion due to toe-in effect
(c) incorrect perspective

5. Which of the following subjects shot with a standard stereo camera having 70mm
(2 3/4 inch) lens spacing will be comfortably projectable? (a) 10 ft to INF
(b) 3 ft to 6 ft (c) 5 ft to 10 ft

6. Which of the following slide bar subjects shot with 1 inch baseline will be com
fortably hand viewable? (a) 6 in to 10 in (b) 6 in to 9 in (c) 6 in to 8 in
(d) 6 in to 7 in

7. Which of the following hyperstereos with 2 ft baseline will be projectable?
(a) 50 ft to INF (b) 100 ft to INF (c) 50 ft to 100 ft

8. Comparing the corners of a pair of stereo chips, the two left corners of the left
chip show more subject matter, and the Iwo right corners show less subject
matter, than is visible in the corresponding corners of the right chip. What is
wrong? (a) lens mismatch (b) toe-in error (c) twist error

In projecting a stereogram, when the foreground is made to coincide, the back
ground shows ghosting, and vice versa. What is most probably wrong? (a) too
much parallax (b) projector is too close to screen (c) projector out of focus

10.A certain stereo landscape lacks impact. What is most probably wrong?
(a) no near foreground material (b) mounted with foreground too far behind win
dow (c) lighting too flat

11.In a certain projected stereo portrait, depths all seem to be exaggerated. What
is most probably wrong? (a) focal length of taking lens too shori; in relation to
the projection perspective (b) focal length of taking lens too long (c) photo
grapher too close to model (d) photographer too far from model

12.A subject shot with a KinDar (baseline 5/8") will be perceived as: (a) larger
(b) smaller (c) shallower (d) deeper than the same subject shot with a stereo
camera (baseline 2 3/4").

13.While standard stereo cameras and Kindars both have 35mm lenses, stereo cameras
make portraits which project with too much depth, while KinDar portraits are more
pleasing. Why is this? (a) the reduced spacing of the KinDar compensates for
the inadequate^(35mm) focal length of the lenses (b) the "giantism" introduced
by the small KinDar spacing is pleasing (c) distortion due to different taking
and viewing perspectives can usually be tolerated at 50 baselines or greater,
which for the stereo camera is 10 - 12ft, but for the KinDar is 3ft.

14.Some people have modified a Heidoscop (an old 6 x 13cm plate camera with 75nin
Zeiss Tessar lenses) to shoot 35mm roll film for use in portraits. Why are the
portraits made with the Heidoscop so pleasing? (a) the Zeiss Tessar lenses are
superior to the lenses in most 35mm stereo cameras fb) the cropping of the
6 X 13cm format improves it (c) the 75mm lenses avoid the perspective distortion
normally encountered when shooting for projection with 35mm camera lenses

The answers to all the above questions will be discussed in a later issue. Mean
time study them and form your own opinions. Let's have better portraits .

9.
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TIM'S TWO CENTS-- OUR SQUARE WINDOW

The coR^osltion of a picture la usually based on
the shape of the frane-~the format. Having some
what of a square format has long been a limitation
for TV camera operators and stereographers to
conplaln about.

Preferences are usually for either the vertical
or horizontal rectangle. Vhy do so many people
find the Cinerama-type vide rectangle so appealing?
Not considering size this preference for horizontal
rectangles la probably because In our human world
most of idiat we are Interested In looking at la
within that area between floor and celling or
ground and sky — a horizontal area (unless she
Is standing up). And there are mai^ successful
photographs In the vertical format. Thumb throu^
a National Geographic and do your own little sur
vey of picture format preferences.

Our poor little square Is cau^t rl^t In between.
Why Is our square so often an aesthetic outcast?
Do the four equal sides create some sort of sub
conscious visual monotoi^? (Oh, brother!)

Consider further.«•.our eyes perceive the light
In virtually a round area. We don't see the frame
that surrounds the picture in our eyes but If we
did It would somewhat be round. Now, which Is

closer to that round natural visual frame — a
rectangle or a square?

The virtues of a wide rectangle are sometimes
confused with the virtues of size. Does "wide"
screen projection always mean bigger? (Bigger
than what?) More? Better? If the original film
Is 70mm, then the answer to the latter Is probably
yes. But If you cropped top and bottom off of
our 55mm square and backed up the projector to
enlarge the rectangle you would have It bigger
but not better. It all bolls down to sharpness
versus enlargement. It seems that sometimes ve
forget that even with the best lenses we are still
dependent on the amount of surface area on the
original film and Its grain capabilities.

The point that I seem to be wandering away from
Is that size and shape are two different things.
And If you are ever bothered by the shape of our
stereo window just stick your head out of a real
window, look at the world outside, and observe
that It doesn't matter whether she is standing
or lying down — just notice how well her pretty
face fits Into a square.

1979-60 Officers and Directors

President

Tim Cardinals
6855 Costello Ave.
Van Nuys, CA 91405
R 781-5222 or 875-1559

Equipment Director
Oliver Dean

10001 W. Frontage Rd. #14
South Gate, CA 90280
R 926-4688

Editor
Jerry Walter
1098 Monteolto Drive
Los Angeles, CA 90051
R 225-8042 B 481-5501

V. Pres.. Competitions Secretary
Idck Pinnoy Marilyn Felling
1098 Montecito Drive P. 0. f3oi 90
Los Angeles, CA 90051 Topanga, CA 90290
R 225-8042 R 455-1886

Hospitality Director

Ursula Sylvan
4529 N. Fireside Lane
Hooipark, CA 95021
R (805) 529-5277

House Director

Treaaurer

Harold Gosel

2140 Westwood Blvd.
Los Angeles, CA 90025
B 475-6814

Hemberahip Director
Hugh StiUey George Walker
2155 Adair St. 1225 Tropical Ave,
San Marino, CA 91108 Pasadena, CA 91107
R 282-6289 R 551-9478 B 579-7620

Banquet Director
David Starkman

P, 0. Box 35
Duarte 91010
557-8545

Program Director
Marshall Stewart

261 Via Linda Viata
Redondo Beach, CA 90277
R 575-1788 B 326-1422

Outing Director
Earl Colgan
637 N. Myers St.
Burbank, CA 91506
R 846-5149

Workahop Director
Carl Felling
P.O. Bo* 90
Topanga, CA 90290
R 455-1886

The Club meets on the third Thursday of each month (except July and December) at the
Los Angeles Photo Center, 412 So. Parkview St., Los Angeles (S/W of 5rd & Alvarado).
Visitors always welcome. Tlie 5-D NEWS is published monthly; rate for subscriptions
for oonHuembers is $6.00 per year. Send subscription requests and fees to the E^tor.
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STEREO ACTIVITY CALENDAR

May 1960
S M T W T F S

02 3
4 5 6 7

13 140^1)05
18)09)20 21 22 23 W

27 26 29 30 31

Jun« 1960
S M T W T F 8
12 3 4 5 6(?
8 9 10 11 1213 TT

15 16 17 18 ^20 21
22 23 24 25 W27 28
29 30

IMHEDIATE

THU MAI 15 - CLUB Meeting - Fifth Conpetition
FRI-MOM MAY 16-19 - CLUB Morro Bay Field Trip.

There are vacancies.••contact Tin*
FRI-SUNMAY 16-18-WestemPhotographic Collectors

Association Trade Fair - Riverside
SUN HAY 18 - PSA Spring Roundup-LA Hilton Hotel
THU MM 22 - Closing - PSA Stereo Sequence Exhib
WED HAY 28 - Last Wednesday of the Month Mounting

Workshop - Jerry Walter's
TUB JUN 3 - Copy Deadline - June 3-U NEWS
SAT JUN 7 - PSA Sequence Judging-Lake Arrowhead
TUB JUN 10 - Last day to get your slides to Rick

Finney for the Club's Slide-of-the-
Year con9)etition

FRI-SUN JUN 13-15 ~ PSA Regional Convention-Reno
THU JUN 19 - CLUB Meeting - Photo Center - 8

UPCOMING

MON JUN 23 - SAG Meeting - Humor, Future
MON JUL 14 - Closing - Sydney Australia Stereo

Bzhibition. Forms: lifo. Sandel, IO336
Bayside Rd,, Sun City, AZ 85351

SUN JUL 20 - CLUB Awards Banquet
« « * « «

MEMBERSHIP UPDATE

A hearty welcome to this member who has rejoined
after an absence of several years:

Barbara J. Henricks

6350 Murietta Ave. Apt. 2
Van Nuys, CA 91401
Home 781-4127 Office 990-8020

Club membership anniversaries for April:

B« R. Conforti - 1 year
Doane Kesler - 2 years

and for May
Herb Guttnan - 6 years
Gene Kirksey - 1 year
Dennis Lockwood- 4 years

*****

6
NOMINATION C(»MITTEB REPORT

In accordance with the Club Bylaws^ a Nomin
ation Coimnittee was appointed by the Club
President to select candidates for the four
elective offices for the 1980-81 dub Year*
The Conoiittee espresses regret that for rea
sons of business and personal natters, Tim
Cardinals did not wish to remain President

for another year* The following nominations
are hereby made:

For President: yCK FINNEY, dub member for
b years and ardent stereographer, conpetitor,
and famous cook. Has served ae Conpetition
Director for the past 3 years, bearing the
brunt of the revolutionary standard/noncon-
ventional judging system and encouraging new
members to get involved. Also Treasurer
1977-79 and Vice President 1979-80. Rick
teaches math with the L.A. City School System.

For Vice President: MABTT.ym fct.t.tmp,, whose
stereo work incorporates lots of imagination
and whose organizational aptitudes reveal
her clear thinking. She has served 2 suc
cessful years as both dub Secretary and the
dub's International Stereo dub Competition
Coordinator. Marilyn remains extra busy with
Felling Bntezprises which sipplies parts for
the little but mighty Heinkel, Messerschmitt
and Isetta cars.

For Secretary: DON dST, dub member for 5
years and Wozkshop Director 1977-79- Is
active in both dub conpetition categories;
is a recent new PSA member and has Jiut earned
his first star in B^diibitions. He has three
children all very active on swim teams. Don
is an electrical engineer with the L.A. Dept.
of Water & Power.

For Treasurer: HAROLD COSEL, for a second
term in this critical office. He still has
new ideas he's been meaning to iiiplement in
the dub's record keeping, so now he will
have the chance. Harold owns his own busi
ness "Display Optics" which obtains special
lenses, mirrors and prisms for customers in
photographic, motion pictures, and related
trades.

The Committee thanks each of the above highl\-
qualified members for accepting nomination
to the Club's management team. Each of tre
four members accepted their respective nomin
ations willingly; there were no declinations.

Respectfully submitted,

David Starkman

Jerry Walter
Dorothy Westbrook

I98O Nomination Committee
8

6
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STEREO QUICKIES

g.ttb Slid* Coinpetltlon8««,.The May naatlng vill
be our fifth and final con^atltion for the year.
This session is interesting to see idiat master
pieces the coi^etitors have saved for the final
round.

And this is the last MEMS reminder to get your
slides to Rick Flnneyforthe Club's Slide-of-the-
Tear Conqpatition. Submit any 4 slides that have
been in Club competition this year. Rick must
have these by June 10. Why not give them to him
at the May meeting????

"Stereography - A Fresh Portrayal"...To clear \3p
a few points on this future Club Shov — this is
not a competition^ it is not an International
Exhibition; there will be ^ points given. It is
to be assembled for the good of stereography. Who
will be Judging the submitted slides? No one. The
Club officers are going to get together and select
slides that vill show the good and diverse wo]4c
of our members and convey the Club members' ongoing
enthusiasm for this medium of photography. All
active Club member stereo shooters are welcomed
and encouraged to subnlt slides for consideration.
Susan Pinsky is collecting the slides.

Spring PSA Roundup...Sunday, May 18, Los Angeles
Hilton Hotel. Jlrst shows at 9AM. The stereo
feature will be "Fun W.th Stereo" 1:^ Bryan and
Gladys Riggs, APSA's, idiich vill illustrate how
a camera can be used to take stereo slides
and will also incorporate pictorial slides. Other
feature shows vill be on the neo-tropical forests,
iirpressions of Japan, conposition, press photog
raphy, rear vision projection, prise films, and
an essay called "The Poor Are People". Reserva
tions must be in to Gladys Rlggs, 615O Coldwater
Cyn #14» No. Hollywood 91606 (984-1391) byMay 15,

Stergis to receive Diamond.. .Word is out that one
of the awards to be given at the Roundup Luncheon
will be a Diamond Star to Stergis M. Stergis for
his record in International Stereo Exhibitions.
A diamond star represents 680 acceptances with
146 different slides. The Club has two other
diamond star exhibitors among its members: Conrad
Hodnik, FPSA, and Sylvia Sikes, FPSA. Exhibitions
are voiic, work, work, and these star recognitions
symbolize and honor the photographers' hi^ level
of craftsmanship and artistic ability.

"Just fine but Justifiably shaken..." We were all
relieved to hear that Maudie and Stergis miracu
lously escaped any injury in their truly upsetting
accident on the way to Arizona. The car unexpect
edly went out of control and was totalled. They
have great things to say about seat belts, and

praise for the host of very good strangers
who came to their aid and stayed with them for
many hours until transportation arrangements could
be made. Postpone their hosting of the ipcoming

Club Board's Annual Potluck Meeting? "Of couree
aotl" Neat people.

"Flret claes shape by June 1.*»" That'e the word
from Howard Sweesey, APSA, PSA Stereo Dlviiion
Chalzman. Howard had a heart attack on March 17
and hae been resting and recuperating ever since.
No surgeiy required. The Club wishes him rapidly
renewed strength and a quick return to his usual
buoyant self...

WPGA Show/Sale,...Every eiz months the Weetem
Photographic Collectors Association has a trade
fair. This time (only) it's in Riverside at
Raincross Square, Sat-Sun May IT&IS, 10:50AM to
5IM. This affsdr has bean a reliable source of
stereo equipment over years. No, you won't
find many, if any, give-aways. But if you're
willing to pay an honest price you should have no
trouble satisfying many of your stereo equipment
needs. Discount co;p>ons at Club.

International Stereo...On May1 the Club hosted the
third and final round of the Stereo Club Conpe-
tition. Marilyn and Carl Felling did the organ
izing; Judges were ^Ivia Sikes, FPSA, Oliver Dean,
and Tim Cardinale. Six slides from each of the
following clubs were shown: Oakland, Cordova, Rocky
Mountain, German Society, Arizona Unit, Detroit,
Kodak, Magic Window, ^X'd Dimension-England, and
Sydney, Australia. Top honors went to Franz Lelser,
German Society; BernardStell, ArizonaUnit; Allan
Griffin and Colma Jones, Sydney; and Pat Milnes,
5rd Dimension. John Funaro, Activity Director,
Sacramento, vill announce the final Club standings
shortly. Thanks to the Club crew who assisted
with this event at the Photo Center.

How oiir members fared.. 1980 Traveling Ejdiibition:
Joe Abramson(4) acceptances; Marjorie Adams (2);
Tim Cardinale (3); Rick Finney (5)j Conrad Hodnik,
FPSA (3); Catherine Laursen (3)j Susan Pinsky (2);
Sylvia Sikes, FPSA (1); Hugh Stilley (1); Russ
Terrill, APSA (2); and Jerry Walter (3)»

Woricshops.,.As promised in the February 3-0 NEWS,
the Last-Wednesday-Of-The-Month Mounting Workshops
are still going on. In April we had a double-
bonus that extended into Thursday. May is already
filled, but there's June, July....Contact Jerry
Walter,

Still showing up...New member David Kuntz is the
proud owner of a never-been-used 2.8 Realist.
Believe it or not, these gems still do show up
from unexpected sources. Good shooting!

New word of the month: "Nonconvenchees" - those
slides fitting the Club nonconventional conpetition
category.

Rudy Bender, avanta-guarde stereographer...•From
April 22-27, Rudy Bender of San Francisco pre
sented his 17-^nute stereo slide show "A Stu(^
In Altemity" at the Samadhi Center in Beverly
Hills (as announced at the April meeting). This
show is aptly named because it expended the viewer' s
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parfp«ctiTe of the llnitsy or non-liadtey of atereo
photogr^hy. His technlqaea utilize pairs of
cameras vlth exotic lenses^ banks of Carousel pro
jectors, and quad sound. The shov has lots of
montages and surrealistic images, and uses sophis
ticated stereo techniques for visual "art",

Eg>anding medium, • • There are many peripheral side-
li^ts to photography. Here's a hobby that expsnda
one's knovledge of surroundings and e3q>oses one
to other facets of life. Take for instance the
local location of the Bender show, Hov many ever
knew there was such a thing as the Samadhl Tank
Center? This is a cosnercial enteiprlse that
provides float tanks for their patrons. The tanks
themselves allov the body to float on the heavily-
salted water surface and in this suspended state
the mind is encouraged to call tq>on the subcon
scious for aid in creativity, problem solving,
and stress relief. Stay tuned for other sjqianders.

On to China.,.Info on the Bender shov was provided
to us in Southern California by Joe Fallon of San
Francisco, a great friend to all stereo devotees
and ^o is always on the lookout and passes info
along on all items of stereo interest, (Joe is
also an FPSA and PSA Pacific Zone Idrector), If
any reader is interested in a top-notch tour of
the People's Republic of China, contact Joe, who
is an attorney and expert on Chinese matters. He
is personally leading a tour to China in Septem
ber, 1980,

Newfor stereo slide storage,.»Crystal-clear vinyl
pages for efficient storage are now available from
Reel 5-D Enterprises, P, 0, Box 35* Duarte, CA
91010, They fit into a standard 3-ring binder,
$10,80 for 20 pages} $25/50} $48/100 + postage
& handling, Sajuple page $1,00,

OUTMODED 3-D MOVIE GLASSES

ounsipt
♦ w» I

Sad to say. many Bedouin tribesmen have never owned a pair
of sun glasses, even though they live in a country where
eye diseases caused by glare and blowing sand are common.
t<|uatly sad to say, U.S. industry has a fortune tied up in
tacky colored glasses that were made for watching the 3-D
movies that flopped so horribly a few years back. Surely,
it would be a lovely gesture for us to let the Arabs have
those cheap glasses at a price they can afford, especially
since the price they can afford is now about $25 a pair.

(Blatantly stolen and irresponsibly
reproduced from March MAD Magazine.)

A LITTLE SOMETHING EXTRA

WHAT THE CAMERA SEES IS WHAT YOU GET

Tes, it's true that the contents of this column
are quite elementary, being written primarily for
our newer members. But half of our current mem
bers have Joined the Club within the past 3 years,
and the needs of these members cannot be overlooked.
Many are not only new to stereo, but new to pho
tography as well.

Last month we talked of getting stereo into your
pictures. Really searching for it before you
click the shutter. Now let's take a quick look
at the whole picture.

The .camera is not a forgiving
instrument. It takes only—and
all of—what you see in the view-
finder, It cannot read your mind
as to what you intended to take
a picture of. If the snow-clad

mountains that caugjit your eye as you drove down
the road are only a speck in the distance, then
they will be only a speck on your stereo slide,
A great deal else will be included in the picture
you take, and much of it might possibly be of
little interest that you didn't intend to make a
real part of your picture to begin with. But when
you display your slide later, the viewer sees
everything the camera saw; the viewer's range is
not limited to only that speck of mountains that
you intended to photograph.

And now the corollary: no one is going to see
something in your picture if you don't include it.
If you're ii!5)ressed by the whole row of similar
boats, show the whole pattern. Showing Just one
or two will not get the "pattern" message across,
and may turn out to be quite dull. Don't rely on
your verbal ability to e^qjlain "...oh you should
have seen the rest of them — there were hundreds

Especially in stereo, the eye of the viewer can
seldom be deceived. One can scan an entire stereo

slide in 2 or 5 seconds, and study it in 10, Be
cause of the realism, nothing escapes. So don't
include anything you don't want the viewer to see.
Take a few extra moments before snapping the shut
ter to analyze what you have in the viewfinder.
Is it what you really want? Often moving only a
little bit to one side, or farther or closer to
your subject, dramatically changes the cont.-ints
of a stereo picture. Don't ever think that you
are limited to the view from the point you are
standing, iibqjerienced photographers may spend a
half hour or hour or more looking for that ideal
vantage point. And occasionally they go away
en^ty handed, not ever having found a viewpoint
to their liking. Take a moment to critique what
the camera is seeing, because that's what you're
going to get.

*****
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What do all the views here have in common? They
illustrate the diverse subject matter of the mem
ber's sequences projected at the April meeting.
This was the annual affair, and this year we saw
ten new sequence creations. Some were on cassettej
some were read live. The big innovation was the
cojT5)letion of an evaluation sheet by each of the
three "evaluators". Much thanks to these three

who sat up f]?ont and cospleted the sheets: Jim
Pettit, Katy Cardinals, and Susan Pinsky (^o was
displaying her "Stereo Photographers Have Depth"
T-shirt). No scores were given to the sequences,
but awards** and HM's * were made. It's not too
early to be thinking of your Club sequence entry
for next year. Evaluation sheets were given to
the sequence creators.

(As a sidelight, the PSA Stereo Division Sequence
Judging will be held at Lake Arrowhead on Saturday
June 7. All interested photographers are invited
to attend this blend of social and photography.
The judging will result in an all-new sequence
show similar to that seen at the Club's Christinas

Banquet last December. There will be a number of
stereographers attending from out-of-town and out-
of-state, so this is your local opportunity to
meet them and talk with them and share the common
bond of stereo. Come up for the day, or make it
a mini-vacation weekend. Contact Jerry Walter if
you'd like more information.)

"Hain Forest" by Russ Terrill, APSA. Washington *s
Olympic Peninsula has three rain forests, and Russ
shows us details of one, 160 inches annually of
rain, minimum sunlight, and dark shaded subjects
make for a trying photo situation. We saw mosses,
lichen, great living trees, and the "nurse" logs
that provide nutrients for new trees, all making
a complex plant community,

*"Li8ten To The Lambs" by Jerry Walter. The Mormon
Tabernacle Choir sings this favorite close-haiv
mony selection to views of gravestones, the con
cept of irtiich may provide a challenge to view.
The slides were made over several years under
varying lighting conditions in various areas,
including Norway, Vermont, Nova Scotia and Colo
rado. "He shall feed his flock like a shepherd."

"Montana de Oro" by Rick Finney. A 2|-rainute
commercial for the Club's May Morro Bay field
trip. This spot will be a worthwhile side trip
just south of Morro Bay. Here we'll view surf,
sand, rugged rocks, and abundant wild flowers of
many types. And be sure to be prepared to get
wet when picturing the surf...,the photographer
sure didl

**"Gottage Window" ^ Jeriy Walter
sequence that descrices

A how-to
the method of placing a

tabietop backdrop at infinity to enhance reaxisiu.
Included were final product slides and stereo
slides of the seti^ with explanation of lighting
arrangements and the three sixple subject elements.
Featured was the debut performance of the "Stereo
Sheriff" ^o waan't too pleased with the technique.

"The Hollywood Sign" by Earl Colgan. Distant and
close-i^ views of the fLnous newly^rebuilt letters
above Hollywood that once read "Hollywoodland"
and had thousands of light bulbs along the edge.
We saw first-hand the steel and concrete structure
that makes each letter — photos possible only
after a stiff but rewarding climb. We got all the
facts on its glamorous history.

*"CSUN" by Tim Cardinals. There is a set of let
ters sculptiired by John Banks on the grounds of
California State University, Northridge, that
reads the same - CSUN - from two directions. There
is more here than meets the eyes, and only stereo
views can show how this is accomplished. The
tubular elements of the 10-foot letters take on
unusual shapes from different angles. This se
quence resulted from a Stereo Assignment Group
subject.

**"Rachael" by Rick Finney. Here is a cat that
owns the house. She sits on "Her" chair and
takes a commanding view, then goes through her
playful antics — the yawn, the up-side-down twist,
peek-a-boos, and the stretch that curls her toes.
A rare cat who returns as much love, and maybe
even more, than she receives.

"White House Replica" by Earl Colgan. The scale
is 1" = 1 foot, and this giant model has been on
display in all 50 states. Stereo reveals the de
tail down to the tiny glowing lights and wallpaper
patterns. It took many volunteer craftsmen thou--
sands of hours to createj narration is well re
searched. Earl did fine photographing this snr
ject under crowded conditions,

**"A Hat" by Tim Gardinale. Roger Miller sings
a frolicsome song about a whole array of hats,
and the slides were made especially to f . t the
song. There are 14 different hats on 14 diJferent
children —a true nei^borhood project revealing
the difficulty, and joy, of working with kids.
Most of the hats were provided by the models,
along with the distinctive expressions.

*"Sunshine On My Shoulders" by StergisM. Stergis*
John Denver sings one of everyone's favorite songs
providing the background for slides of brilliant
autumn colors in Colorado, with sun-dappled lanes
and a model with golden sunshine on her shoulders.
"If I had a day that I could give you, I'd gi^ e
to you a day just like today..."
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DISCUSSION OF THE SIXTH QUIZ

1. (b) One chip will exhibit greater magnification on the right side, the other on
the left side. When they are viewed "parallel", there is a discrepancy between
the images presented to the two eyes, and is greatest in the corners.

2. (T) The only exception is the case where the opposite distortion is introduced in
viewing, for example a field splitter in front of a movie camera, and the same
field splitter in front of the projector showing the movie. (Bolex did it.)

3. (c) We have pointed out in #17, and again in #53, that one must be extremely care
ful when using a KinOar for salon quality stereograms to avoid excessive small
apertures, that is unless the lenses were replaced to correct the problem.

4. (b) The single large lens placed in front of a KinDar, and the so called "close-
up lens" sets placed in front of a stereo camera provide oppositely oriented
prism in front of the two camera lenses, which produces opposite keystoning.
This is the same effect as produced by field splitters or by toeing in.

5. (a) or (c) To prove this look at the f/5.6 marks on the depth of field scale on
your camera, as noted in #1, #24, #26. Or you could use the table in #54, noting
that 10 feet is about 45 baselines, 3 to 6 feet is 13 to 26 baselines, and 5 to
10 feet is 22 to 44 baselines.

6. (d) only. Reference to the table in #54 will make this clear. Note how shallow a
picture shot at 6 inches will have to be if it is to be "good stereo".

7. (b) and (c) The l/30th to l/50th rule (#3, #15, #24. #26, #32, #45) will tell you
(b) is OK. The table in #54 will show that both (b) and (c) will work. The
table of course covers all cases, but requires you to know at how many baselines
you are attempting to work.

8. (b) Study the charts in #55 and /or the discussion in #56. A subject with no good
reference material near the corners (e.g. a slide bar shot of an insect using a
lot of toe-in) may give you a vague sense that "something is wrong", without
your being able to identify exactly what it is.

9. (a) This is the most common problem in stereo projection. Hov/ever, a bad screen
or worn out glasses which no longer polarize satisfactorily may show ghosting
even on slides which do not have excessive parallax.

10. (a) usually, (b) sometimes. A common error is to try to shoot a sunset in stereo
with no foreground material. Regrettably, all of the sky, which is where the
sunset is, is at infinity. Try to have something at 10 feet and something at 20
feet, so arranged as not only to introduce additional picture planes, but also
to contribute to the composiuiun.

11. (a) Shooting a portrait with a standard stereo camera and then viewing it from
25 feet on a 6 foot screen always exaggerates depths. Note some possible solu
tions suggested by questions 13 and 14.

12. (a) Note especially the discussion in #32. See also #52. Baseline is the funda
mental variable which controls size perception. It is what gives stereo photo
graphy the ability show "shapes" of extremely large or extremely minute objects.

13. (c) If you answered (a), you may have been laboring under a PEPAX misconception.
Distortion of depths due to incorrect perspective is never corrected, but only
made less noticeable by shortening baselines. One may also make the distortion
less noticeable by increasing subject distance, which is why landscapes look
OK in projection even if shot with 35mm lenses and projected at perspective
which would be correct for 90mm lenses.

14. (c) Once perspective distortion is eliminated by using the longer lenses, por
traits take on a wholly new character. Use of long lenses for portraits is what
distinguishes the professionals from the amateurs.
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TIM'S TWO CENTS--the 3-DEMONS

In my Two Cents for September I spoke of the demon
lurking in the shadows of con^>etitions whose name
is "Seriousness". Now I would like to mention
two other demons.

The second demon is foxind mostly in International
Exhibition judging, and thankfully has lately
drifted away from SCSC. It has reared up basically
as a result of the judge selection system, or the
qualification dilemma. We could call this demon
"Inbreeding". The makers of those slides which
most often correspond with the judges' opinions
become the next judges. That is sin5)le inbreeding.
Judge selection which continually abides by quali
fications based on accumulated scores inhibits

directions of individual style and creativity.
Technically speaking, we can certainly leam a
lot from those with the experience and successful
records. But thank goodness SCSC judges are not
limited to those "qualified" people. Lately our
Competition Director has selected a good cross
section of judges, from the refined experienced
photographer to the refreshing novice, free from
influences.

The third demon we should watch out for has a
clever disguise, and I have been possessed by it
more than once. It feeds on recognition, some
times in the form of ribbons, medals and trophies.

Believe it or not,
we could call thij

demon "Pride",
And all too often

it's a childish
and selfish atti

tude. Think sim

ply of it this
way: the antonym
of proud is hum
ble. Let's take
the awards for

what they are.
They are in fad
markers, as are
the siuple milestones on the side of the road.
Consider the "gamesman" who seems to be striving
more for an abundant collection of awards than

for a collection of nice pictures. He collects
his markers along the road, but what has he ac
complished? The real accon9>lishment of being a
successful photographer carries with it a certain
satisfaction and enjoyment that comes from learn
ing and sharing. So con^etitions can be worth
while and fulfilling if we just watch out for the
3-Demons: "Seriousness", "Inbreeding", and "Pride",
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STEREO ACTIVITY CALENDAR

June 1980 July 1980
S M T W T F S S M T W T F S
1 2^ 4 5 6 7 1 2 3 4 5
a 9^11 >213 14 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

15 16 T7 lBnM20 21 13 14 15 16 17 18 19
22 23 24^^27 28 Qm21 22 23 24 25 26
29 30 ^ >7 28 29 30 31

IMMEDIATE

SAT JUM 7 -

TUE JUN 10 -

FRI-SUN JUN

THU JUIi 19 -

THU JUN 19 -

MON JUN 23

WED JUN 25

TUE JUL 1

SDN JUL 20

UPCOMING

SAT AUG 2 - Closing - Detroit Stereo Exhibition,
Forms: Otis W. Sprow, 26872 Rochelle,
Dearborn Heights, MI 48127

\i/ED AUG 13 - Closing-PSA St. Louis Stereo Ebdii-
bition. Forms: Irene Hartman, 7048
Clayton Rd,, St. Louis, MO 63117

SAT AUG 30 - L.A. County Fair Stereo Judging
OCT 8 - 11 - PSA St. Louis Convention

MEMBERSHIP AND SUBSCRIBER UPDATE

Membership anniversaries for June;
Oliver Dean - 10 years
Abe Leibowitz —6 years
Sylvia Sikes, FPSA - 20 years
Dorothy & Kermit Westbrook - 3 years

A new subscriber to the 3-D NEWS:
Evelyn Stewart, Oakland, CA

Renewing his subscription to the NEWS:
Howard Frazee, Los Altos, CA

PSA Sequence Judging-Lake Arrowhead
Contact Jerry Walter for info —all
welcome

Last day to get your slides to Rick
Finney for the Club*s Slide-of-the-
lear con^jetition

13-15 - PSA Reno Regional Convention
CLUB Meeting - Photo Center - 8 PM-
Vacation slides

Due date for contributions to the

Club Project "Stereography - A Fresh
Portrayal"
Stereo Assignment Group - "Humor" &
"Future"

Last Wednesday of the Month Mounting
Workshop - Jerry Walter's
Copy deadline - July 3-D NEWS
CLUB Awards Banquet - Michaels Los
Feliz Restaurant - 6 PM

THE JUNE MEETING...

"STEREO TRAVELERS, FART I - A THRU K"

It's vacation time, and our June 19 Club meeting
will be devoted to vacation slides. If your name
is alphabetically within the first half of the
Club members (A thru K) you are invited to bring
15 to 20 elides made on any vacation or voyage,

whether it lasted a weekend or sev
eral months, and took you to Canoga
Park, Chattanooga or Constantinople,
You'll have a chance to say a few
words about the slides. And if your

name is in the second half of the membership (L
thru Z) just come to enjoyj you'll have a chance
to show your vacation slides later in the year.
So..."A" thru "K" members — bring your slides.

...AND IN JULY

THE QAU aUB AWARDS BANQUET
SILVER ANNIVERSARY PARTY

This is it! What we've been waiting 25 years for!
Everyone is invited — members, friends, family,
neighbors, guests, once-upon-a-time members

• llichael's Los Feliz Restaurant
4500 Los Feliz Blvd., L.A,

• Sunday July 20

• Cocktails at 6 FM5 Dinner at 7 PM

• Installation of 80-81 Club officers

• Presentation of 79-80 Club conq>etition medals

• Showing of "SCSC ON DISPLAY", a slide show
which will feature all the slides submitted
for the Slide-of-the-Year cong^etition. Try
to guess which of the slides took honors,

• Revelation of Slide-of-the-Year results,
including Best Standard, Nonconventional,
Landscape/seascape, People, 10Honor Slides,
plus "Most Promising New Member" Award.

• Reservations required. Contact Director
David Starkman, P. 0. Box 35, Duarte 91010
(215) 357-8345

• Pay at the door. Reserve today! • ^

4
*.
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STEREO QUICKIES

FINAL HBCENDERS;

Club Slide-of-the-Year: Get any four slides that
have been in the last five Club conqpetitions to
Hick Finney by June 10, Winners to be announced
at the July 20 Awards Banquet.

Club Project: "Stereography - A Fresh Portrayal"
Get your slide contributions to Susan Pinsky by
June 19 for this big show to be assembled for the
PSA St. Louis Convention. Tour loan of slides ^
in^ortant. The more members idio contribute, the
more the show will reflect the entire Club.

Dues time again. July 1 is the official start of
another Club year. Dues remain; $12.00 single;
$18.00 couple. Send check to the Treasurer:
Harold Cosel, 2140 Westwood Blvd, Los Angeles 90025

Mounting Workshops are going strong on the last
Wednesday of each month. When we have the newer
members satisfied then we can start over with
repeat comers and more advanced sessions. This
could go on forever...but...

Realist Film Cutters are desperately needed by
our newer members. Aren't there any out there
available? Paying $15. Contact Jerry Walter.

May Board Meeting. Nineteen Board members and
family attended the 5rd Annual Club Board Potluck
Meeting on May 6, hosted by Maudie and Stergis
at their home. A great collection of great food
specialties were brought and consumed, and the
cares inherent in being a Board Member were all
but forgotten, .until the formal meeting was called
to order. Lively discussions were pursued on new
members, the Club Project Show, name tags, pro
grams for June and July, Award Banquet plans, and
the Nomination Committee report.

International Ebchibitions. Correction to last
month's calendar; There will not be a Sydney In
ternational Exhibition of Photography (S.I.E.P.)
this year previously announced as closing July 14«
Instead there will be the 1st Southern Gross Stereo

Exhibition sponsored by the Sydney Stereo Camera
Club closing sometime this fall. Watch for the
announcement.

Our members took 20 percent of the acceptances in
Wichita; Joe Abramson (1) acceptance; Marjorie
Adams (2) with 1 HMj Tim Cardinals (3) with 1 Hi;
Earl Colgan (3) with 1 HIi; Rick Finney (2); Ken
Fordyce (2) with 1 HIi; Conrad Hodnik, FPSA (4);
Gene Kirksey (3); Bert Laursen, APSA (1 HM);
Catherine Laursen (3); Sylvia Sikes, FPSA (2);
Stergis Stergis (4) with 1 HM; Hugh Stilley (4);
Ituss Terrill, APSA (2); and Jerry Walter (3) ^th
1 Mi.

In Chicago Lighthouse the Club also took 20 per
cent: Joe Abramson (3); Marjorie Adams (3); Tim
Cardinals (3) with Best of Show Trophy; Don Cast
(2); John Chord, APSA (4); Ken Fordyce (4); Conrad
Hodnik, FPSA (3); Gene Kirksey (4) with 1 HM; Bert
Laursen,APSA (1); Catherine Laursen (2); Susan
Pinsky (4) with a Lighthouse Medal; Sylvia Sikes,
FPSA (2); David Starionan (2) with 1 HM; Stergis
Stergis (4) with 1 HM; Russ Terrill, APSA (1);
and Jerry Walter (4) with the Conten^orary medal.

Here are the final standings in the PSA Inter
national Stereo Club Coir5>etition for 1979-80;
Sydney Australia 160 points; Third Dimension So
ciety, England 149; German Society for Stereogra
phy 147; Stereo Club of Southern California I46.
Seven other clubs also participated. Next year
we try even harder)

Critical thought...
Those who are having trouble finding acceptance
with their new-idea slides might take solance in
the fact that William Shakespeare ignored the
"Rules and Laws of Drama" so constantly that his
conten^orary critics could not accept him as a
great artist; yet today the Engligh may now claim
Shakespeare to be the greatest artist to whom
their nation has so far given birth.

And 80 coirqpletes Volume XHV of the 3-D NEV^. The
Editor wishes to thank all who contributed a few
words or full articles to

this Volume, through the
many forums available, to
make it a stimulating Vol
ume. And the Club extends

special thanks to those who
made a $15 contribution to help defray the cost
of several 8-page issues. A small supply of bound
copies of all 12 issues of the Volume are available
from the Editor for $4.50. Of interest to a few
might be the distribution of a typical issue.
Here's where copies of the April 3-D NEWS went:

Mailed copies
Members and spouses (92 total) .... 79
Subscribers. ............. 38
Reg. complimentary copies (PSA etc). • 9
March meeting visitors . . 8
Promotional (varying available names). 15
Copies to article contributors .... 3

Not Mailed

Club Directors' use 3
Reserved for year-end distribution . . 15
Available for April Meeting Visitors .

and future new members 30
Total Printed 200
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THE MAY COMPETITION

The May Conpetltion seemed something special. A
great variety of material was in the 128 slides
submitted, some by our very newer members. Thanks
to the 5 judges Bert Laursen, APSA, Harold Cosel,
and Gene Kirksey. And thanks to Marjorie Adams
and Joe Abramson for writing a few words about
their high-scoring slides. Folks arrived at the
meeting early and generated a lot of discussion.
Visitor Howard FTazee amazed everyone with his
55inm stereo pairs of matched posturized views in
a beautifully crafted viewer. And lively discus
sions continued to near midnight at Dennys even
though many were leaving for Morro Bay in a matter
of hours. We are printing here only the Awards
and HM*s for the eveningj the final cumulative
scores will be published after the July 20 Awards
Banquet, where medals will be given for high scores
in each category and group. Make your reserva
tions for the Banquet now!

A GiaPUF STANDARD CATEGOBI

Awards 23 points
Joe Abramson - Glider Over Monterey

HM*s 22 points
Joe Abramson - Seagull Fire Red
Tim Cardinale - Insight
Jerry Walter - City Fireworks; Autumn Castle

B GROUP STANDARD CATEGOHT

Awards 22 & 23 points
Earl Colgan - Portrait; Don't Drink It All;

A Covered Bridge
HM's 21 points

David Kuntz - Stickin' It; 3 Patterns
Hal Stanton - The Louvre

A GROUP NONCONVENTIOHAI

Awards 24 points
Hick Finney - Flower In Red & Green

HM's 22 points
Marjorie Adams - Yellow Hibiscus
Stergis Stergis - Black Ruby; After Glow
Jeriy Walter - Spectrum

B GROUP NOHCQNVENTIONAL

Awards 21 points
Don Cast - Glassware Bottlebrush ^2
Susan Pinsky - Rachael
George Walker - Dianna

Hi'i's 20 points
David Kuntz - California Dream
Susan Pinsky - Olive Pickle
George Walker - Green Eyes

Members Talk About Their Slides

"Glider Over Monterey" by Joe Abramson. When
was new in the Club I saw a beautiful slide taken
by Arthur Neill, The slide iiiQ)ressed me and I
asked him how he took it, "Simple" he said, "I—
pointed the camera and pressed the button," I
thanked him for his sinqjle e:q)lanation. Some 7
or 8 years ago, while didving along the coast of^
Monterey, I stopped to look at an array of beauti
ful purple flowers, some sortofice planti think.
It was a beautuful day, and the scene over the
water was munificent, I took 5 or 6 shots with—
my Reali8t,®ith the opening and speed set just
as the meter read. I did not feel it was an Exhi
bition shot; I singDly liked the picture, Then,^

about a year ago I spent
a weekend at Encinitas,
where our apartment over-
looked the ocean, Sud-—

denly I heard Dorothy
exclaim "Look at tE^ glider." I got the Realist
and took a shot. Dorothy kept hollering at him_
to come back, and he must have heard her, for he
made a few more passes that kept me busy. When
looking at the slides later I felt the glider
needed something and I tried about 100 other slides"
before the coast of Monterey reappeared and fit
it nicely. The final result was a sandwich (the
picture I mean, not cheese and rye), I have been^
using Art Neill's advice quite consistently; aim
the camera and press the button.

"Yellow Hibiscus" by Marjorie Adams. This slide
was made using a slide bar, a Nikon F camera with
a Photomic T finder, a liicro-Nikkor lensb-
using an f/22 opening. The film was Ektachrome
64* The lighting was two blue photofloods placed
at the two and eight o'clock positions. The under
water technique was more in favor a few years ago*
than it is now. For those of

you who have never tried this
you might wish to know how it
is done. Briefly, using a five-
gallon fish tank, make your
flower arrangement on the floor
of the tank and when satisfied

it is the way you want it, fill
it with water (I find bottled
or filtered is the best) to within an inch from-
the top and then pour in one quart of club soda.
The bubbles usually form within five or six hours.

While shooting, please be sure to have a bottle
brush to remove bubbles from the glass. Inciden-*
tally, this was my first experience with a slide
bar and my first with the underwater technique.
The slide was made in 1966 and at the I967 Holly-*
wood Stereo Exhibition it was my very first ac
ceptance in an International,
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MORRO BAY HIGHLIGHTS
FIELDTKEF MAI 16 - 19

Idho came: Tim, Katy^ Amanda Cardlrtale and niece
Claudia, Rick Finney, Harold Cosel, Rues Terrill,
Jon Turetsky, Oliver Dean, Denise Pearl, Don Cast,
Marshall and Bette Stewart, Earl Colgan, Bert and
Catherine Laursen, Eugoie and Teresa Wackoviak,
Charlie and Jean Piper, Jeff, Ursula, Lori and
Michele Sylvan, and Jerry Walter, At one time or
another all these folks were in the area, though
never all together at once. The biggest gather
ing was the picnic hosted by the Laursens on Sat
urday night — a spontaneous affair. Rick filled
the groceiy list, Eugene brought the wood, Tim
rounded up everyone he could find, Charlie pro
vided the camere for the group picture. But to
hold the independent members of the group together
for any length of time would have been more dif
ficult than rounding igj the bunny rabbits at Mon
tana de Oro, Most made the scheduled dune walk

(with picturesque horses being ridden at surf*s
edge) and the Montana de Oro wave watch on Sat
urday; and the great lunch at the Harbor Hut on
Sunday, Most everyone walked the Ebibarcadero at
least once; some did it a dozen times. Eating
was an ongoing adventure at the host of restaurants.
Some went to the Hearst Castle, or up towards Big
Sur, or the Madonna Inn, or roller skating or kite
flying; others arrived late or left early or got
up before sunrise; or shopped for antiques, shells,
sweets, donuts, ormore film. Some stayed at Motel
6 (idiich Earl teii5)orarily bankrolled with travelers
checks for the Club bill). Some were camping.
Some stayed with friends. The weather was "vari
able", In town it was sunny Friday, Saturday and
early Sunday, Then the fog rolled in, but not
quite dense enough for solid mood pictures.

But regardless of where they were, everyone got
pictures—boats, nets, gulls, fog, reflections,
surf, rigging, overlooks, people, sunsets, rock
outcrops, wild flowers, dunes, fishermen, barrels,
starfish, and Morro Rock ("backlighted flowers
are okay, but can't say much for a backlighted
rock"). The trip gave the opportunity for newer
members to work alongside veteran shooters. One
newer member remarked "I've never heard so many
people talk photography so endlessly, day after
day —I'm saturated!" And also this observation:
"I thought only beginners ran out of film in the
middle of an important
shooting session! "
Memories are made of

these things, and we'll
be seeing the slides
made Hay 16-19 for
many years to come.

A LITTLE SOMETHING EXTRA
ABOUT "T" AND "B" AND NIGHT

Several new owners of stereo cameras have asked:
"What is 'T"? What is 'B'? This is a worthwhile

question because few, if any, modem 35inm cameras
have both these settings. From the Stereo Realist
camera instruction booklet: "When the shutter
speed indicator ring is set on B ("bulb"), the
shutters remain open as long as the release button
is depressed. When set on T ("time"), the shut
ters open when the release button is first pressed
and close when it is pressed a second time,"

One use of these settings is
when making long exposures of
city lights at night. Set the
camera on a tripod; use a cable

release. If your e3q)osure time is from 2 to about
5 seconds, use "B" and keep the cable release
depressed for the entire time, while timing the
length of the e:q)osure with a watch. For exposures
longer than 5 seconds it is more comfortable to
use "T" — depress the cable release once to open
the shutters; then depress it a second time to
close the shutters. With "T", advance the film
only after you've depressed the shutter release
twice.

We haven't seen much ni^t exposure woik around
the Club lately. It is true that building managers
are much more energy conscious and turn their
lights out when enqjloyees leave, thereby depriving
photographers of this subject material. But there
still are some li^ts to work with. As a basic
exposure, the Editor suggests (at f/5,6, ASA 25)
20 to 30 seconds. This will record the building
window lights and some detail. Floodlit buildings
and fountains 2 to 5 seconds. Vary your exposures
widely on the first roll and keep a notebook or
3x5 card on the exposures used. Critique your
returned slides against the notes, circling in
the book your best e:q)osures. Then by referring
to your notes your second roll will be near-perfect.
Keep the notes in your gadget bag. Occasions for
ni^t e:q)osures seem to happen infrequently and
unpredictably, and with a few "historic" notes
you'll know exactly where to start when the situ
ation arises.

Multiple night exposures are impressive in stereo,
especially if you vary your distance to the sub
jects to build up lights on different planes.
Try to fill the frame top to bottom, side to side
with various lights. Look especially for bright
colors. On signs alone you won't use "T" or "B";
try 1 sec to 1/10 sec (f/5,6, ASA 25), And if you
are going out on a shooting session, start early
so you can take slides while there is still a glow
of light in the sky. The glow will change from
sunset orange to deep blue in less than a half
hour, so work quickly. Experiment and practice
using "T" and "B".
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A BRIEF GLOSSARY OF STEREO TERMS A tECHN^CAL l>A6E SUf'KEMENT _

BASELINE The distance between lens centers used in making a stereogram.
COMPOSITION The physical arrangement of masses, or of color, in a picture.
CONDENSER A strong positive lens used to concentrate light in a projector.
COOKE TRIPLET A 3-element lens invented by H. Dennis Taylor of Cooke Bros., now used

in a wide variety of photo equipment , including most stereo cameras.
CROPPING Restricting the limits of a picture, e.g. to improve composition.
DEPTH OF FIELD The fore and aft distance over which a picture is acceptably sharp.
DEPOLARIZATION Loss of polarization by some screens and some plastic materials.
FIFTIETH RULE "Don't use a baseline more than 1/50 th of the subject distance"
FREE VIEWING Viewing and perceiving a stereogram without use of a stereoscope.
FRONT ELEMENT FOCUSING Focusing by moving only the front element of a lens,
HORIZONTAL ERROR Horizontal misregistration in a stereogram or on a screen.
HYPERSTEREO Stereo made with more than 2 1/2 inch baseline.
HYPOSTEREO Stereo made with less than 2 1/2 inch baseline.
INFINITY Any distance greater than 1000 times the aperture of the lens.
INTEROCULAR Distance between lenses or frames in a stereoscope, normally 2 1/2 in.
LEFT/RIGHT WITNESS MARKS Identification marks made by a stereo camera on the film.
MASK The frame, metal or cardboard, which delimits the frame of a picture,
MOUNTING GAUGE Transparent template with scribed lines for checking alignment.
NEWTON'S RINGS Irregular rainbows caused by film touching cover glass.
ORTHOSTEREOSCOPY Stereoscopy in which parallax and perspective are preserved.
PARALLAX The difference between views taken from two separated points.
PEPAX A (discredited) theory that changes in perspective and parallax compensate.
PERSPECTIVE The apparent sizes and shapes of objects, which depends on viewpoint.
POLARIZATION The separation of light into components, used for stereo projection.
PROGRESSION The arrangement of frames on film in a stereo camera.
PSEUDOSCOPIC The effect of exchanging left and right frames in a stereo picture.
QUARTZ IODINE LAMP A lamp with special envelope and fill gas for longer life.
RANGEFINDER A device to permit a camera to estimate distances.
REDEYE The effect produced by looking directly at the flash mounted on a camera.
ROTATION ERROR Misregistration caused by rotation of one or both frames.
SANDWICH Slide made by superposing two or more transparencies.
SLIDE BAR A mechanism for sliding a camera sideways to create a stereo baseline.
STEREOGRAPHY The science of producing a 3-d1mens1onal picture,
STEREOGRAM, also STEREOGRAPH A pictorial representation in three dimensions.
STEREOSCOPE A hand viewer for stereo transparencies or prints.
STEREOSCOPIC Of or pertaining to stereo or three dimensional effect.
STEREOSCOPY The art and science of making stereograms and viewing them-.
STROBE An electronic flash gun capable of very short exposures.
TELEPHOTO DISTORTION Foreshortening due to use of a very long focus lens.
TEN TIMES RULE "At a baseline 10 times the lens aperture, allowable depth of focus

and allowable parallax are reached at the same time"
TESSAR LENS A 4-element lens by Dr. P. Rudolph of Zeiss used on some stereo eqpt.
TOE-IN Turning the camera toward the center of the baseline (not recommended).
TRIPLET LENS See Cooke triplet.
TWIST ERROR Same as rotation error.
VERTICAL ERROR Vertical misalignment in a stereogram or on a screen.
VIGNETTING Darkening or cutting off at the corners of' a picture.
WALLPAPER PHENOMENON The possible variations in perceived size and distance

when free viewing a repeated pattern with different left/right fixations.
WIDE ANGLE DISTORTION The effect of using a very short lens, depth exaggeration.
WINDOW The conceptual aperture through which one views a properly mounted stereo.
WITNESS MARKS See Left/Right witness marks.

If there are other terms I have used which you don't understand, tell me and
we'll pick them up in a later issue. Ed.



PICTURE CREDITS

Stereographers who have slides in the show:

Joe Abramson, Los Aagelee, GA
Harjorie Adema, Van Nuya» CA
Rusa Anderson, Oak Brook, IL
G. W. Becker, Elue Island, IL
Pearl Bergeron, FP5A, Baslle, LA
Lacla Brann, APSA, CA
Timothy J. Cardinale, Van Nuys, CA
Don Cast, Burbank, CA
Hel Cheplovitz, Oakland, CA
John Chord, APSA, Prescott, AZ
Earl Colgan, Borbank, CA
Thonas Cooney, Tonavanda, NT
Paul Darnell, FPSA, Cape Coral, PL
Eduardo Defey, APSA, Uraguay
Thomas Devine, Denver, CO
James Dinviddie, APSA, Indianapolis
Henry Erskine, FPSA, Oak Brook, IL
Rick Finney, Los Angeles, CA
WiUian Fitzgerald, Chicago, XL
Martin Folb, Los Angeles, CA
Ken Fordyce, Long Beach, CA
John Pravley, Australia
Ron Fredrickson, Kenosha, WI
Floyd Garton, Long Beach, CA
Lillian Garton, APSA, Long Beach, CA
Keith Qrahan, Australia
H. 5. Qrenenger, APSA, Australia
Allan Griffin, Australia
Zane Haag, Los Angeles, CA
Elva Hayward, APSA, Long Beach, CA
Walter Heyderhoff, Evanston, IL
Conrad Hodnik, FPSA, Arcadia, CA
Gary Hoover, Spencerport, NT
John Paul Jensen, FPSA, Chicago, IL
Charles Jones, Australia
Colma Jones, Australia
Gene Kirksey, Los Angelas, CA
Charlene Kulha, San Francisco, CA
Ted Lambert, New Milford, CT
Joseph Lange, Aurora, CO
Erma Lauck, APSA, Tucca Valley, CA
Lester Lauck, APSA, lucca Valley,CA
Bert Laursen, APSA, Long Beach, CA
Catherine Laursen, Long Beach, CA
Helvln Lavson, Arlington, VA
Floyd Lewis, FPSA, Blairstown, NJ
Franz Lieser, West Gemany

•e
*

James Lott, Westfiald, NJ
Sally Haurer, APSA, San Francisco
Alexis McKinney, Denver, CO
Edwin Hetzdorf, FPSA, Topeka, KS
Helen Hetzdorf, APSA, Topeka, K5
Lewis MiIler,PPSA, Oakbrook Ter« IL
David Morison, Denver, CO
John Niemand, Oakland, CA
Charles Osbom, APSA, San fie
Maude Oabom, San Bernardino, CA
Bill Papke, Carodcbael, CA
Emaline Parice, Nojrthbrook, IL
Hel Peterson, Bellvue, CO
Adrian Prince, Rochester, NT
Phyllis Randsr, Fair Oaks, CA
Bryan Riggs, APSA, North Hollywood
Gladys Riggs, APSA, North HoUywooc
John Riggs, Reno, NV
Isabelle Bochwite, Loveland, CO
Seton Rochwite, FPSA, Loveland, CO
Janet Rouzer, Los Angeles, CA
Joseph Shrock, Mountain View, CA
Albert Sieg, FPSA, Rochester, NT
Sylvia Sikes, FPSA, Tbousazid Oaks,CA
A, D Sinden, Aurora, IL
Marion ^th, APSA, Wheaton, XL
Robert Steele, Wichita, ES
Bill Steinle, Milwaukee, WI
Dorothy Steinle, APSA, Milwaukee, WT
Bernard Stall, Sun City, AZ
Stergis Stergis, Los Angeles, CA
Hu^ Stilley, San Marino, CA
Howard Sweezey, APSA, Camlchael, CA
Pauline Sweezey, APSA, Caxnichael
Russ Terrill, APSA, Los Angeles, CA
John Tlnay, APSA, Walnut Creek, CA
Henrietta Tlnay, Walnut Creek, CA
Steve Traudt, Lincoln, NE
William Tribelbom, Rochester, NT
JOm Unroh, FPSA, Wichita, KS
Otto Walasek, Zion, XL
George Walker, Pasadena, CA
Jerry Walter, Los Angeles, CA
Werner Weiser, West Germany
FVed Wiggins, APSA, (^enview, IL
Cecil Wilson, Glendale, CA
Paul Wng, Hin^am, MA
Dorothy Ziebach, APSA, Oakland, CA
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♦Denotes Member of the
Stereo Club of Southern California

•Denotes Exhibition Medal Winners
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STEREO CLUB

OF

SOUIHERM CALIFORNIA

1979 AWARDS BANQUET

SUNDAI JULT 22, 1979

MICHAELS LOS FELIZ RESTAURANT
LOS ANGELES

President;
V« President:

Secretary;
Treasurer:

CLUB OFFICERS

1978-79

Jerry Walter
Tim Cardinale

Marilyn Felling
fdck Finney

1979-80

Tim Cardinale
Rick Finney
Marilyn Felling
Harold Cosel

AWARDS BANQUET COMMITTEE

Marshall Stewart

Ursula Sylvan &
Susan Pinsky

Rick Finney
Oliver Dean

- Director

Hospitality
Coirqjetition Director
Installing Officer

Slide of the lear Trophy kindly donated by
Max Bruensteiner

Landscs^e Trophy kindly donated by
Joe Abramson

Most Promising New Member Trophy kindly donated by
Stergis M« Stergis

"W3"

I I

r r

(Etvcning Activities
Invocation

Dinner

Introductions

Installation of Officers

Presentation of Club Slide Competition Medals

Presentation of Awards Associated with the
Club Slide of the Year Competition

—Break for Projection Setup-

Showing of "Winning Slides from the
Club Slide of the Year Competition

Feature Presentation

"SING"

The 1979 City of Angels
Stereo Division Exhibition

Exhibition Chairman Rick Finney

Judges:* • Elva Hayward, APSA, Long Beach
Phyllis Rander, Fair Oaks, OA
Jerry Walter, Los Angeles

Show Production ••••••• Jerry Walter

Narration •••••••••«• Rick Finney

MUSIC CREDITS

Joe Raposo - Sing & Green & PicUire A World, Sesame Street Kids,
Carpenters, Mantovanlj John Morris - Silent Moviej Posae - Etude
For The Harp, Susanna Mildonianj Dobanyl - Capriccio, Earl Wildj
Amazing Grace, Brigand Of Scotland; McClintock ~ Candy Mountain,
Nat'l Geographic; Copeland - Grovers Comers; John Williams -
Superman Love Theme; Nino Rota - Death On The Nile; Verdi - Ave
Harla, L. A. Master Corale; C<»(y By Here, Roots, Jones/Cleveland,
Vattsllne Choir.



rR®® ©LAiS.

WAS the night before Christmas,
when all through the house

Not a creature was stirring, not
even a mouse;

The stockings were hung by the
chimney with care,

In hopes that St. Nicholas soon
would be there ;

The children were nestled all snng
in their beds,

While visions of sugar-plnms danced in their
heads ;

AndMamma in her Hterchief, and I inmy cap.
Had just settled our brains for a long winter's

nap ;

^hc

1979

Christmas ©anquet

^erry
(^hristmag

^tcreo Club

of

Southern California
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THE

1979
CHRISOMAS
BANQUET

STEREO CLUB OF

SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA

SUNDAY DECEMBER 2, 1979
MICHAEL'S LOS FELIZ RESTAURANT
LOS ANGELES

CLUB OFFICERS

President* Tim Cazxlinale
Vice President ••Rick Finney
Secretary***********Marilyn Felling
Treasurer ****** •Harold Cosel

BANQUET COMMITTEE

Banquet Director*****David Starkman
Program Director* *.Marshall Stewart
Ho^itality• • • • Ursula Sylvan

and*********Susan Pinsky

Sequence Esdiibition narration was generously
provided by these folks from Southern California
• ••Amanda Cardinale****Tim Cardinale****Vince
Cardinale*****01iver Dean*****Carl Felling***
Marilyn Felling***Rick Finney****Susan Pinsky
•.* * *David Starkman* * * * *and Deane losch from
Sydney, Australia*****and Neil Diamond*
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S^rogram
THE 1979 PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY OF AMERICA

STEREO DIVISION SEQUENCE EXHIBITION

LIKE THE EAGLES FLY***

***John T* Chord, APSA, Prescott, Arizona
A DAY AT THE SEASHORE***

***Stergis M* Stergis, W* Los Angeles
LICHEN**.

- **.Henrietta Tinay, APSA, Walnut Creek, CA
KATHERINE MEETS THE FnXY QT.n vpT.T.A...

•*.Allan S* Griffin, NSW, Australia
BACK - USUALLY SPELLED B-A-C-K.**

**.Lucille Kosinske, APSA, Chicago
THE TRANSAMERICA BUILDING*..

•*.Sally Maurer, APSA, San Francisco
gLOSE-Vf STESEP PHOTOGRAPHY..>

•**J* F* Chase, Sacramento
THE SOPHISTICATED HANG GLIDER^HHt-

***Earl Colgan, Burbank
CONQUEST OF EVEREST**.

...Colma Jones, NSW, Australia
BODIE - LEGBND OF THE WEST...

...Kermit Epperson, Pico Rivera, CA
LOST***

***Rick Finney, Los Angeles
KM * THE NEW STEREO CAMERA**.

...Dr* Walter Paist, Berkeley Heists, NJ
HM » THE CACTUS BLQSSCMS...

***Dr* Bernard Stell, Sun City, AZ
HM - DIANE***

***Timothy J* Cardinals, Van Nuys
5RD PLACE - AIRBORNE* *.

...Charlene Kulha, San Francisco
2ND PLACE - SCUBA DIVING WITH A STEREO CAMERA

** .James V* Lott, Westfield, NJ
1ST PLACE - LANES OF AUTUMN* **

**.Bryan Riggs, APSA, North Hollywood

***Members-Stereo Club of Southern California
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